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COMPLIMENTS

These volumes are the result of a determined and unwavering commitment to an ideal, an ideal which is fundamental to the practice of librarianship. The creation of bibliographies and the subsequent improvement of access to information have been traditional concerns of the library field. Obviously, the more accurate and complete such listings are, the more useful they will be. The goal of Dr. and Mrs. Nagar in the volumes they have thus far completed is to develop as perfect a bibliography as possible.

The project began as an attempt to systematize the bibliographic records of Indian periodicals held by American libraries. Because of the innate difficulty of tracking serial publications—difficulties caused by title changes, incorrect numbering, changes in the name of the issuing agency, etc., Dr. Nagar developed a "bio-biblio-data-recorder" (BBDR). This device is able to accommodate more than one hundred categories of bibliographic information. After it was thoroughly tested on a sample of 10,000 serial titles, the Nagars proposed to expand their efforts to encompass Indian serials held by libraries throughout the world.

Each data element contained in the TULIP record has been checked and verified to the extent possible. Hindi and Sanskrit titles have been transliterated, and all of the data exists in machine-readable form. Thus far, titles beginning with the letters A through F have been compiled and formatted using the BBDR. But what is quite amazing is that this was accomplished without grant support or external funding! These volumes are a testimony to what commitment, dedication and hard work can achieve.

I have known Dr. and Mrs. Nagar for four years. For more than 20 years, Dr. Nagar has served the University of Missouri—Columbia Libraries as South Asian and International Studies Bibliographer. He has an extraordinary grasp of the literature of India, its libraries and intellectual traditions. It has been a pleasure for me to be associated with a person of such scholarship and vision. His work and many achievements are in the very best traditions of librarianship.

Thomas W. Shaughnessy

University of Missouri
Columbia
Director of Libraries
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INTRODUCTION

SOME EDITORIAL NOTES AND EXPLANATIONS

Our full "Introduction" appears in the beginning of Bouquet one. Following the suggestion of a critic, we are giving below some extracts for easy reference in this Bouquet five.

Arrangement of Entries

The arrangement of entries is strictly alphabetical, disregarding all the punctuation marks, such as . , - etc. etc. All the acronyms and initialisms in the title of a periodical publication are kept as they appear in the title of a periodical, but the initial letters standing for the name (acronyms) of a Corporate Body are separated by a full stop (period). This was necessary if we wanted to provide them with the priority they deserve. All this was dictated by the mechanism of our computer software.

Example of a title:
1. A.I.R. miscellany
2. ABC social science

Example of a corporate body:
1. A.P.O.
2. A.I.M.O.

Some General Guidelines

All the institutions are entered under their names and individualized with the name of the city at the end. For example, Agra. Kendriya Hindi Samsthanas is listed as:
Kendriya Hindi Samsthanas, Agra.

The names of such cities that were states as well as cities are differentiated from the states by the addition of the word "city" in parenthesis ( ). For example, Bombay state is entered as Bombay, while Bombay city is represented as Bombay (City).

210 and 212 = Individualization of Titles

Unless there were two periodical publications bearing identical titles, we did not need any further individualization. However, even if we had to add an individualizing characteristic, we added the year of commencement rather than the place of publication or language, etc. as some other compilers have done, e.g. PiH, which adds the place-name, e.g. Bharati (Varanasi).

Volume-Numbering

Now, sometimes we have to denote or designate a specific constituent number or issue of a volume. For example, Asian labour.
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V.11(8) – sept. 1963. Here the specific figure representing the specific number or issue (8) is enclosed in circular brackets. Some other UL's, e.g. BUCOP, use the superscript. It was not easily available on our computer system and we could not afford the heavy expenditure involved in providing it. The word "number" or its abbreviation "no." does not appear in such cases.

On the other hand, when a set of numbers or issues, constituting an alternative or parallel numbering as a substitute for volume numbering is to be denoted, the abbreviated form "no." is also used along with the figures of numbers, all being enclosed in circular brackets. For example, Adhyeya. v.1-4(no.1-45); –Feb. 1973.

252 = Change of Title

ALC76 has two separate entries for the same title when there is a change either in the name of the corporate body (author) or title. The question is, why to bring all the details of the earlier title in the later title? For further explanation and examples see under field no. 601 and 602.

470 = Current/Ceased

Unless otherwise stated, it is assumed that the PP is current.

480 = The Address of the Publisher <Including PIN CODE>

The Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials had emphasized the need for drawing regionalized lists from major union catalogs. Ranganathan did not want to make his UC "an address-book." We have made our TULIP not only an address-book, but we have gone way beyond. We have tried to ascertain India's PIN CODE (Postal Index Number, similar to the Zip Code in U.S.A.) in as many cases as possible and have incorporated it into our entries. We believe this PIN CODE may achieve something highly desirable. It has potential for helping us to derive regionalized lists to any depth—state, district, city, even the locality (Mohalla). This PIN CODE reaches great depth in geographical subdivisions.

520 = Frequency

These symbols denoting frequency of publications are currently used by MARC and its followers. We have adopted them for uniformity. Also because they did not generate any conflict with our way of doing. There is only one exception. We have used i for "irregular," since the symbol for it was not available on our computer system (and hence it could not be shown here under either!)

i = b irregular
   u unknown
   z other

- v -
The two phenomena of "Continuation" and "Succession" were identified, isolated, and differentiated by us on the basis of whether there is continuity in volume-numbering or not. If the volume-numbering is continued, it was regarded a case of "continuation." In such a case, only one entry was made for the preceding as well as the succeeding title. These (titles) were linked by the phrases "Continued by" and "Continued from." If there was a new sequence in volume-numbering, the PP was regarded as a new title and a new (separate) entry was made.

However, the new rules of the AACR-II disturb the whole line of our thinking and procedure. If there is a change in the title or the name of the sponsoring body (as author) AACR-II regards it a new title, a new personality, even if the volume-numbering is continued. Of course, both the entries are linked by suitable references.

Examples:
1) March of Mysore, and
2) March of Karnataka
and
1) Institute of History of Medicine, and
2) Indian Institute of History of Medicine.

Of course, if our procedure is followed, we would give a "see reference" for the preferred (i.e. latest) title, which will have full data. On the other hand, if the authority of the AACR-II is followed, both will have full details and there will be a "see also" references from both to both.
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This is an example of the changes that will have to be made if we decide to follow the AACR-II strictly and rigorously. A great deal of revision and reorganization will be called for. But we are not in a mood to do it now. We will do it only if our patrons tell us, or a granting agency provides the needed funds and makes it possible for us to do so.

Here is a Case of Succession
1) Nagpur law journal.
   v.1-45; 1918-1962.
2) Maharashtra law journal.
   v.1- 1963-

This is a case of succession because a new era begins. Even if we make two separate entries in both the cases, still we can use our own terminology, i.e. "Continued by" and "Continued from" or "Succeeded by" and "Succeeded from."

The question naturally arises: When is a title a new title? The answer is: When a new personality emerges. And when does a new personality emerge? Well, we will have to think about it!

SSDC makes a distinction between "continuation" and "supersession." If the original volume numbering is continued, even after the title is changed, they would use the term "contd. from" or "contd. as." But if a new sequence in volume numbering is adopted, and there is also the change in title, they would say "supersedes" or "superseded by."

ALC76 lists one title:

Van vikas.
   Hyderabad, India.
   Supersedes Aranya vikasa and continues its volume numbering.

The question is: Why to use "supersedes" when the volume numbering is continued? They do not make any distinction between "supersedes" and "continues."

The Random House Dictionary gives the meaning of "supersede" as to set aside as void, useless or obsolete, usually in favour of something maintained."

The great OED says: "be superior"; "to render superfluous or unnecessary"; "to be set aside as useless or obsolete"; "to be replaced by something which is regarded as superior."

Thus the term "supersedes" is not appropriate, unless we regard what is dubbed as "superseded", to be void, useless, or obsolete.

- vii -
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654 = Abbreviations for Indexing Periodicals

Ann. bibl. of Eng. = Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature
Bibliog. of agr. = Bibliography of Agriculture
Biolog. abstr. = Biological Abstracts
Chem. abstr. = Chemical Abstracts
FACT = Fuel Abstracts and Current Titles
GIPL = Guide to Indian Periodical Literature
Index India = Index India
Index to Indian legal period. = Index to Indian Legal Periodicals
Ind. sc. abstr. = Indian Science Abstracts
MLA abstr. = Modern Language Association Abstracts
PAIS = Public Affairs Information Service (Bulletin)
Psycho. abstr. = Psychological Abstracts
RZ = Referativny Zhurnal
Weed abstr. = Weed Abstracts
XUM = Xerox University Microfilm

828 = Geographical Component of TULIP CODE

The constituent element of space used in constructing our TULIP CODE has been represented by a capital letter and an additional lower case letter wherever necessary. For example,
M = Madras
Mi = Madurai.

Since the names of the states and cities are also given in the address component (field # 480), there will be no ambiguity at all.

This TULIP CODE NO has also the potential of generating linguistic and chronological divisions. TULIP CN is fully discussed on pages 184-190 of the TEST. Examples appear in TULIP Bouquets. See at the end of this BBDR.

The following Abbreviations for the states in India have been used in constructing the TULIP CODE.

Andhra Pradesh A A Kashmir
Arunachal Pradesh Ar Ar Kerala
Assam As A Madhya Bharat
Bengal B B Madhya Pradesh
Bihar Bi M Madras
Bihar and Orissa Mt Maharashtra
### INTRODUCTION

| Bombay          | Bo | Manipur       | Mr |
| Central Provinces & Berar | Cb | Meghalaya     | Me |
| Chandigarh (Union Terr.) | Ch | Mizoram       | Mi |
| Delhi (State)  | D  | Mysore        | My |
| Delhi (Union Terr.) |   |   |   |
| Goa, Daman, and Diu | G  | Orissa        | O  |
| Gujarat        | Gu | Punjab        | P  |
| Haryana        | H  | Rajasthan     | R  |
| Himachal Pradesh | Hi | Tamil Nadu    | T  |
| Hyderabad      | Hy | Travancore-Cochin | Tc |
| India          | I  | Tripura       | Tr |
| (Dominion)     |   |   |   |
| (Republic)     |   |   |   |
| Jammu and Kashmir | Jk | Agra and Oudh | Ua |
| Karnataka      | K  | West Bengal   | WB |

### 850 = CITATIONS

Arranged in the descending order of authenticity and reliability, 851 being the most authentic and reliable. We have given due prominence to our primary source. Most of the data are derived from it. That is why it is designated as the primary. Whenever and wherever we have found some variation, or additional information, it is shown as "reference," together with the citation of its specific source, its abbreviated symbol being enclosed within < >. We have shown elsewhere how this process has helped us (see page 239 of the TEST).

### Sources for Serials Data & Abbreviations

- **AL**  
  Accessions List, India

- **BUCOP**  
  British Union Catalogue of Periodicals

- **CIPE**  
  Current Indian Periodicals in English

- **CNLC**  
  Catalogue of National Library, Calcutta

- **HPP**  
  Hindi ki patra patrikaem

- **IOL**  

- **IPP**  
  Indian Periodicals in Print

- **MI**  
  Research Sources for South Asian Studies in Economic Development. A Select Bibliography of Serial Publications. (East Lansing, Michigan)

- **NAL**  
  National Agricultural Library, Washington, D.C.

- **NL**  
  National Library, Calcutta

- **NLC**  
  National Library (Calcutta) Catalogue

- **NLM**  
  National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, MD

- **NST**  
  New Serial Titles

- **NUC**  
Stop Press

We have just now realized—but it is quite late now—that we have not given the vol./no./year specification a separate seat and a separate tag number! We don't know why? This field is kept as an integral part—an adjunct—of the title. We may correct it if and when we reappear. Until then the "title" is to be interpreted in its widest sense including all the data that go along with it in normal circumstances.

Companion Publications

Two companion publications were released along with the first two bouquets of TULIP. In fact the release of the bouquets was considerably delayed because the full beauty of the TULIP cannot be visualized without consulting the two companion volumes; the essence of TULIP can be well appreciated only if the other two volumes are kept to the left and right! These two volumes may serve as the vases. They will hold the TULIP bouquets quite well.

1. The first publication is entitled: TULSI: The Union Lists of Serials: History: Literature: Philosophy. It discusses briefly the preparation and publication of union lists all over the world.

2. The second publication is entitled: TEST: The Eternal Saga of TULIP or Composing a Union List of Serials in the Computer Age.

Why Publish TULIP?

We cannot claim by any means that TULIP as published now is perfect or complete. Far, far from it. The question then naturally arises: Why did we publish it at all? There are many reasons. The

\[1\] While UC = Union Catalogue of Periodicals of the Social Science Documentation Centre of the Indian Council of Social Science Research, UCS = Union Catalogue of Serials of the same. The following letter/s stands for the geographical area covered, full names of which appear in the table presented on page 36-37.
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first is: Something is better than nothing! We just wanted to demonstrate in concrete form what can be achieved if an adequate cluster of resources is mustered. The other reasons are:

We wanted to create a favorable atmosphere conducive to the growth and development of TULIP. We approached many granting American agencies during the past six years for adequate funding, but the outcome was negative. Maybe, the times change. Some new Indo-US cooperating agency emerges and gives us the needed money to enable us to show in full the value and beauty of TULIP. We also wanted to draw the attention of the Government of India and her granting agencies, such as the University Grants Commission and the Ministry of Education. After all, as we have pointed out also in our TEST and TULSI, we are working towards the preparation and publication of a comprehensive universal/union list of India's periodical publications, the embodiments of her cultural heritage, preserved and being served in major libraries of the world. TULIP may lead us toward this great goal. We believe any Indian agency interested in the promotion of Indian culture should find TULIP a worthy object of support and promotion!

And finally we wanted to explore the possibilities of getting the support also from the users and consumers, who are our ultimate resort—the final refuge. They are the final judges of the internal and external values of TULIP. All our talk about the beauties and usefulness of TULIP are meaningless if this class of patrons is not satisfied.

So, these are some of the reasons for us to go out and stand the test. We are reminded of a great sadukti (wise saying) of one of the greatest poets of the world, Kalidasa:

Tam santah srotum arhanti sadasadvyaktihetavah.
Hennah samlakyate hyagnau visuddhih syamikapi va.

The noble critics may now hear and judge my composition, because they are blessed with the power of discerning what is worthy and what is not. The purity or blemish of the gold distinctly comes out in fire.

We are ready to stand the fire—get tested and evaluated. That is the only way to provide any justification for prosperity—nay, even the survival.

May the readers and users be blessed with eternal bliss:

Murari L. Nagar
&
Sarla D. Nagar
Columbia, MO
Mar. 31, 1989
Co-Project Directors
TULIP

BIO-BIBLIO-DATA-RECODER
(Complete Version)

100 = AUTHOR (heading, other than title)
   130=Varied author

200 = TITLE WITH ADJUNCTS
   210=Title, primary/main
   212=Title, secondary/subsidiary Vol./No. Designation
   230 = Varied title
      2301=Parallel title
      2302=Distinctive title
      2303=Other or alternate title
      2304=Cover title
      2305=Added title
      2306=Caption title
      2307=Running title
      2308=Spine title
      2309=Undefined title
   232=Varied subtitle
   250=Former title
   252=Former subtitle
   270=Issues with special titles
   290=nsv (new series)

300 = ASSOCIATE BODY
   301=Compiling body
   302=Issuing body
   303=Preparing body
   304=Producing body
   305=Publishing body
   306=Sponsoring body
   307=Organ of
   308=At head of title
   350=Former Associate body
   351=Compiling
   352=Issuing
   353=Preparing
   354=Producing
   355=Publishing
   356=Sponsoring
   357=Formerly organ of

400 = PUBLISHING DATA
   401=Place of Publication
   402=Name of the publisher
   403=Name of the Printer
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430=Varied publishing data
431=Varied Place of publication
432=Varied publisher
433=Varied printer
450=Former publishing
451=Place of Publication
452=Former publisher
453=Former printer

460 = Genesis
   461=Year of first publishing
   462=Volume-year correlation
   463=Reprint year
   470=Whether still current (ct) or ceased (cd)

480 = ADDRESS of the PUBLISHER <Including PIN CODE>
   Regionalized Lists: Value of the PIN CODE
   483=Varied address of the publisher
   485=Former address of the publisher

490=Current subscription (price)

500 = PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
   501=collation
   5011=size
   5012=illus. (plates, etc.)
   5013=ports.
   5014=maps
   5015=tables
   5016=charts
   5017=diagrs.
   502=Issued in more than one part/section
   503=Issues combined
   504 = Microforms
   5041=Microfilm
   5042=Microcard
   5043=Microfische
   505=Mimeographed
   506=Peculiarities in paginating/binding of volume
   507=Volume no. incomplete
   508=Volumes issued in revised ed.

510 = SERIES STATEMENT
   511=Series treatment DNTS
   512=Handling of physical volume
   514=Volumes without, or incomplete, series designation

520 = FREQUENCY OF PUBLICATION
   521=Current frequency
   525=Former frequency
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td><strong>LANGUAGE OF THE PUBLICATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>531</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532</td>
<td>Hindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>533</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>534</td>
<td>Multilingual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>540</td>
<td>Suspension of publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560</td>
<td>Publication revived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>570</td>
<td><strong>NUMBERING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>571</td>
<td>Irregularities in the numbering of volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>572</td>
<td>Irregularities in the numbering of series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>573</td>
<td>Peculiarities in the numbering of volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>574</td>
<td>Peculiarities in the numbering of series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>575</td>
<td>Special note on the numbering of volume/series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td><strong>NOTES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601</td>
<td>Connection with preceding publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6011</td>
<td>Splitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6012</td>
<td>Splicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602</td>
<td>Connection with succeeding publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>603</td>
<td>Current status of the publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6031</td>
<td>Absorbs = takes or sucks in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6032</td>
<td>Incorporates = make, become, united in one body, or group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6033</td>
<td>Merges with = become one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>604</td>
<td>Status after the publication ceased to run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6041</td>
<td>Absorbed by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6042</td>
<td>Incorporated into</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6043</td>
<td>Merged into</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td><strong>COOPERATORS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611</td>
<td>Editors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612</td>
<td>Collaborators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613</td>
<td>Compilers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>614</td>
<td>Founders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>615</td>
<td>Preparers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>616</td>
<td>Producers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td><strong>Contents</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>626</td>
<td>Special issues with special contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>628</td>
<td>Cumulation/summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td><strong>Additional characteristics/features</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>631</td>
<td>Supplements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>633</td>
<td>Supplement to some other publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>636</td>
<td>Appendices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>637</td>
<td>Appendix to some other publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>638</td>
<td>Issued as part of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td><strong>Special numbers</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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650 = Index data
    651=Indexes
    654=Indexed in

660 = Final form of the publication
    661=Bound with
    663=Issued with
    664=Boxed with

680 = Annotations, evaluative and explanatory (content analysis)

700 = ADDITIONAL ENTRIES
    710=Analytical entries
    720=Subject entries
    730=Added entries (collaborators)
    740="See" entries
    750="See also" entries

800 = CLASS NUMBERS/ CODES/ ID'S/ CITATIONS/CN's
    810 = Class numbers
        811=LC call no.
        812=DC class no.

820 = CODE NUMBERS
    821=LC card number
    822=LCSN (shadow number)
    824=CODEN
    825=ISSN
    826=OCCN
    828=TULIP CN
    851=Authority (direct information)
    852=Primary Source
    853=Reference
    854=Allusion (indirect reference)

900 = HOLDINGS OF COOPERATING LIBRARIES
    910=USA
    920=UK
    930=India

991 = UNION CATALOGERS' SPECIAL NOTE
993 = OVERFLOW (any additional information which does not fit into any of the above categories)

N.B. These field ID's, or Numbers, or Tags appear in parenthesis right after the relative serials data of the specific field.
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INDIAN National Congress (110)--Year of freedom. 1st- ; 1947/48- (210)--Madras (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. India -- History -- Yearbooks (720)--Year of freedom (740)--DS401.I432 (811)--954.09 (812)--52-67264 (821)--4138397 (826)--DSelTM948a (828)--UMC (852)--AL NUC OC UCSD (853)--PL480: 16th year, 1962/63- (910)

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110)--Congress bulletin. No.1- ; Mar. 1928- <ULS>; 1931- <UCD> (210)--Published by: All India Congress Committee (305)--Organ of the Congress Party <CIPE> (307)--New Delhi (401)--Allahabad <ULS> (451)--7 Jantar Mantar Road, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--22cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--No Congress held 1930-34 <OC> (575)--Ed.: N. Balakrishnan <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--1. India -- Politics and government -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--DS401.I43 (811)--954 (812)--47-36800 rev. (821)--0019-6010 (825)--1 681112 (826)--DSelDN928m (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE OC UCD ULS UMC (853)--PL480: No.7/9-8/12; July/Sept. 1964-Aug./Dec. 1974 (910)

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110)--Congress marches ahead (210)
search under
Congress marches ahead.

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110)--Congress political and economic studies. Nos.1-12; 1935-38 (210)--Allahabad (401)--Ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--DS403.I6 (811)--DSelUA1935u (828)--ULS (852)--NUC (853)

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110)--Economic review (210)
search under
Economic review <ALC76>

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110)--Indian National Congress cartoons from the Hindi punch (210)--New Delhi? (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIDN9uuu (828)--BUCOP (852)

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110)--Newsletter (210)
search under
Indian National Congress. All India Congress Committee. Foreign Dept. (110)--News from India.

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110)--Political and economic review (210)
search under
Political and economic review <NST>

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110)--Proceedings (210)
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search under
Indian National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110) --Report of the session.

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110) --Questions and answers. <N.1> ; 1962 -- <NST> (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- N. Balakrishnan for and on behalf of the All India Congress Committee <OC> (402) -- 19 cm. (501) -- Numbers 1-8 treated as monographs by PL480 (512) -- i (521) -- English (531) -- 1. India -- Economic conditions -- 1945 -- <OC> (720) -- HC431.I436 (811) -- SA63-2667 (821) -- 0445-7935 (825) -- 5575112 (826) -- HCeIDN962i (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NST OC (853) -- PL480: Nos. 1-8 (910)

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110) -- Report of the General-Secretary. 1st-- ; 1885 -- (210) -- Title varies slightly (250) -- New Delhi (401) -- Madras (431) -- 22 cm. (501) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- 1. India -- Politics and government -- 1765-1947 (720) -- DS480.8.A2 (811) -- 49-32779 (821) -- 1780931 (826) -- DSeIDN885a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NUC OC UCSD (853) -- PL480: 1962/63- 1974/75 (910)


INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee (110) -- Socialist India (210)
search under
Socialist India <AL>

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee. Congress Women's Front (110) -- Mahila pragati ke patha para (210)
search under
Mahila pragati ke patha para <Pi75>

INDIAN National Congress. All India Congress Committee. Congress Women's Front (110) -- Women on the march (210)
search under
Women on the march.
INDIAN National. All India Congress Committee. Foreign Dept. (110)--Indian affairs (210) search under Indian affairs.

INDIAN National. All India Congress Committee. Foreign Dept. (110)--News from India. No.1-; June 1939--(210)--Formerly: Newsletter, June 1936-Aug. 1939 (250)--nsv.1-; Feb. 1940--<ULS>(290)--Allahabad (401)--33cm. (5011)---u (521)--English (531)--Suspended: Mar.-May 1938 and Sept. 1939-Jan. 1940 (540)--No. 25, 1937/38 is bound with Committee's Circular no.39, Sept. 4, 1937 (661)--1. India - Politics and government - 1919-1947 (720)--Indian National Congress. All India Congress Committee. Foreign Dept. Newsletter (740)--DS480.82.A616 (811)--954 (812)--43-40165 rev. (821)--DSeIUA1936u (828)--NUC (852)--ULS (853)

INDIAN National Science Academy (110)--Biographical memoirs of fellows of the Indian National Science Academy, 1966- (210)--Published by: Indian National Science Academy (305)--Vols. for 1966-70 issued by the Institute under its earlier name: National Institute of Sciences of India <AL>(352)--New Delhi (401)--1 Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)---ports. (5013)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Scientists - India - Biography - Collected works. 2. Indian National Science Academy (720)--National Institute of Sciences of India. Biographical memoirs of fellows <SA68-14647>(740)--Q73.177413 <OC> (811)--509.22 (812)--74-901440 (821)--0376-6632 (825)--1797738 (826)--Q7eIDN966i (828) --ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UMC (853)--PL480: v.3, 1973 (910)

INDIAN National Science Academy (110)--Yearbook of the Indian National Science Academy (210)--Formerly: Yearbook of the National Institute of Sciences of India (250)--Published by: Indian National Science Academy (305)--Vols. for 1969 issued by the Academy under its earlier name: National Institute of Sciences of India (352)--New Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)---a (521)--English (531)--1. Indian National Science Academy (720)--National Institute of Sciences of India. Yearbook of the National Institute of Sciences of India (740)--Q73.N33 (811)--506'.254 (812)--75-643517 (821)--0073-6619 (825)--2241242 (826)--Q7eIDN9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1962- (910)

INDIAN National Trade Union Congress (110)--I.N.T.U.C. session; (210)--brief review (212)--New Delhi (401)--No. 5 equals 1952 <UCSD>(462)--17 Janpath, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--23cm. (5011)---illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Vol. for 18th session reported as not published (540)--HD8692.158 (811)--331.88'0954 (812)--SA67-1828 (821)--1800376 (826)--HDeIDN9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC NUC OC UCSD (853)--PL480: 15th-19th session; 1964-? (910)

INDIAN National Trade Union Congress (110)--1. Annual report. 2. General Secretary's report (210) search under its
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Report--Indian National Trade Union Congress.

INDIAN National Trade Union Congress (110)--Report--Indian National Trade Union Congress (210)--Formerly: General Secretary's report? -1952/53. Then Annual report <1953/54> (250)--New Delhi (401)--22 cm. (501)---i (521)--Formerly: annual (525)--English (531)--Annual session includes presidential address, resolutions, a brief review and report <UCSK> (620)--1. Trade unions - India. 2. Labor and laboring classes - India (720)--Indian National Trade Union Congress. 1. Annual report. 2. General Secretary' report (740)--HD8682.I58 (811)--SA67-7856 (821)--17774659 (826)--HDeIDN9uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCSK UMC (853)--PL480: 14th-20th session; 1962-Nov. 1971-Nov. 1974? (910)

The INDIAN nationalist. v.1-2, no.39; Jan. 27, 1923-Oct. 4, 1924 (210)--Bombay (401)--Indian Nationalist Syndicate (402)--Available on microfilm from NYPL (5041)--w (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by: Indian libertarian wef. 1952 <OC> (6041)--Ed.: L. G. Khare (611)--1. India - Periodicals and society publications (720)--I. Khare, L. G., ed. (730)--Indian libertarian (750)--UoeIMtB923w (828)--NUC (852)--NYPL/853

INDIAN news and notes. v.1-?; Aug. 1944-Dec. 1945 (210)--Issued by: India. Dept. of Information and Broadcasting (302)--New Delhi (401)--u (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by: Indian trade bulletin wef. Jan. 1945 (6041)--1. India - Economic conditions. 2. World war, 1939- - Economic aspects - India (720)--Indian trade bulletin (750)--280.9 (812)--UoeIDN944u (828)--NUC (852)

INDIAN news digest. No.1- ; Feb. 1948- (210)--Sponsored by: Reserve Bank of India. Dept. of Research and Statistics (306)--Bombay (401)--34 cm. (501)---e (521)--English (531)--1. India - Economic conditions -- Periodicals <NUC> (720)--I. Reserve Bank of India. Dept. of Research and Statistics (730)--HC431.I44 (811)--330.954 (812)--59-27027 (821)--ULS (852)--NUC UCD (853)


INDIAN notes and queries; (210)--a monthly periodical devoted to the systematic collection of authentic notes and information regarding the country and the people. v.4, no. 37-48; Oct. 1886-Sept. 1887 (212)--Formerly: Punjab notes and queries. v.1-3; 1883-86
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INDIAN numismatic

(250)--Allahabad (401)--Pioneer Press (402)--London (451)--Trubner & Co. (452)--25cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--No more published
<NUC> (550)--Succeeded by: North Indian notes and queries (602)--Ed.: Captain R. C. Temple (611)--Index for 1883-87 with Journal and proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (651) -- 1. India. 2. Folklore of India. 3. Folklore - Periodicals (720)--Punjab notes and queries (740)--North Indian notes and queries (750)--905 (812)--UUEIUA1883m (828)--NLC (852)--IOL NUC ULS (853)

The INDIAN numismatic chronicle. v.1- ; 1960-- (210)--Published by:
Bihar Research Society (305)--Patna (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)-- 1; semiannual <P1H>
(521)--English (531) -- 1. Numismatics -- India -- Periodicals <OC>
(720) -- I. Bihar Research Society (730) -- CJ3530.I5 (811) -- SA63-1325
(821) -- 0537-2348 (825) -- 1752961 (826) -- CJcIBIPI960i (828) -- ALC76
(852) -- OC PiH UCD (853) -- PL480: v.1-11 (1/2); 1960-73 (910)

INDIAN observer; (210)--a journal of opinion devoted to current
affairs and cultural interests. N 1-54; Sept. 9, 1793-Sept. 9, 1794
(212) -- Calcutta (401) -- 33cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012)--Another
editions: 1795; 1798; 1800 <BU Cop> (508) -- w (521) -- English (531)
-- UUEIBC793w (828) -- NLC (852) -- BU COP (853)

INDIAN official thesaurus (210)
search under
Annals of Indian administration <IOL>

INDIAN oil and soap journal. <v.25(6)>, 1960- (210)--Formerly: Indian
soap journal. v.1-25(5); 1934-59 <UCD> (250) -- Organ of the All India
Soap Makers' Association <NUC> (307) -- Calcutta (401) -- Indian Soap
and Toiletries Makers Association, P-11 Mission Row Extension, Calcutta-700
001 (480) -- Rs. 12.00 (490) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: S. R. Chakraborti
(611) -- Special number (640) -- Index (651) -- Indexed in: Chem. abstr.;
Ind. sc. abstr. (654) -- Also covers perfumer industry in India, deals
with economic and technical aspects. Prints abstracts of papers
(680) -- 1. Soap -- Periodicals. 2. Cosmetics -- Periodicals (720) -- I.
All India Soap Makers' Association (730) -- Indian soap journal
(740) -- TP990.I6 (811) -- 52-27996 (821) -- TPcIBBC934m (828) -- CIPE
(852) -- IPnP NUC UCD UCBW (853)

INDIAN Oil Company (110)
search under
Indian Oil Corporation Limited <AL>

INDIAN Oil Corporation Limited (110) -- Report (210) -- Formerly issued
by: Indian Oil Company, ? -- 1962/63 (352) -- Bombay (401) -- 27cm.
(5011) -- illus. (5012) -- ports. (5013) -- a (521) -- English
(531) -- Report year ends Mar. 31 (620) -- I. Indian Oil Corporation
Ltd. -- Periodicals. 2. Petroleum industry and trade -- India --
Periodicals (720) -- I. Indian Oil Company (730) -- HD9576.I44I43
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(811)--SA66-5950 (821)--8637652 (826) -- HDeIMtB9uua (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC UCSK UCSM UCSW (853) -- PL480: 1961/62-1974/75 (910)

INDIAN oil news. v.1- ; June 1963- (210) -- Published by: Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. (305)-- Bombay (401)-- B. V. Ranganath (402) -- Indian Oil Corporation Ltd., 254-G Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Bombay-400 025 (480) -- Free (490) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: B. V. Ranganath (611) -- Commerce and industry (680) -- I. Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. (730) -- 2385145 (826) -- UUEIMtB963m (828) -- PiI75 (852) -- OC (853)

INDIAN oilseeds directory. 1964- (210) -- Published by: Indian Central Oilseeds Committee (305)--Hyderabad (401)--26cm. (5011) -- i (521) -- English (531) -- I. Oil industries - India - Directories (720) -- I. Indian Central Oilseeds Committee (730) -- TP680.I5 (811) -- SA65-7254 (821) -- UUEIAH964i (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NUC (853) -- PL480: 1964 (910)

INDIAN Oriental Conference (110)

search under
All India Oriental Conference <UCSK>

INDIAN outlook; (210) -- a monthly journal devoted to integration and propagation of Indian culture (212) -- Calcutta (401) -- Sunil Kumar Nag (402) -- 32/1 Chandi Ghose Road, Calcutta-700 040 (480) -- Rs.20.00 (490) -- 25cm. (5011) -- iill. (5012) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Sunil Kumar Nag, 1976- <OC> (611) -- I. Nag, Sunil Kumar, 1926- , ed. (730) -- DS423.156 (811) -- 954'.005 (812) -- 77-912241 (821) -- 3318261 (826) -- DSeIBC9uum (828) -- ALC78 (852) -- NUC OC (853) -- PL480: ? (910)

INDIAN outpost. v.1- ; 1949- (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- UUEIDN949u (828) -- IOL (852)

INDIAN Oxygen Ltd., Calcutta (110) -- India; a statistical outline

search under
India; a statistical outline.

The INDIAN P.E.N.; (210) -- a World Association of Writers. v.1- ;
Mar. 7, 1934- <CIPE> (212) -- Organ of the All India Centre of the
P.E.N. (307) -- Bangalore (401) -- P. Ranganjan <PiI75> (402) -- W.Q.
Judge Press, No. 97, Residency Road, Bangalore-560 026, Karnataka <PiI75> (480) -- PEN All India Centre, Theosophy Hall, 40 New Marine
Lines, Bombay-400 020 <CIPE> (483) -- Rs.12.00 (490) -- 25cm. (5011) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- m, 1936-
(521) -- Irregular: 1934-35 <OC> (525) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Smt.
Sofia Wadia <PiI75> (611) -- Index (651) -- Indexed in: Index India
(654) -- Critically surveys the literary scene in English and Indian
languages <CIPE> (680) -- I. Indic literature - History and criticism
- Periodicals <OC> (720) -- I. P.E.N. All-India Centre, Bombay
(730) -- PK101.156 (811) -- 891.105 (812) -- 45-49942 (821) -- 0019-6053
(825) -- 1716992 (826) -- PKeIK934m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE IOL NLC
OC PiH PiI75 UCD (853) -- PL480: v.28, Jan. 1962- (910)
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INDIAN packaging directory (210)--Published by: Indian Institute of Packaging (305)--Bombay (401)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--I. Indian Institute of Packaging (730)--HD99999.C743518 (811)--10134964 (826)--HEd1M79uu (828)--OC (852)

INDIAN paint news. v.1-5(3); 1967-Oct./Dec. 1971 (210)--Published by: Indian Paint Association (305)--Calcutta (401)--q (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Paint industry news wef. Jan./Mar. 1972 (602)--I. Indian Paint Association (730)--Paint industry news (750)--UUEI9CB67q (828)--ALC76 (852)--UCD (853)--PL480: v.2(1)-5(3); Jan./June 1968-Oct./Dec. 1971; v.3(2), 1969 not available (910)

The INDIAN people (210)--nsv.1, 1907- <NLC> (290)--Allahabad (401)--The Imperial Press <NLC> (402)--49cm. (5011)--e (521)--English (531)--Incorporated into: Leader wef. V.1, 1909 (6042)--Leader (750)--UUEIUIA9uu (828)--PiH (852)--NLC UCD (853)

INDIAN perfumer (210)--Other title: Bharatiya gandhika (2303)--Official organ of Essential Oil Association of India (307)--<Jammu Tawi> (401)--Kanpur <NUC> (431)--Essential Oil Association of India (402)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--semiannual (525)--English (531)--Vol.15, pt.1 includes papers for discussion at the All India Seminar on Mentha Arvensis and Mentha Piperita oils (620)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr. <OC> (654)--Development of perfume industry (680)--1. Perfumes -- Periodicals (720)--I. Essential Oil Association of India (730)--Bharatiya gandhika (740)--TP983.A228 (811)--668.542'05 (812)--76-928965 (821)--0019-607X (825)--8648151 (826)--TPeIKaj9uu (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL 480: v.15, pt.1, 1971 (910)

INDIAN periodicals; an information leaflet (210)

search under

Indian periodicals record.

INDIAN periodicals record. v.2(3)-7; Jan. 1968-72 (210)--Formerly: Indian periodicals; an information leaflet <NUC> V.1-2(2); Dec. 1966-Dec. 1967 (250)--Calcutta (401)--Mukherjee Library (402)--23cm. (5011)--q (521)--semiannual: Dec. 1966-Dec. 1968 (525)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Journal of indexing and reference work wef. v.1, 1973 <UCR> (602)--1. India periodicals -- Bibliography -- Periodicals (720)--Indian periodicals; an information leaflet (740)--Journal of indexing and reference work (750)--26958.14148 (811)--016.9154'005 (812)--77-929484 (821)--Z6eIBC966q (828)--ALC75 (852)--CNLC NUC (853)--PL480: v.2-7; Jan./June 1967-72 ; Subscription discontinued (910)

INDIAN petroleum & chemicals statistics. 1969-1974/75 (210)--Title varies slightly (250)--Issued by: Economics & Statistics Division, Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals, Govt. of India (302)--Formerly issued by: Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals and Mines and Metals, Govt. of India, 1969-1973/74 (352)--New Delhi (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Continues in part: India. Ministry of


INDIAN petroleum handbook (210)--Published by: Petroleum Information Service, Statistics Division (305)--New Delhi (401)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Petroleum industry and trade - India (720)--I. Petroleum Information Service, Statistics Division (730)--HD9576.I42153 (811)--338.2 (812)--SA65-9261 (821)--0537-2399 (825)--1203867 (826)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

INDIAN Pharmaceutical Association (110)--Publication (210) search under The Indian journal of pharmaceutical sciences <ALC79>

INDIAN Pharmaceutical Association (110)--Scientific publication (210) search under The Indian journal of pharmaceutical sciences <ALC79>

INDIAN pharmaceutical guide (210)--New Delhi (401)--Pamposh Publi-
INDIAN philatelist. v.1-2(11); May 1894-Apr. 1896 (210)--Bombay (401)--Ceased (470)--ULS (852)--BUCOP (853)

INDIAN philosophical annual. 1965--<CIPE> (210)--Issued by: S. Radhakrishnan Institute for Advanced Study in Philosophy, University of Madras (302)--Formerly issued by the Institute under its earlier name: Centre of Advanced Study in Philosophy, University of Madras (352)--Madras (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: Index India <UMC> (654)--l. Philosophy, Indic - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. University of Madras. Centre of Advanced Study in Philosophy. II. S. Radhakrishnan Institute for Advanced Study in Philosophy. University of Madras (730)--Bl.I.193; Bl.30.1.8 <UMC> (811)--76-913416 (821)--1752964 (826)--BleITM965a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480: v.4-7; 1968-71 (910)

INDIAN Philosophical Association (110)--Indian philosophical review (210)

search under

Indian philosophical review <PiH>


INDIAN Philosophical Congress, Calcutta (110)--Philosophical quarterly (210)
BOUQUET I

search under
Philosophical quarterly <PiH>

INDIAN planting

search under its
Addresses, lectures, and symposia.

INDIAN philosophical quarterly. v.1- ; Oct. 1973- (210)---Published by: Dept. of Philosophy, University of Poona (305)—Journal of Pratap Centre of Philosophy, Amalner and Dept. of Philosophy, Poona University, Poona (307)—Poona (401)—Dept. of Philosophy, University of Poona, Poona-411 007, Maharashtra <CIPE> (480)—Rs.25.00 (490)—22cm. (5011)—q (521)—English (531)—Succeeds: Philosophical quarterly, 1938-66 (601)—Ed.: Dr. Surendra S. Burlingay <PiI75> (611)—Supplements accompany some numbers (631)—Indexed in: Index India; Philosophical index (654)—Devoted to original philosophical problems and theories in all areas of philosophy, Indian and western <CIPE> (680)—l. Philosophy, Indic—Periodicals. 2. Philosophy—Periodicals <OC> (720)—I. Pratap Centre of Philosophy. II. University of Poona. Dept. of Philosophy <OC> (730)—Philosophical quarterly (750)—B130.159 (811)—105 (812)—73-907974 (821)—0376-415X (825)—1780934 (826)—B1eIMtP973q (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC PiI75 UMC (853)—PL480: v.1, Oct. 1973— (910)

The INDIAN philosophical review. v.1-4(3); 1917-July 1921 (210)—Organ of the Indian Philosophical Association <NLC> (307)—Bombay (401)—Bombay and Madras, <1918> <NUC>; Baroda <NLC, PiH> (431)—Ceased <ULS> (470)—27cm. (5011)—u (521)—English (531)—Succeeds: Sanskrit research <ULS> (601)—Sanskrit research (750)—NUC (852)—BUCOP IOL NLC PiH ULS (853)

INDIAN philosophy and culture. v.1- ; Mar. 15, 1956- (210)—Published by: Institute of Oriental Philosophy, Sept. 1959— <OC> (305)—Formerly published by: Vaishnava Research Institute, 1956-June 1959 (355)—Vrindaban (401)—Swami Bhakti Hardaya Bon Maharaja <PiI75> (402)—Institute of Oriental Philosophy, Vrindaban, Dist. Mathura, UP <PiI75> (480)—Rs.12.00 (490)—25cm. (5011)—Some numbers issued combined (503)—q (521)—English (531)—Suspended: v.20(4), Dec. 1975 (540)—Ed.: Swami Bhakti Hardaya Bon Maharaja <PiI75> (611)—Religion and philosophy (680)—l. Philosophy, Indic—Periodicals <OC> (720)—I. Institute of Oriental Philosophy. II. Vaishnava Research Institute, Vrindaban, India <OC> (730)—B130.16 (811)—SA63-1633 (821)—0019-6096 (825)—1587967 (826)—B1eIUV956q (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC PiH PiI75 UCD UMC (853)—PL480: v.9, Mar. 1964— (910)

INDIAN planters' gazette and sporting news. 1882—Nov.1, 1924 (210)—Title varies (250)—Calcutta (401)—London (431)—u (521)—English (531)—BUCOP (852)—ULS (853)

INDIAN planting and gardening. v.1-16(34); Sept. 15, 1897-Aug. 25,
INDIAN plastics

1906 (210)--Formerly: Indian gardening. v.1-5. Indian gardening and planting. v.6-11 (250)--Calcutta (401)--w (521)--English (531)--Wanting: v.15(23, 24), June 10 and July 1, 1905; v.16(32), Aug. 11, 1906 (540)--l. Indian gardening. 2. Indian gardening and planting (740)--NUC (852)--NUC lacks v.15(23,24), June 10 and July 1, 1905; v.16(32). Aug. 11, 1906 (910)

INDIAN plastics review. v.1- ; 1955- <UCD> (210)--Vols. for July 1958- issued under the auspices of the Indian Plastics Federation <NUC> (302)--Calcutta (401)--K. P. Gupta for Plastics & Machinery Distributors <NUC> (402)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended (540)--l. Plastics - Periodicals. 2. Plastics industry and trade - India - Periodicals <NUC> (720)--I. Plastics & Machinery Distributors, Calcutta. II. Indian Plastics Federation (730)--TP1101.15 (811)--SA67-147 (821)--2447560 (826)--TPeIBC955m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.11, Jan. 1965-Aug. 1973 (910)

INDIAN plywood Industries Research Institute (110)--IPIRI journal. v.1- ; Jan./Mar. 1971- (210)--Published by: Indian Plywood Industries Research Institute (305)--Journal of the Institute (307)--Bangalore (401)--Joseph George <P175> (402)--Indian Plywood Industries Research Institute, Post Box 2273, Tumkur Road, Bangalore, Karnataka (480)--Rs. 20.00 (490)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--f (521)--quarterly: 1971-74 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: Joseph George (611)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr. <OC> (654)--Commerce and industry (680)--l. Plywood - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. IPIRI journal. 2. Indian Plywood Industries Research Institute. Journal (740)--TS870.A115 (811)--75-924588 (821)--0046-9033 (825)--1476493 (826)--TSeIKB971f (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC Pi75 (853)--PL 480: v.1, Jan./Mar. 1971- (910)

INDIAN Plywood Industries Research Institute (110)--Journal (210)

search under its
IPIRI journal <AL>

The INDIAN police journal. v.1- ;July 1954- (210)--New Delhi (401)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--maps (fold) (5014)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Police - Periodicals (720)--HV7551.162 (811)--SA63- 3362 (821)--1752967 (826)--HVeIDN954q (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.9(1), July 1962- (910)

INDIAN policy holder, 1935- (210)--Madras (401)--u (521)--English (531)--BUCOP (852)

INDIAN political commentator. v.1- ; Apr. 1969- (210)--Published by: Teachers' Committee for National Affairs (305)--New Delhi (401)--29cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--l. India - Politics and government - Periodicals (720)--I. Teachers' Committee for National Affairs (730)--DS401.1294 (811)--70-903762 (821)--DSeIDN969m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC PiH (853)--PL480: v.1, Apr. 1969- (910)
INdian Political Science Association (110)--Annual report (210)

search under

Indian journal of political science.

INdian Political Science Association (110)--Indian journal of political science (210)

search under

Indian journal of political science <ALC80>


INdian ports. v.1- ; Aug. 1968- (210)--Published by: Ports Consultative Organization <OC> (305)--Journal of the Organization (307)--Calcutta (401)--357-IV Prince Anwar Shah Road, Calcutta-700 031 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. K. Sinha <CIPE> (611)--Includes special numbers (640)--1. Ports Consultative Organization <OC> (730)--SA72-902890 (821)--0019-6134 (825)--1614163 (826)--UUeIBC968q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.1, Aug. 1968- (910)

INdian post & telegraph magazine. v.1- ; Jan. 1920- (210)--Calcutta (401)--G.P.O. (402)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--plates, facs. (5013)--m (521)--English (531)--UUeIBC920m (828)--NLC (852)

The INdian postage stamp news. v.1-2(2); Sept. 30, 1894-Sept. 25, 1895 (210)--Bombay (401)--u (521)--English (531)--BUCOP (852)
INDIAN poultry

INDIAN poultry industry yearbook. v.1- ; 1973/74- (210)--New Delhi (401)--S. Gupta <OC> (402)--Indian Poultry Industry Yearbook, 2-C/34 New Rohtak Road, New Delhi-110 005 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.50.00 (490)--24cm. (5011) --illus. (5012)--Issued in 5 sections <CIPE> (502)--a (521)--English (531)--Vol. for 1974/75 reported as not published (540)--Includes Directory and Who's who sections <OC> (620)--l. Poultry industry - India - Yearbooks <OC> (720)--HD9437.I4I39 (811)--73-907310 (821)--15888040 (826)--HDeIDN974a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCSK (853)--PL480: ? (910)

INDIAN press (210)

search under
Institute of Historical Studies (110)--Collection of papers presented at annual Conference of the Institute <ALC76>


INDIAN press index. v.1- ; Apr./June 1968- (210)--Published by: Delhi Library Association (305)--Delhi (401)--C/O Hardinge Municipal Public Library, Queen's Garden, Post Box 1270, Delhi-110 006 <CIPE> (480)--$50.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m; Book review supplement: quarterly (521)--English (531)--Vol.1, no.1 preceded by a pilot fascicule, Mar. 1968 (575)--Eds.: N. K. Goil and C. P. Vashishth <CIPE> (611)--Book review supplement. v.1, no.1, June 1968- (631)--Author and geographical indexes <CIPE> (651)--Indexes signed and unsigned articles, editorials, and important letters from 25 English daily newspapers of India <CIPE> (680)--l. Indian newspapers - Indexes <OC> (720)--I. Delhi Library Association <OC> (730)--Indian press index. Book review supplement (740)--AI3.175 (811)--75-900082 (821)--0019-6177 (825)--1752970 (826)--A1eIDN968m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PiH UCD UMC (853)--PL480: v.1-7(4/6); Apr. 1968-July/Sept. 1974. Book review supplement: v.1-6(1/4); June 1968-Apr. 1973/Mar. 1974 (910)

INDIAN press index. Book review supplement (210)

search under
Indian press index.
BOUQUET I

The INDIAN press year book. v.1- ; 1948- (210)--Published by: The Indian Press Publications (305)--Madras (401)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--English (531)--50-54778 (821)--1781300 (826)--UUEITM948a (828)--NLC (852)--IOL OC UCSD UCSM (853)

INDIAN print and paper; (210)--a journal for printers and paper makers v.1- ; Sept. 1934- <ULS> (212)--Calcutta (401)--Commercial Products Ltd., Chartered Bank Building, Calcutta-700 001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: P. K. Guha Roy <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: RZ <CIPE> (654)--A journal for the printing and trade <CIPE> (680)--1. Paper making and trade - India - Periodicals. 2. Printing - India - Periodicals (720)--51-20395 (821)--9067048 (826)--UUEIBC934q (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE OC ULS (853)--PL480: v.27(l)-34(3); July 1961-Jan. 1969 (910)

INDIAN printer and stationer (210)--Bombay (401)--u (521)--English (531)--BUCOP (852)

INDIAN printers journal. v.1- ; 1912- (210)--Rajkot (401)--m (521) English (531)--UUEIGuR912m (828)--BUCOP (852)

INDIAN promenade. 1966- <OC> (210)--<New Delhi> (401)--Madan Lal <OC> (402)--A-40 Hauz Khas, New Delhi-110 016 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Suspended <ALC80> (540)--Ed.: Madan Lal <CIPE> (611)--Tourism (680)--1. Tourist trade - India - Periodicals. 2. India - Description and travel - Periodicals <OC> (720)--G155.14157 (811)--79-914359 (821)--1639871 (826)--GleIDN966q (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 CIPE OC (853)--PL480: v.5, Mar. 1970- (910)

INDIAN Provincial Cooperative Banks' Association (110)--Yearbook and directory (210)--u (521)--English (531)--BUCOP (852)

INDIAN Psychiatric Society, South Zone (110)--Journal (210)

search under

Indian journal of psychological medicine <ALC79>

INDIAN Psychoanalytical Society, Calcutta (110)--Journal (210)

search under

Samiksha.

INDIAN psychological abstracts. v.1- ; Jan./Feb. 1972- (210)--Sponsored by: jointly, The Indian Council of Social Science Research and the Indian Psychological Association (306)--Baroda (401)--Samasthi Publication (402)--Bombay (451)--Somaiya Publications (452)--Centre of Advanced Study and Education, Faculty of Education and Psychology, M. S. University of Baroda, Lokmanya Tilak Road, Baroda-390 002, Gujarat <CIPE> (480)--Somaiya Publications, 172 Naigaum Cross Road, Dadar, Bombay-400 014 <OC>
INDIAN psychological bulletin. v.1- ; 1956- <OC> (210)--Aligarh, Vishnupuri <Pih> (401)--K. Ray-Chowdhury <OC> (402)--Ceased <UCD> (470)--24cm. (5011)--Some volumes issued in 2 pts. (502)-t (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. Ray-Chowdhury <OC> (611)--1. Psychology -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Ray-Chowdhury, K., ed. (730)--BF1.I393 (811)--SA66-3974 (821)--0537-2445 (825)--5532813 (826)--BFeIAg956t (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PiH UCD (853)--PL480: v.7, Jan.-June 1962-- (910)

INDIAN psychological review. v.1- ; July 1964- (210)--Issued by: Indian Psychological Society (302)--Agra; Raipur <OC> (401)--Rupa Psychological Corp. <Pih> (402)--Dept. of Psychology, Ravishankar University, Raipur, MP <CIPE> (485)--Rs.25.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--semiannual: v.1-15 (2); July 1964-July 1977 <ALC79> (525)--English (531) --Eds.: S. Jalota and M. C. Joshi <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Index India; Psych. abstr. <CIPE> (654)--Devoted to publish research papers on the development of psychology in different fields and different countries, critical reviews of published research data, abstracts of research papers published contemporarily in other Indian journals <CIPE> (680)--1. Psychology -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Indian Psychological Society (730)--BF1.I395 (811)--SA65-413 (821)--0019-6215 (825)--16444511 (826)-- BFeIAg964q (828)--ALC79 (852)--ALC76 CIPE OC PiH UCD (853)--PL480: v.1, July 1964-- (910)

INDIAN public opinion and Punjab times (Lahore)

search under

Civil and military gazette <Pih>

INDIAN publisher and bookseller. v.3(4)- ; Apr. 1953-- <UCD> (210)--Formerly: Book Traders' bulletin. v.1-3 (3); Nov. 1950-Mar. 1953 <OC> (250)--Variation in former title: 1. Pustaka- vyavasayi patrika, Nov. 1950-. 2. Bharatiya pustaka prakashaka aura vikreta, Nov. 1950- (252) --Organ of the Federation of Publishers and Booksellers Associations in India (307)--Bombay (401)--Sadanan G. Bhaktal (402)--The Popular Book Depot, Dr. Bhadkamkar Marg, Bombay-400 007 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.20.00 (490) --25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m
BOUQUET I


INDIAN pulp and paper. v.1- ; July 1946- <OC> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Indian Pulp and Paper (402)--C/9 Eastern India Service & Marketing Co. Ltd., UCO Bank Building, 3rd Floor, Parliament St., New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--15 India Exchange Place, 3rd Floor, Calcutta-700 001 <OC> (483)--Rs.18.00; $6.50 (U.S.) (490)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--Formerly: bimonthly <OC> (525)--English (531)--Ed.: N. Laharry <CIPE> (611)--Index (651)--Indexed in: Bbl. agr. Chem. abstr.; Ind. sc. abstr.; RZ <CIPE> (654)--SA63-2398 (821)--0019-6231 (825)--1752973 (826)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.23(1), July 1968--(910)

The INDIAN punch. v.1-3(5); 1859-<61> (210)--nsv.1-2; <1862-63> (290)--Delhi (401)--Indian Punch Press (402)--Delhi Gazette Press <PiH> (432)--Ceased (470)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--plates (5013)--m (521)--weekly ? (523)--Succeeds: Delhi sketch book. v.1-8(4); May 1850-Apr. 1857 <ULS> (601)--1. Periodicals - India (720)--Delhi sketch book (750)--NUC (852)--BUCOP NLC PiH ULS (853)--Vol.1, no.1 (Jan., 1859) has imprint: Meerut, Printed for the proprietor by A. David (991)

INDIAN quarterly register (210)

search under
Indian annual register

INDIAN Railway Conference Association (110)--Proceedings of the locomotive & carriage superintendents' committee (210)--Bombay (401)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--diagr. (17)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Railroads - India. 2. Railroads - Societies (720)--TF1.16 (811)--9-2159 (821)--TFeIMtB9uuu (828)--NUC (852)

INDIAN railway gazette; (210)--an illustrated monthly journal devoted to railways, waterways, coal & mechanical transport. v.1- ; 1903-<UCD>; 1907--<CIPE> (212)--Calcutta (401)--13 Ezra Mansions, Calcutta- 700 001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: L. K. Padmanabhan <CIPE> (611)--Deals with technological and economic aspects of railways in India and abroad; also directory of railway officials <CIPE> (680)--1. Railroads - Periodicals. 2. Railroads - India. 3. Engineering - Periodicals <NUC> (720)--TF1.1525 (811)--385.05 (812)--49-57514 (821)--TFeIBC903m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC NUC UCD (853)--PL480: V.60-71(4); Jan. 1962-Apr. 1973 (910)
INDIAN railways; v.1- ; Apr. 1956- (210)--First number of each volume is called Indian railways annual, 1957- (270)--Published by: Public Relations Dept. of the Railway Board (305)--New Delhi (401)--Post Office Box 467, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: P. U. C. Chowdary <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: GIPL; Ind. sc. abstr.; Index India; RZ <CPE> (654)--I. Railroads - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Railway Board (730)--TF4.I5S (811)--61-39311 (821)--0019-6274 (825)--2666278 (826)--TFeIDN956m (828) --ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: v.7(4), July 1962- ; v.10(5) not available (910)

INDIAN railways; annual report and accounts (210)
search under
India. Railway Board. Directorate of Statistics and Economics (110)--Indian railways, annual report and accounts.

INDIAN railways: central facts and major problems (210)--Published by: Ministry of Railway, Railway Board (305)--New Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by: Indian railways yearbook in 1974 (6041)--I. Railroads - India - Periodicals. 2. Railroads - India - Yearbooks (720)--I. India. Railway Board (730)--TF103.I57 (811)--385'.1'0954 (812)--74-901560 (821)--2256122 (826)--TFeIDN9uuu (828)-- ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: Mar. 1972-Feb. 1974 (910)

INDIAN railways, report and accounts (210)
search under
India. Railway Board. Directorate of Statistics and Economics (110)--Indian railways, annual report & accounts.


INDIAN Rationalistic Society, Calcutta (110)--Bulletin. v.1- ; June 1919- (210)--Calcutta (401)--S. Wajid Ali (402)--24cm. (5011)--m (521) --English (531)--Calcutta. Indian Rationalistic Society (740)-- UEIIBC919m (828)--NLC (852)--IOL (853)

- 820 -
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INDIAN recorder. v.1- ; 1932- (210)--Published by: Indian Journalists' Association (305)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased UCD (470)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--I. Indian Journalists' Association (730)--NLC (852)--UCD (853)

INDIAN recorder & digest. v.9(9/10)- ; Sept./Oct. 1963- (210)--Formerly: Indian affairs record. Feb. 1955-Aug. 1963 (250)--Issued by: Diwanchand Institute of National Affairs (302)--Formerly issued by: Indian Council of World Affairs for the Institute, Apr. 1957-May 1959 OC (352)--New Delhi (401)--Ceased ALC79 (470)--Diwanchand Institute of National Affairs, Jor Bagh, Arya Bhawan, New Delhi-110 007 (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--25-28cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Reported suspended (540)--Ed.: Hansraj Gupta CIFE (611)--Includes a chronology of events and listings of pertinent articles and documents of the month CIPE (620)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--Records major events related to social problems, law, education, and the economy of Indian states (680)--. I. India - Periodicals (720)--I. Diwanchand Institute of National Affairs. II. Indian Council of World Affairs (730)--Indian affairs record (740)--DS401.1455 (811)--SA65-3134 (821)--0019-6290 (825)--1741392 (826)--DSeIDN955m (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 CIFE NST OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.8-21(12); Jan. 1962-Dec. 1975 (910)

INDIAN Red Cross journal. v.1- ; 1927- (210)--Journal of the Indian Red Cross Society (307)--New Delhi (401)--Indian Red Cross Society, 1 Red Cross Road, New Delhi CIPE (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Major General C. K. Lakshmanan CIFE (611)--I. Red Cross - Periodicals (720)--II. Indian Red Cross Society (730)--HV580.ISA26 (811)--SA64-8003 (821)--HVeIDN927q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC UCD (853)--PL480: v.38, Mar. 1964- (910)

INDIAN Red Cross Society (110)
search under
Red Cross. India. Indian Red Cross Society <AL>

INDIAN Refractory Makers Association (110)--Journal. v.1- ; 1967- (210)--Calcutta (401)--6 Netaji Subhas Road, Calcutta-700 001 CIPE (480)--Rs.16.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--charts (5016)--q (521)--English (531)--Hony Ed.: J. R. K. Murthy (611)--I. Refractories - India - Periodicals (720)--TN677.5.AL152 (811)--666.720954 (812)--75-927058 (821)--TNeIBC967q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC UCAP (853)--PL480: v.5, 1971- (910)

INDIAN Research Institute, Calcutta (110)--Indian culture (210)
search under
Indian culture: journal of the Indian Research Institute, Calcutta <NST>

The INDIAN review and journal of foreign science and the arts. v.1-7;
INdian review; 1837-1847 (210)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC837u (828)--IOL (852)

The INdian review; (210)--containing the cream of current literature. v.1- 1883- (212)--Calcutta (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC883u (828)--IOL (852)--IOL: v.1-7(39); 1883-86 (920)

INdian review; (210)--monthly periodical devoted to the discussion of all topics of interest. v.1- 1900- <CIPE> (212)--Madras (401)--G. A. Natesan & Co. <PIH> (402)--Manian Natesan <PI75> (432)--1/1 B Nageswarapuram, Madras-600 004 <PI75> (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended: Feb.-Dec. 1962; July 1967-Sept. 1970 (540)--Ed.: M. C. Subramaniam <PI75> (611)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--News and current affairs (680)--I. Natesan, Ganapati Agraharam, 1873- (730)--AP8.I4 (811)--502 (812)--43-41326 (821)--0019-6304 (825)--1606107 (826)-- ApITM900m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IOL NST OC PI75 UCD (853)--PL480: v.63, Jan. 1962- (910)


INdian review of public and co-operative economy. v.1- Mar./Apr. 1972- (210)--New Delhi (401)--A-3 E Pandara Road, New Delhi-110 003 <OC> (480)--$6.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--b (521)--English (531)--Suspended: Mar. 1976-Mar. 1977 (540)--Ed.: Mrs. Padma Seth <CIPE> (611)--Govt. business enterprises - India - Periodicals. 2. Co-operation - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HD4293.153 (811)--330.954'05 (812)--72-904027 (821)--1784163 (826)--HDeIDN972b (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE CNLC OC UCR (853)--PL480: v.1, Mar./Apr. 1972-; vol.3(4) not available (910)

INdian roads....v.1- 1929- (210)--Issued by: India. Dept. of Communications (302)--Delhi (401)--The Manager of Publications (402)--28 cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--plates (5013)--diagrams. (5017)--I. India. Dept. of Communications (730)--NLC (852)--IOL (853)

INdian Roads and Transport Development Association (110)--IRTDA news
Indian Roads Congress (110)--Indian highways (210)
search under
Indian highways.

Indian Roads Congress (110)--Journal. v.9- ; 1942- (210)--Formerly: Proceedings. v.1-8; 1934-41 (250)--New Delhi (401)--Indian Roads Congress, Jam Nagar House, Shahjahan Road, New Delhi-110 011 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--annual: 1934-41 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: P. C. Bhasin <CIPE> (611)--Indian concrete journal <BUCOP> (631)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr.; CRI abstr.; Eng. India; Ind. sc. abstr. <CIPE> (654)--1. Roads - India. 2. Roads - Congresses <OC> (720)--Indian Roads Congress. Proceedings (740)--TE5.I45 (811)--Agr.37-64 rev.2 (821)--6339887 (826)--TEeIDN942q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: v.28, June 1964- (910)

Indian Roads Congress (110)--Proceedings (210)
search under its
Journal <AL>


Indian Roads Congress (110)--Transport-Communications monthly review (210)
search under
Transport-Communications monthly review.

Indian Roads Congress. Highway Research Board (110)--Highway research bulletin. No.1- ; 1975- (210)--Published by: Highway Research Board (305)--New Delhi (401)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--maps (5014)--1 (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Indian Roads Congress. Road research bulletin wef. 1975 (601)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr. (654)--1. Highway research - Collected works. 2. Roads - India - Collected works (720)--I. Indian Roads Congress (730)--IRC Highway Research Board. Highway research bulletin (740)--Indian Roads Congress. Road research bulletin (750)--76-913367 (821)--0376-4788 (825)--2902225 (826)--TEeIDN975i (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: No.1, 1975 (910)

Indian Roads Congress. Highway Research Board (110)--General report
INDIAN Roads Cong.

on road research work done in India (210)--Formerly: Road research in India <1973/74-1974/75> (250)--Published by: IRC Highway Research Board (305)--New Delhi (401)--24cm. (5011)--Highway research record (511)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Highway research - India - Periodicals (720)--Indian Roads Congress. Highway Research Board. Road research in India (740)--TE192.I53 (811)--625.707'2054 (812)--76-645196 (821)--2531741 (826)--TBeIDN9uuu (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

INDIAN Roads Congress. Highway Research Board (110)--Road research in India (210)

search under its

General report on road research work done in India.

INDIAN rubber & plastics age. v.1- ; 1966- (210)--Bombay (401)--Business Publications (402)--R. G. Kapur <Pi175> (432)--General Assurance Bldg., 1st Floor, 232 Dr. D.N. Road, Bombay-400 001 <Pi175> (480)--Rs. 2.50 (490)--28cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Ed.: H. Wadhera <Pi175> (611)--Industry (680)--1. Rubber industry and trade - India - Periodicals. 2. Plastics industry and trade - India - Periodicals (720)--TS1870.I42 (811)--338.4'7'6680954 (812)--SA68-14686 (821)--TSeIMtB966m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC Pi175 (853)--PL480: v.3(3), Mar. 1968- (910)

INDIAN Rubber Board bulletin (210)

search under

India. Rubber Board (110)--Bulletin <UCD>

INDIAN rubber bulletin. v.1- ; 1949- (210)--Issued by: Association of Rubber Manufacturers in India (302)--Calcutta (401)--57-B Free School Street, Calcutta (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Rubber - Periodicals. 2. Rubber industry and trade - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Association of Rubber Manufacturers in India (730)--TS1870.A822 (811)--54-33767 (821)--TSeIBC949m (828)--NUC (852)--IPiP UCD (853)

INDIAN rubber statistics (210)

search under

India. Rubber Board (110)--Indian rubber statistics <AL>

INDIAN School of International Studies, Delhi (110)--Documents on Asian affairs (210)

search under

Documents on Asian affairs.

INDIAN School of International Studies (110)--Journal (210)

search under

International studies <ALC76>

INDIAN School of Mines (110)--Annual report--Indian School of Mines
BOUQUET I

INDIAN shipping

(210)--Published by: Indian School of Mines (305)--Dhanbad
(401)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--I.
Indian School of Mines -- Yearbooks (720)--TN213.D52A3
(811)--622'.07'115412 (812)--74-900178 (821)--0304-1158
(825)--2240187 (826)--TNe1B1D9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC
(853)--PL480: 1971/72-1972/73 (910)

INDIAN School of Social Science (110)--Social scientist (210)
search under
Social scientist.

INDIAN science abstracts. v.1- ; Jan. 1965- (210)--Published by:
Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre (305)--Delhi
(401)--29cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m
(521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Bibliography of scientific
publications of South and South East Asia. v.1-10(12); 1955-Dec.
Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre (730)--Bibliography of
scientific publications of South and South East Asia (750)--Q1.I54:
27403.I5 (811)--65-6591 (821)--0019-6339 (825)--1642963
(826)--27e1DD965m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:
V.1-11(10); Jan. 1965-Oct. 1975 (910)

INDIAN science index. 1975- (210)--Published by: Indian Documentation
Service (305)--Gurgaon (401)--$10.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--
English (531)--1. Science - Periodicals - Indexes. 2. Science -
India - Periodicals. 3. Technology - India - Periodicals (720)--I.
Indian Documentation Service (730)--Q1.I545 (811)--016.5
(812)--76-913375 (821)--3216869 (826)--QleIHG975a (828)--NUC
(852)--OC (853)

INDIAN seafoods. v.1- ; 1963- <UCD> (210)--Published by: Marine
Products Export Promotion Council (305)--Ernakulam (401)--27cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported
as not published (540)--1. Fish trade - India - Periodicals <OC>
(720)--I. Marine Products Export Promotion Council
(730)--HD9466.I5153 (811)--338.3'72'70954 (812)--SA68-8865
(821)--0019-6347 (825)--1587369 (826)--HDeIKEE963q (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.4(1)- ? ; 1966-Apr. 1973 (910)

INDIAN Secular Society (110)--Bulletin (210)
search under
Secularist <UCD>

The INDIAN selector; (210)--a monthly journal of political, social,
scientific, religious, philosophical and literary articles selected
from the best English periodicals conducted by N. F. Billimoria.
v.1- ; 1884- Bombay (401)--Printed at the 'Alliance Printing Press'
(403)--27cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--UUeIMb884m (828)--NLC
(852)

INDIAN shipping; (210)--journal of the Indian National Steamship
BOUQUET I

search under
Skyways; the aviation magazine of Asia <AL>

INDIAN soap journal (210)
search under
Indian oil and soap journal.

INDIAN Social Institute (110)--Social action (210)
search under
Social action <ALC76>

The INDIAN social reformer. v.1-?; 1894-Oct. 1966 <UCD> (210)--Bombay
(401)--S. Natarajan--(402)--Madras <ULS> (431)--32cm. (5011)--w
(521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: The Realist wef. v.1, Nov. 1966
(602)--Ed.: Swaminath Natarajan (611)--1. India - Politics and
government - Periodicals (720)--I Natarajan, Swaminath, 1907- ed.
(730)--The Realist (750)--DS401.I46 (811)--954 (812)--47-35312 (821)
--NUC (852)--NLC PiH UCD ULS (853)

INDIAN Social Science Association (110)--Journal (210)
search under
The social science review <ALC78>

INDIAN society; (210)--an illustrated monthly magazine. v.1-; 1866-
1868--<NLC> (212)--Calcutta (401)--Wyman Bros. (402)--21cm.
(5011)--m (521)--English (531)--IOL (852)--NLC (853)

INDIAN Society for Quality Control, Calcutta (110)--Bulletin of the
Indian Society for Quality Control. v.1-; 1952/53--(210)--ISQC
bulletin (230)--Calcutta (401)--C/O India Carbon Ltd., 6 Old Post
Office St., Calcutta-700 001 <CIPE> (480)--$4.00 (490)--23cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q
(521)--English (531)--1. Quality control - Periodicals <NUC>
(720)--1. Calcutta. Indian Society for Quality Control. 2. Indian
Society for Quality Control. Bulletin. 3. ISQC bulletin
(740)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC UCK UCM (853)--PL480:
v.12(1/2)-15(1/2); 1968/69-1973 (910)

INDIAL Society for Quality Control, Calcutta (110)--ISQC bulletin
(210)
search under its

INDIAN Society for Root Crops (110)--Journal of root crops (210)
search under
Journal of root crops <ALC79>

INDIAN Society for Training & Development (110)--ISTD review (210)
search under
Indian journal of training & development.

INDIAN Society for Training & Development (110)--Indian Society
for Training & Development review (210)
search under
Indian journal of training & development.

INDIAN Society for Training and Development (110)--Review (210)
search under
Indian journal of training & development.

INDIAN Society of Agricultural Economics (110)--Proceedings (210)
search under
Indian journal of agricultural economics <UCD>

INDIAN Society of Agricultural Economics (110)--Seminar series. v.1-; 1957- (210)--Published by: Indian Society of Agricultural Economics (305)--Bombay (401)--25cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--l. Agriculture--Economic aspects--India (720)--HDB71.A1139 (811)--0537-2534 (825)--4571094 (826)--HDeIMtB957u (828)--OC (852)

INDIAN Society of Agricultural Engineers (110)--Directory (210)
search under its
ISAE directory <AL>

INDIAN Society of Agricultural Engineers (110)--ISAE directory. 1st ed.; 1970- (210)--Published by: Dept. of Agricultural Engineering, Punjab Agricultural University (305)--Ludhiana (401)--Coimbatore <OC> (431)--22cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--l. Agricultural engineering--Directories. 2. Agricultural machinery--Trade and manufacture--India--Directories (720)--Indian Society of Agricultural Engineers. Directory (740)--S760.I4139 (811)--71-921246 (821)--6366718 (826)--S7e1HL9701 (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1st-2nd ed.; 1970-73 (910)

INDIAN Society of Agricultural Statistics (110)--Bharatiya sankhyika sansad ki patrika (210)
search under its
Journal.

BOUQUET I

(821)--0019-6363 (825)--1752980 (826)--HDeIDN948f (828)--ALC76
(852)--CIPE NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.20, June 1968-- (910)

INDIAN Society of Agricultural Statistics (110)--Patrika (210)
search under its
Journal <AL>

INDIAN Society of Criminology (110)--Indian journal of criminology (210)
search under
Indian journal of criminology <AL>

INDIAN Society of Desert Technology (110)--Transactions of Indian Society of Desert Technology and University Centre of Desert Studies. v.1-- Nov. 1976- (210)--Jodhpur (401)--Dr. Alam Singh on behalf of the Society (402)--Faculty of Engineering, University of Jodhpur, Jodhpur-342 001 (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--f (521)--English (531)--Indexed in:
Chem. abstr. <CIPE> (654)--l. Arid regions agriculture -- Periodicals. 2. Desert research -- Periodicals. 3. Deserts -- Periodicals (720)--I. University of Jodhpur. Centre of Desert Studies (730)--S612.I49 <AGL> (811)--81-4372 <OC> (821)--0379-0568 (825)--4449997 (826)--S6eIRJo976f (828)--ALC79 (852)-- OC (853)

INDIAN Society of International Law (110)--Proceedings of the con-
fERENCE. 1967-- (210)--New Delhi (401)--24cm. (5011)--a
(521)--English (531)--Suspended with 5th conference, 1968
(540)--Indian Society of International Law established in 1959 <OC>
(614)--l. International law -- Congresses (720)--JX54.I45
(811)--SA65-6913 (821)--9321524 (826)--JXIeIDN967a (828)--ALC76
(852)-- OC (853)--PL480: 2nd conference, 1963-- (910)

INDIAN Society of Labour Economics (110)--The Indian journal of
labour economics (210)
search under
The Indian journal of labour economics.

(290)--Published by: Indian Society of Oriental Art (305)--Calcutta
(401)--Park Street, Calcutta-700 016 (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--28cm.
(5011)--illus., (part mounted) (5012)--plates (part col., part
mounted) (5013)--diags. (5017)--l (521)--semiannual: 1933-1952/53
(525)--English (531)--Absorbs its: Rupam in 1933? <ULS> (6031)--Ed.: Umakant P. Shah (611)--l. Art, Indic -- Societies. 2. Art, Oriental
-- Societies, 3. India -- Antiquities -- Societies <OC> (720)--Rupam
(750)--N17.I6 (811)--706.254 (812)--41-14138; 70-914520 <nsv>
(821)--1752981 (826)--NleIBC933f (828)--ALC76 (852)-- CIPE NLC NUC
OC ULS UMC (853)--PL480: V.2-5, pt.2; 1967/68-1972/73 (910)

INDIAN socio-legal journal. v.1-- (210)--Other title: I.S.L.J. <ALC78>
INDIAN Sociological review

Published by: Indian Institute of Comparative law (305)--Bikaner (401)--Bharadwaj Bhavan, Rani Bazar, Bikaner, Rajasthan (480)--$6.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Law - India - Periodicals. 2. Sociological jurisprudence - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Indian Institute of Comparative Law (730)--I.S.L.J. (740)--K9.N387 (811)--346.115'0954 (812)--77-912022 (821)--4555087 (826)--K9eIRB9uuu (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480: 1975- (910)

INDIAN sociological review. v.1- ; 1923- (210)--Published by: Lucknow University Sociological Association (305)--Lucknow (401)--i (521)--English (531)--UUEiUL9231i (828)--MI (852)

INDIAN spectator (210)

search under

Indian spectator, Voice of India and Champion <PiH>

INDIAN spectator; (210)--a monthly magazine of literature, philosophy, history, science and politics. v.1- ; 1874/75- (212)--Calcutta (401)--Mookerjee, Gupta and Mitter (402)--21cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531) --The tone of the magazine is thoroughly philosophical (680)--UUEiBC875m (828)--NLC (852)--IOL (853)

INDIAN spectator; (210)--weekly journal of Indian politics and commerce. v.1- ; 1942- (212)--Delhi (401)--Ceased (470)--w (521)--English (531)--UUEiDD942w (828)--UCD (852)--ULS (853)

INDIAN spectator and Voice of India (210)

search under

Indian spectator, Voice of India and Champion <PiH>

INDIAN spectator, Voice of India and Champion. 1904-13 (210)--Formerly: Indian spectator, 1883-Dec. 1889. Then Indian spectator and Voice of India, 1890-1900. Then Indian spectator, 1900-01. Then Voice of India, Indian spectator and Champion, 1902-04 <PiH> (250)--Bombay (401)--Dorabji Sorabji (402)--Available on microfilm from Nehru Memorial Museum and Library, New Delhi <OC> (5041)--w (521)--English (531)--Absorbs: Voice of India in 1890; and Champion in 1902 (6031)--1. Indian spectator. 2. Indian spectator and Voice of India. 3. Voice of India, Indian spectator and Champion. 4. Champion. 5. Voice of India (740)--PiH (852)--NLC UCD (853)

INDIAN spices. v.1- ; 1964- <PiI75> (210)--Published by: Spices Export Promotion Council (305)--Ernakulam (401)--M. Balaraman Nair <PiI75> (402)--World Trade Centre, M. G. Road, Ernakulam, Cochin-682 016 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Spices bulletin, v.1-2; 1961-1962/63 <CIPE>, UCD> (601)--Ed.: M. Balaraman Nair <PiI75> (611)--Vol.6, no.3 accompanied by "Chillies Seminar number" <OC> (640) --Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--Contains research articles, recipes with Indian spices, prices of spices exported from India <CIPE> (680)--1. Spice trade -
BOUQUET I

India - Periodicals (720)--I. Spices Export Promotion Council (730)--Spices bulletin (750)--HD9210.I5I55 (811)--382'.41'.383 (812)--SA68-16169 (821)--0019-6401 (825)--1641073 (826)--HDeIKeE964q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PiI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.5-12(2); Jan./Mar. 1968-May/June 1975 (910)

INDIAN standard. 1890-1929 (210)--Bombay (401)--Published for the Proprietors at the Cahton Printing Works (402)--Ceased in Nov. 1929 <NUC> (470)--23-34cm. (5011)--m <Jan. 1891-Apr. 1894> (521)--weekly: <Apr. 30, 1890> (525)--English (531)--Succeeded by: United church review wef. Dec. 1929 (602)--1. Missions - India - Periodicals. 2. Presbyterian Church - India - Periodicals (720)--United church review (750)--BV3260 (811)--7565105 (826)--BVeIMtB990m (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

INDIAN Standards Institution, Delhi (110)--Bulletin (210)
search under its
ISI bulletin <AL>

INDIAN Standards Institution, Delhi (110)--Handbook of ISI Publications (210)
search under its
ISI handbook <AL>

INDIAN Standards Institution, Delhi (110)--ISI bulletin. v.1- ; 1948/49- (210)--Published by: Indian Standards Institution (305)--Organ of the Institution <CIPE> (307)--New Delhi (401)--Manak Bhavan, 9 Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi-110 002 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.36.00 (490)--30cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--quarterly: 1949-54; bimonthly: 1955- (525)--English (531)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr.; GIPL; Index India; Ind. sc. abstr.; Sc. abstr. <CIPE> (654)--Contains research and review articles having bearing on standardization, quality control, and import substitution <CIPE> (680) --1. Standardization - Periodicals. 2. Standardization - India - Periodicals. 3. Standards, Engineering - Periodicals <OC> (720)--Delhi. Indian Standards Institution. Bulletin. 2. ISI bulletin (740)--TA368.I2 (811)--620.1 (812)--57-48068 (821)--0019-0632 (825)--1715776 (826)--TaeIDN949m (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.14(1), Jan./Feb. 1962- (910)


INDIAN Standards Institution, Delhi (110)--ISI handbook of

- 831 -
INDIAN Standards Ins. (210)

search under its
ISI handbook <AL>

INDIAN Standards Institution, Delhi (110)--ISI standards monthly additions (210)

search under
ISI standards; monthly additions.

INDIAN Standards Institution, Delhi (110)--ISI standards news (210)

search under
ISI standards; monthly additions <ALC76>


INDIAN state railways magazine. v.1-11; Oct. 1927-Sept. 1938 (210)--Published by: Indian Railways Bureau (305)--Delhi (401)--Bombay <NUC> (431)--Ceased <ULS> (470)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (part col.) (5012)--ports. (5013)--maps (5015)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Railroads - India 2. Railroads - Periodicals 3. India - Description and travel - Periodicals (720)--1. Indian Railways Bureau (730)--TF1.155 (811)--385.05 (812)--32-21031 (821)--TFeIMtB927m (828)--NLC (852)--IOL NUC UCTN ULS (853)

The INDIAN states (210)--Calcutta (401)--Govt. of India Press (403)

--u (521)--English (531)--JQ298.8.I5 (811)--10139874 (826)--JQeIBC9uuu (828)--OC (852)

INDIAN states gazette (210)--Srirangam (401)--v.11 equals 1941 (462)

--q? (521)--English (531)--IOL (852)--IOL: v.11(1-4); 1941 (920)

INDIAN states journal. v.1-5(10-11); 1928-32 <ULS> (210)--Formerly: Illustrated Sunday news (n.s.) (250)--Bombay (401)--Ceased <ULS> (470)--34cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--w (521)--English (531)--Ed.: R. Venkatram (611)--1. India - Native states - Periodical and social publication (720)--1. Venkatram, R., ed. (730)--Illustrated Sunday news (740)--UUEIMtB928w (828)--IOL (852)--NUC ULS (853)

INDIAN states register and directory. v.1- ; 1929- (210)--Published by: Indian States Register & Directory Office (305)--Madras (401)--18cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--UUEITM929a (828)--NLC (852)--UCSR UCSM (853)

INDIAN states review; (210)--an illustrated weekly dealing with Indian states. v.1- ; 1927- (212)--Madras (401)--w (521)--English (531)--DSeITM927w (828)--IOL (852)--IOL: v.1-2(19); 1927-28 (920)
BOUQUET I

INDIAN Statistical Institute, Calcutta (110)--Report (210)--Published by: Indian Statistical Institute (305)--Calcutta (401) -- English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--I. India--Statistics (720)--SA64-886 (821)--2256123 (826)--UUEICBC9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 30th-42nd report; 1961/62-1973/74 (910)

INDIAN steel age. v.1- ; 1961- (210)--New Delhi (401)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--tables (5015)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Steel industry and trade--India. 2. Iron industry and trade--India--Periodicals (720)--HD9526.I6I5 (811)--SA63-3281 (821)--HDeIDN961m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: v.3-12(6/7); Jan. 1963-June/July 1972 (910)


INDIAN Study Group of International Law and Affairs, Madras (110) search under University of Madras. Indian Study Group of International Law and Affairs.

INDIAN sugar. v.1- ; 1951- <UCD> (210)--Published by: Indian Sugar Mills Association (305)--New Delhi (401)--A-7 NDSE Cooperative Colony South Extension, Part-1, Ring Road, New Delhi-110 024 <CIPE> (480)--Rs. 120.00 (490)--28cm. (5011) --m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: J. S. Mehta <CIPE> (611) --Special and annual numbers <CIPE> (640)--Indexed in: Bibl. abstr.; Biol. abstr.; Chem. abstr.; Index India (654)--Contributions on economic and technical aspects of sugarcane and sugar, notes on company affairs <CIPE> (680)--I. Indian Sugar Mills Association <OC> (730)--54--36089 (821)--UUEIDN951m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.1(10), Jan. 1962- ; Issues for Apr. 1970 and Feb. 1971 not available (910)

INDIAN sugar industry

the various aspects of sugarbeet agriculture <CIPE> (680)--l. Sugar growing - India - Periodicals. 2. Sugarcane - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. India. Directorate of Sugarcane Development (730)--Cane grower's bulletin (740)--SB229.I4C22 (811)--X9-915031 (822)--3519474 (826)--SBeIUS972q (828)--ALC79 (852)--ALC76 CIPE OC (853)--PL480: v.1- ; 1972- (910)


INDIAN sugarcane journal. v.9- ; Oct. 1964- (210)--Formerly: Indian journal of sugarcane research and development. v.1-8; 1956/57-July/Sept. 1964 (250)--Sponsored by: Indian Central Sugarcane Committee (306)--New Delhi (401)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Sugar-cane - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Indian Central Sugarcane Committee (730)--Indian journal of sugarcane research and development (740)--SB215.I55 (811)--633 (812)--SA64-2436 (821)--0445-8168 (825)--5166964 (826)--SBeIDN957q (828)--NST (852)--OC UCD (853)

INDIAN Supreme Court digest; (210)--annotated. lst- ed.; 1962- ; 1950/54- <UCSD> (212)--Delhi (401)--Metropolitan Book Co. (402)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Comp.: Om Prakash Aggarwal, 1950/54- <NUC> (613)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - India (720)--l. Aggarwal, Om Prakash, rai sahib, 1905- comp. II. India. Supreme Court (730)--India. Supreme Court. Indian Supreme Court digest... (740)--346.5 (812)--56-26967 rev.2 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCSD UCSE (853)--PL480: 1st ed., 1962 (910)
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INDIAN taxation. v.1-7; Jan. 1950-Dec. 1956 (210)--Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Taxation - Periodicals. 2. Taxation - India (720)--HJ2921.I5 (811)--336.2 (812)--52-16104 (821)--0442-7459 (825)--HJeIDD950m (828)--NST (852)--NUC UCD (853)

INDIAN Tea Association. Assam Branch (110)--Proceedings (210)--31cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--NLC (852)

INDIAN Tea Association. Scientific Dept. (110)--Annual report (210)

search under

Tea Research Association (110)--Annual scientific report.

INDIAN tea statistics (210) <IOL>

search under

India. Directorate of Economics and Statistics (110)--Tea in India <AL>

INDIAN Telephone Industries Limited (110)--Report and accounts. <1952/53>-- (210)--Title varies slightly (250)--Bangalore (401)--18-27 cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Telephone - India (720)--HE9430.IS215 (811)--SA66-5940 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCSD (853)--PL480: 1963/64-1973/74 (910)

INDIAN textile annual & directory. 1967- (210)--Formerly: Indian textile directory and annual (250)--Calcutta (401)--Eastland Publications (402)--44 C.R. Avenue, Calcutta-700 012 (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--1ilus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Textile industry and fabrics - India - Directories (720)--Indian textile directory and annual (740)--TS1312.I49 (811)--338.4'76770895 (812)--74-648302 (821)--0537-2666 (825)--1796448 (826)--TSeIK967a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1965-74 (910)

INDIAN textile bulletin. v.7(12)- ; 1961- (210)--Formerly: Indian
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textile industry (cotton, woolen and rayon); statistical bulletin. v.1-7(9); June 1955-Sept. 1961. Then Indian textile industry journal. v.7(10-11); Oct.-Nov. 1961 <NUC> (250)--Issued by: India. Office of the Textile Commissioner (302)--Published by: Textile Commissioner, Govt. of India (305)--Bombay (401)--Office of the Textile Commissioner, New Central Govt. Offices Bldg., New Marine Line, Post Box 1004, Bombay-400 020 <PlI75> (480)--Manager of Publications, Civil Lines, Delhi-110 054 <NUC> (485)--Rs.84.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--tables (5015)-- diagrs. (5017)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--monthly (525)--English (531)--Ed.: Y. D. N. Achar <PlI75> (611)--Annual issue 1961-70. Annual number issued as no.13 of the Bulletin, 1970/71-- (640) --Indexed in: Index India; Ind. sc. abstr.; RZ <CIPE> (654)--Surveys the textile industry in India; also government orders and trade notices and annual census of machinery in cotton mills <CIPE> (680)--1. Textile industry and fabrics - India - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Office of the Textile Commissioner (730)--I. Indian textile industry, (cotton, woolen and rayon), statistical bulletin. 2. Indian textile industry journal (740)--HD9850.1.154 (811)--SA63-4748 (821)--0537-0078 (825)--2394007 (826)--HDeIMtB955q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE 0C PlI75 (853)--PL 480: v.8-21(2); Apr. 1962-Apr. June 1975 (910)

INDIAN textile bulletin; (210)--annual census of machinery in cotton mills (212)--Published by: Textile Commissioner, Govt. of India (305)--Sponsored by: India. Textile Commissioner (306)--Bombay (401)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Vol. for 1972 reported as not published (540)--1. Cotton manufacture - India - Statistics. 2. Cotton machinery - Statistics (720)--I. India. Office of the Textile Commissioner (730)--TS1565.14146 (811)--SA68-18086 (821)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 1964-73 (910)

INDIAN textile directory and annual (210)
search under
Indian textile annual and directory.

INDIAN Textile Industry (cotton, woolen and rayon);
statistical bulletin (210)
search under
Indian textile bulletin <TULIP>

INDIAN textile industry annual. v.25- ; 1963/64- (210)--Formerly:
BOUQUET I

INeIAN thought


INeIAN textile industry journal (210)

search under

Indian textile bulletin <TULIP>

The INeIAN textile journal; (210) -- a representative publication for the textile, engineering & electrical industries of India <IOL>. v.1- ; 1980- (212) -- Bombay (401) -- K. S. Pai <PI75>; Business Press <OC> (402) -- Surya Mahal, 5 Barjorji Barucha Marg, Bombay-400 023 <PI75> (480) -- Rs.72.00; $18.00 (409) -- 25-33cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- ports. (5013) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Absorbs: 1. Indian import & export trade journal wef. Jan. 1902. 2. Indian industries and power wef. Oct. 1931 <OC> (6031) -- Ed.: Laxminarian <!> <PI75> (611) -- Founded and edited: Sorabji Rutnagur, 1890-July 1937 (614) -- Indexed in: Ind. sc. abstr. <CIPE> (654) -- Covers manufacturing and marketing aspects of cotton textiles, silks, jute and wool industries; carries news, reports, articles and features <CIPE> (680) -- 1. Textile industry and fabrics -- Periodicals. 2. Textile industry and fabrics -- India <OC> (720) -- I. Rutnagur, Sorabji M., 1865-1937, ed. (730) -- 1. Indian industries and power. 2. Indian import and export trade journal (750) -- TS1300.155 (811) -- SA64-5695 (821) -- 0019-6355 (825) -- 2128554 (826) -- TSeIMt8B90m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE IOL NLC OC PI75 UCD (853) -- PL480: V. 72, No. 856, Jan. 1962- (910)

INeIAN textile, mechanical and electrical news (210)

Search under

Indian industries and power.

INeIAN theosophist (210)

search under

Theosophical review; journal of the Indian Section of the Theosophical Society.

INeIAN thought; (210) -- a quarterly devoted to Sanskrit literature.

INDIAN tobacco

INDIAN tobacco. v.1-15; Jan./Mar. 1951-Dec. 1966 <OC> (210)--Published by: Indian Central Tobacco Committee (305)--Madras (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--tables (5015)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Tobacco - Periodicals. 2. Tobacco manufacture and trade - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Indian Central Tobacco Committee (730)--SB273.147 (811)--338.1 (812)--56-57238 (821)--0445-8192 (825)--5218732 (826)--SB6TM951q (828)--NST (852)--OC UCD (853)

INDIAN tobacco; (210)--directory of exporters cum statistical handbook (212)--Published by: Tobacco Export Promotion Council (305)—Madras (401)—World Trade Centre, 123-C Mount Road, Madras-600 006 <OC> (480)—26cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Tobacco industry - India - Directories. 2. Foreign trade promotion - India (720)—I. Tobacco Export Promotion Council (730)—HD9146.14169 (811)—338.173710954 (812)—75-903154 (821)—0445-7951 (825)—2245613 (826)—HDeIT9mu (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1974— (910)

INDIAN tobacco bulletin (72-900003)

search under

Indian tobacco journal.

INDIAN tobacco journal. v.9—; Apr./June 1977— (210)—Formerly: Indian tobacco bulletin. v.1-8; Apr./June 1969-Jan./Mar. 1977 (250)—Published by: Directorate of Tobacco Development, Ministry of Agriculture, Govt. of India (305)—Madras (401)—3 Eldams Road, Teynampet, Madras-600 018 (480)—Rs.18.00 (490)—29cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—q (521)—English (531)—Ed.: H. T. Sapra <CIPE> (611)—Latest information on tobacco products, marketing of tobacco and statistics <CIPE> (680)—1. Tobacco - India - Periodicals. 2. Tobacco manufacture and trade - India - Periodicals (720)—I. India. Directorate of Tobacco Development (730)—Indian tobacco bulletin (740)—SB278.158160 (811)—82-21275 (821)—3763219 (826)—SB6TM969q (828)—ALC78 (852)—CIPE OC (853)—PL480: V.3, Apr./June, 1971— (910)

INDIAN tourist. v.1—; Mar. 1970— (210)—Calcutta (401)—A. S. Roy <OC> (402)—Some numbers issued combined (503)—m (521)—English (531)—70-918985 (821)—1774664 (826)—UEeIBC970m (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: V.1-2; Mar. 1970-Feb. 1972 (910)

INDIAN Town and Country Planning Association (110)—Journal (210)

search under its

Quarterly journal <ALC76>

INDIAN Town and Country Planning Association (110)—Quarterly journal of the Town & Country Planning Association. v.1—; 1962— (210)—Published by: All India Institute of Local Self-Government <OC> (305)—Bombay (401)—K. H. Khanolkar <Pit75> (402)—The Indian Town and Country Planning Association, Horniman Circle, Fort, Bombay-400 001 (480)—Rs. 12.00 (490)—illus. (5012)—Some numbers issued
combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: N. K. Gandhi <Pl175> (611)--Deals with the planning and development problems in our country. Contemporary developments in foreign countries in planning are also referred to <CIPE> (680)--1. City planning - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--Indian Town and Country Association. Journal (740)--HT769.15147 (811)--309.2'606254 (812)--74-900767 (821)--0445-8206 (825)--1797711 (826)--HTeIMtb962g (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNL NC P1H Pi75 (853)--PL480: v.11, No.41, Aug. 1973- (910)


INDIAN trade journal. v.1- ; Apr. 5, 1906- <NLC> (210)--Issued by: Dept. of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, Govt. of India, Jan. 5, 1925- <OC> (302)--Formerly issued by: Commercial Intelligence and Statistics Dept., 1906-Jan. 8, 1925 <OC> (352)--Delhi (401)--Calcutta <NLC> (451)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--w (521)--English (531)--Supplements: 1. Indian customs tariff. 2. Review of the sugar industry of India. 3. Indian tea statistics from 1923- (631)--l. India - Commerce - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Commercial Intelligence Dept. II. India. Dept. of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics (730)--HF41.I396 (811)--44-29432 (821)--0019-6444 (825)--2163794 (826)--HFeIDD906w (828)--ALC76 (852)--IOL NLC OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.220(13), June 30, 1962- (910)

INDIAN trade review for the development of India's trade. v.1-12 (No. 1-70); 1929-Oct. 1934 <ULS> (210)--Formerly: Scientific India; India's magazine of science, v.1-12 (No.1-68) (250)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased <ULS> (470)--24cm. (5011)--plates (5012)--ports. (5013)--tables (5015) -- m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: J. Haldar, 1929- (611)--Scientific India; India's magazine of science (740)--NLC (852)--NUC ULS (853)

INDIAN unity. 1969- <OC> (210)--Published by: Indian Unity Centre (305)--Bombay (401)--a (521)--English (531)--77-915421 (821)--1774665 (826)--UUeIMtb969a (828)--ALC76 <852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1969 (910)
INDIAN Vegetable Products Limited (110)--Annual report (210)--Bombay (401)--a (521)--English (531)--73-903344 (821)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: 43rd-44th; 1971-72 (910)

INDIAN Vegetarian Congress quarterly. v.1- ; 1961- <UCUP> (210)--Madras (401)--Indian Vegetarian Congress, 7 Woods Road, Madras-600 002 (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: P. V. Gajapati Raj (611)--Devoted to the propagation of vegetarianism (680)--77-902705 (821)--UUEITM961q (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 UCTN UCUP (853)--PL480: Apr./June 1968- (910)

INDIAN verse. v.1- ; Winter 1973- (210)--Calcutta (401)--9/3 Tamer Lane, Calcutta-700 009 <OC> (480)--$8.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Pranab Bandyopadhyay <CIPE> (611)--Projects ideas, images and strivings of poets living in different parts of the country from the heritage and culture of one another through poetry expressed in a common language <CIPE> (680)--1. Indic poetry - Translations into English - Periodicals. 2. English poetry - Translations from Indic languages - Periodicals <OC> (720)--PK2978.E515 (811)--821'.005 (812)--SA73-903497 (821)--1790504 (826)--PK0B0BC973q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: ? (910)

INDIAN watchman and journal of religious and missionary intelligence. v.1- ; 1861- (210)--Madras (401)--IOL (852)--IOL holdings: v.1(7)-2(6); 1861 (920)

INDIAN welding journal. v.1- ; 1968- <CIPE> (210)--Published by: Indian Institute of Welding (305)--Official journal of the Institute (307)--Calcutta (401)--48-1 Diamond Harbour Road, Calcutta-700 027 (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. V. Sambumurti <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr. (654)--Welding and metal fabrication technology <CIPE> (680)--I. Indian Institute of Welding (730)--0046-9092 (825)--2716876 (826)--UUEIBC968q (828)--CIPE (852)--OC (853)

INDIAN wild life. v.1- ; 1936- (210)--Official organ of All-India Conference for the Preservation of Wild Life (307)--Agra (401)--Lucknow <ULS> (451)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Wild life, Conservation of <NUC> (720)--I All-India Conference for the Preservation of Wild Life (730)--UUEIA936u (828)--IOL (852)--NUC ULS (853)--IOL holdings: v.1-2(1); 1936-37 (920)

INDIAN wire industry journal. v.1- ; 1958- (210)--Bombay (401)--P. O. Box 4502, Bombay (480)--$2.25 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--671 (812)--0445-8222 (825)--UUEIMtB958m (828)--NST (852)

INDIAN wire industry journal, Handbook and buyers guide. No.1- ; 1964- (210)--Handbook (2303)--Bombay (401)--17 Souter St., Bombay (480)--u (521)--English (531)--671 (812)--0445-8230 (825)--UUEIMtB964u (828)--NST (852)--CNLC (853)
BOUQUET I

INDIAN Woollen Mills' Federation (110) - Wool and woollens of India
(210)
*search under*
Wool and woollens of India <ALC76>

The INDIAN worker. v.1- ; Oct. 2, 1952- <OC> (210) - Published by:
Indian National Trade Union Congress (305) - New Delhi (401) - 1/B
Maulana Azad Road, New Delhi (480) - Rs.15.00 (490) - 43cm.
(5011) - Some numbers issued combined (503) - w (521) - English
(531) - Absorbs: Worker wef. Apr. 1958 <OC> (6031) - Ed.: G.
Ramanujam <CIPE> (611) - Special annual numbers <CIPE> (640) - Indexed
in: Index India <CIPE> (654) - 1. Labor and laboring classes - India
- Periodicals. 2. Trade-unions - India - Periodicals <OC> (720) - I.
Indian National Trade Union Congress (730) - Worker
(750) - HD4805.155 (811) - 57-35962 (821) - 0537-2682 (825) - 562145
(826) - HDeoDN952w (828) - ALC76 (852) - CIPE NST NUC OC UCD
(853) - PL480: v.10(14), Jan. 1, 1962- . V.14(12-13) not available
(910)

INDIAN world; (210) - a monthly review of the Indian politics and eco-
nomics, arts and industries, history and literature. v.1-7; 1905-12
(212) - nsv.1- ; 1913- <IOL> (290) - Calcutta (401) - 23cm.
(5011) - illus. plates (5012) - w, 1913- (521) - monthly: 1905-12
(525) - English (531) - NLC (852) - IOL PiH (853)

INDIAN writing today. v.1- ; July/Sept. 1967-Dec. 1971 (210) - Bombay
(401) - Nirmala Sadanand Publishers in collaboration with the Centre
for the Indian Writers, Poona <PiH> (402) - Ceased (470) - 25cm.
(5011) - illus. (5012) - q (521) - English (531) - 1. Indic literature
- Periodicals (720) - I. Centre for Indian Writers (730) - PK101.158
(811) - 891.405 (812) - SA 68-6397 (821) - 0019-6495 (825) - 1681202
(826) - PKeIMt967q (828) - NUC (852) - AL NSC OCH PiH (853)

INDIAN year book (210)
*search under*
Bharatiya abdakusa <AL>

INDIAN year-book; (210) - a review of social, intellectual & religious
progress in India & Ceylon (212) - Madras (401) - Graves & Co. (402)
- National Library of India gives one hundred years! (462) - 21cm.
(5011) - a (521) - English (531) - UUEITMuua (828) - NLC (852)

INDIAN yearbook and who's who (210)
*search under*
The Times of India directory and yearbook including who's who.

The INDIAN yearbook of education. 1st- ; 1961- (210) - Formerly: Year-
book of education; review of education in India. 1947/1960 <NST>
(250) - Published by: National Institute of Education of the
National Council of Educational Research and Training, 1961-
(305) - Formerly published by: National Council of Educational
INDIAN year book

Research and Training, Publication Unit, 1947/1961 (355)—New Delhi (401)—Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi-110 016 (480)—25cm. (5011)—Issued in 2 parts (502)—a (irregular) (521)—English (531)—First yearbook covers 1947/61 (575)—Ed.: S. B. Adval <CIPE> (611)—1. Education—India—Yearbooks <OC> (720)—I. National Institute of Education, Delhi (730)—Yearbook of education; review of education in India (740)—L61.147 (811)—SA64-8238 (821)—0537-2690 (825)—1752987 (826)—L6eIDN961a (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE NST OC UCSD (853)—PL480: lst-4th; 1961-73 (910)

INDIAN year book of international affairs. v.1- ; 1952- <UCSD> (210)—Published under the auspices of the Indian Study Group of International Affairs, University of Madras (305)—Madras (401)—Rs.16.00 (490)—26cm. (5011)—V.12, 1964 issued in 2 parts (502)—Some volumes issued combined (503)—a (521)—English (531)—Vols. for 1968-73 reported as not published (540)—Ed.: T. S. Rama Rao <CIPE> (611)—Articles on various aspects of international affairs and law; also documents <CIPE> (680)—1. International law—Yearbooks <OC> (720)—I. University of Madras. Indian Study Group of International Law and Affairs (730)—JX21.139 (811)—341.058 (812)—54-16937 (821)—0537-2704 (825)—1752988 (826)—JXeITM952a (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE IOL OC UCSD UMC (853)—PL480: V.9/10-17; 1960/61-1974 (910)

INDIAN year-book of medical sciences, 1958— (210)—Bombay (401)—Current Technical Literature Co. (402)—a (521)—English (531)—0537-2712 (825)—1778024 (826)—UUEIMtB958a (828)—OC (852)

INDIAN Youth Congress (110)—Journal (210)

search under

Yuva pragati <ALC79>

INDIAN Youth Congress (110)—The young march (210)

search under

The young march <ALC79>

INDIA's exports and internal consumption of coir and coir goods (210)

search under

India. Coir Board. India's production, exports, and internal consumption of coir.

INDIA's exports of cotton textiles (210)—Published by: Cotton textiles Export Promotion Council (305)—Bombay (401)—34cm. (5011)—1 (521)—English (531)—Vols. for 1964-68 and 1970—issued as supplement to Texprocil bulletin. Inland ed. <CIPE> (633)—1. Cotton trade—India—Statistics (720)—I. Cotton Textiles Export Promotion Council (730)—Texprocil bulletin, Inland ed. (750)—HD9886.142165 (811)—SA68-5094 (821)—0537-3441 (825)—5060030 (826)—HDeIMtB9ui (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UCSD UCSM (853)—PL480: 1969-73 (910)

INDIA's Parliament; (210)—selections from the proceedings of the
BOUQUET I

INDO-AFRICAN

Legislative Assembly and the Council of State. v.1- ; 1921-
(212)-- Calcutta (401)--u (521)--English (531)--India. India's
Parliament; selections from the proceedings of the Legislative
Assembly and the Council of State (740)--IOL (852)--UCSD UCTN
(853)--IOL holdings: v.1-13; 1921-26 (920)

INDIA's progress since independence; (210)--a statistical bird's eye
view. 1st ed.-- ; 1963--(212)--new Delhi (401)--Published by: V.
Balasubramanian for the Eastern Economist <OC> (402)--25cm. (5011)--
illus. (5012)--col. diagr. (5017)--1st ed. treated by LC as
monograph <NST> (512)--i (521)--English (531)--Suspended with 1967
(540)--1. India - Statistics - Collected works (720)--Eastern
Economist <OC> (750)--HAI724.152 (811)--SA63-4421 (821)--0537-345X
(825)--6631992 (826)--HAEIDN9631 (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)

INDIA's stamp journal. v.1- ; 1939--(210)--Bombay (401)--A. H. Dalal
(402)--Standard Bldg., Dr. D. N. Road, Fort, Bombay-400 001 (480)--
Empire of India Philatelic Society, 17 Souter St., Bombay- 400 008
<CIPE> (483)--Rs.20.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: A. H.
Dalal and P. M. Medhora <CIPE> (611)--UUEIMtB939m (828)--PI75
(852)--CIPE UCTN (853)

INDICA. v.1- ; Mar. 1964--(210)--Organ of the Heras Institute of
Indian History and Culture <Ph> (307)--Bombay (401)--Anthony D.
Costa (402)--St. Xavier's College <Ph> (432)--St. Xavier's College,
Mahapalka Marg, Bombay-400 001 <Ph> (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--23cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--é (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Joseph V.
Velinkar, SJ. <CIPE> (611)--Special number (640)--Index
(651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India; Pracj. jyoti <CIPE>
(654)--Scholarly articles on Indian history, literature,
archaeology, art, social and religious life <CIPE> (680)--1. India -
Civilization - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. St Xavier's College,
Bombay. II. Heras Institute of Indian History and Culture <OC>
(730)--DS401.153 (811)--SA66-2480 (821)--0019-686X (825)--1774666
(826)--DSeIMtB964é (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST OC PH Pi75 UCD
UMC (853)--PL480: v.1, Mar. 1964-- (910)

INDICATORS of economic development in Orissa (210)--Published by:
Directorate of Evaluation, Planning & Coordination Dept., Govt. of
Orissa (305)--Bhubaneswar <Ph> (401)--Imprint varies slightly
(480)--Unpriced (490)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1.
Economic indicators - India - Orissa - Statistics - Yearbooks
(720)--I. Orissa. Directorate of Evaluation (730)--HC437.07.49
(811)--330.954'13'005 (812)--81-646549 (821)--7969857
(826)--HEcIII990ua (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC OC (853)

INDO-AFRICAN trade journal. v.1- ; July 1965--(210)--New Delhi (401)--
M. Chhabra for Africa Publications (India) (402)--Rs.30.00
(490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--Some numbers
issued combined (503)--q (521)--monthly: July 1965-Oct./Dec. 1974
(525)--English (531)--Suspended: V.13(2), Apr./June 1977
(540)--Ed.: Hari Sharan Chhabra <CIPE> (611)--Annual export number
<CIPE>. Includes special numbers <OC> (640)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--Monthly journal aiming at larger trade between India and Africa <OC> (680)--1. India -- Commerce -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Africa -- Commerce -- India -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--HF3788.A45.I5 (811)--SA66-1975 (821)--0019-71B1 (825)--1774667 (826)--HFe1DN965q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.1, July 1965- (910)

INDO-ARAB forum. v.1- ; July 1968- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Maitri Publications (402)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Arab countries -- Periodicals. 2. Arab countries -- Foreign relations -- India -- Periodicals. 3. India -- Foreign relations -- Arab countries -- Periodicals (720)--DS41.I5 (811)--SA68-16167 (821)--DSe1DN968m (828)-- NUC (952)--ALC76 (853)--PL480: v.1(1-3); July-Sept. 1968 (910)

INDO-ARAB Society (110)--Afrasiab market (210)

search under
Export gazette.

INDO-ARAB world (210)

search under
Export gazette.

INDO-ASIAN culture (56-37476)

search under
Indian horizons <ALC76>

INDO-BRITISH review. v.1- ; June/Aug. 1968- (210)--Published by: Indo-British Historical Society (305)--Madras (401)--G. B. T. Kuraian <Pi75> (402)--4 Rajarama Mehta Avenue, Madras-600 029 <CIPE> (480)--Rs. 40.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Eds.: G. B. T. Kuraian and George Thomas <CIPE> (611)--Supplements (631)--Special numbers (640)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--Cultural (680)--I. Indo-British Historical Society (730)--AP8.I43 (811)--SA68-16370 (821)--0019-7211 (825)--1589524 (826)--APe1TM968q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC Pi75 UCD (853)--PL480: v.1-5; June/Aug. 1968-73 (910)

INDO-BURMA Petroleum Company (110)--Annual report. 1st- ; <1908- (210)--Formerly: Report of directors and statement of accounts <OC> (250)--Calcutta (401)--Gillander House, Netaji Subhas Road, Calcutta- 700 001 <OC> (480)--29cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Indo-Burma Petroleum Company -- Yearbooks (720)--Indo-Burma Petroleum Company. Report of directors and statement of accounts (740)--HD9576.I541523 (811) 338.7'66'S0954 (812)--73-929624 (821)--1790638 (826)--HeD1BC908a (828) --ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 64th-67th; 1971-74 (910)

INDO-BURMA Petroleum Company (110)--Report of directors and statement of accounts (210)
search under its Annual report.

INDO-EUROPEAN affairs. v.1- ; Dec. 1981- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Naresh R. Pande (402)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--82-913337 (821)--8768166 (826)--UUEIDN981m (828)--OC (852)

INDO-EUROPEAN commercial intelligence and trade register. v.1- ; 1907- (210)--Published by: Indo-European Commercial Intelligence and Trade... (305)--33cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--I, Indo-European Commercial Intelligence and Trade (730)--NLC (852)--ULS (853)

INDO-EUROPEAN correspondence; or, Indian Catholic chronicle. ; 1877-1902 (210)--Formerly: The Catholic herald of India (250)--nsv.1- ; 1903- (290)--Calcutta (401)--P. S. D' Rosario and Co. (Printers) (403)--33cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--The Catholic herald of India (Indo-European correspondence) (680)--UUEIBC8uu (828)--NLC (852)

INDO-GERMAN (210) search under German studies in India.

INDO-GERMAN review; (210)--a monthly record of cultural and commercial ties between India and Germany. v.1- ; 1958- <NST> (212)--Published by: Indo-Foreign Publications & Publicity (305)--Bombay (401)--Mukund R. Vyass <PiI75> (402)--127 Mahatma Gandhi Road, Bombay-400 001 <PiI75> (480)--Rs.1.00 (490)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Mukund R. Vyass <PiI75> (611)--Includes special notes <OC> (620)--Includes supplement: Deutsch-indische Blatter, 1968- <OC> (631)--Current affairs (680)--I. Indo-Foreign Publications & Publicity (730)--SA64-6726 (821)--1642014 (826)--UUEImB958m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC NST OC PiI75 UCPHH (853)--PL480: V.6(5)-17(6); Feb. 1964-Mar. 1975; Some numbers not available (910)

INDO-IRAN Society (110)--Journal. v.1- ; 1969- (210)--Added title: Hind-O-Iran (2305)--New Delhi (401)--18 Tilak Marg, New Delhi (480)--Rs.7.00 (490)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English, Persian (534)--I. Iranian studies - Periodicals. 2. Iran - Civilization <OC> (720)--Hind-O-Iran (740)--77-915543 (821)--1585693 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.2-7; Jan. 1970- Apr./May 1974 (910)

INDO-IRANICA. v.1- ; July 1946- <UCD> (210)--Published by: Iran Society (305)--Organ of the Iran Society <OC> (307)--Calcutta (401)--12 Dr. M. Ishaque Road, Calcutta-700 016 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.50.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus., plates (5012)--ports. (5013)--charts (5016)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English, Persian (534)--Nothing published 1949-50 <PiH> (540)--Ed.: Jagdish Narayan Sarkar <CIPE> (611)--Special numbers
The INDO-ISRAEL review. v.1- ; 1958- (210)--Published by: Bombay Zionist Association (305)--Bombay (401)--4I Hamam St., Fort, Bombay-400 001 <PII75> (480)--Rs.4.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--Formerly monthly (525)--Suspended with Vol.27(1), Jan./Mar. 1976 (540)--Vol. numbers irregular (571)--Ed.: E. M. Jacob <PII75>; Sam S. Abraham <CIPE> (611)--Supplement accompanies V.11(1) (631)--I. Jews in India -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Bombay Zionist Association (730)--DS135.16152 (811)--SA65-40 (821)--5851007 (826)--DS6eMtB958q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PI175 UCD (853)--PL480: V.6(9)-17(3); Mar. 1964-Oct./Nov. 1974 (910)

INDO-KOREAN friendship. v.1- ; <1971> (210)--Published by: All India Indo-Korean Friendship Association <OC> (305)--New Delhi (401)--All India Indo-Korean Friendship Association, 1 Bhagat Singh Road, Opp. Marina Hotel, Connaught Circus, New Delhi-400 001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Amar Nath Vidyalankar <CIPE> (611)--I. India -- Relations -- Korea (North) -- Periodicals. 2. Korea (North) -- Relations -- India -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. All India Indo-Korean Friendship Association (730)--DS450.K753 (811)--301.29'51'9'3054 (812)--73-901413 (821)--1790434 (826)--DS6eIDN971m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480: v.3(1-9); Jan.-Aug./Sept. 1973 (910)

The INDO-MALAYSIAN times. v.1- ; Aug. 1966- (210)--New Delhi (401)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Vol. numbers irregular (571)--Vol.3 omitted (573)--Supplement accompanies V.1(12) (631)--I. India -- Relations (general) with Malaysia -- Periodicals. 2. Malaysia -- Relations (general) with India -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--DS450.M2515 (811)--SA68-4328 (821)--0537-3646 (826)--DS6eIDN966m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: V.1-4(2); Aug. 1966- Feb. 1969 (910)

INDO-MIDDLE East trade journal. v.1- ; 1973- (210)--Bombay (401)--K. C. Rajan (402)--Creative Publishing Unit, 22-A Yusuf Bldg., Mahatma Gandhi Road, Bombay-400 001 (480)--Rs.45.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: C. J. Thomas (611)-- Commerce and industry (680)--UUEImTB973m (828)--PI175 (852)--CIPE CNLC (853)

INDO-NORWEGIAN Project in Kerala: report (210)

search under

Integrated Fisheries Project: annual report <AL>
The INDO-PORTUGUESE review; (210)--and the record of the Indo-Portuguese Association, Calcutta. v.1- ; 1918/19-- (210)--Published by: The Indo-Portuguese Association (305)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased (470)--25 cm. (5011)--Iills. (5012)--ports. (5013)--a (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC919a (828)--NLC (852)--IOL UCR (853)

INDO-SOVIET Cultural Society (110)--Bulletin (210)
search under its
Iscus bulletin <AL>


INDO-SOVIET Cultural Society (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Iscus.

INDO-SOVIET fortnightly journal (210)
search under
Indo-Soviet journal.

INDO-SOVIET journal. v.1- ; 1943-- (210)--Formerly: Indo-Soviet fortnightly journal (250)--nsv.1- ; Oct. 1950 <NST> (290)--Issuing body varies (302)--Sponsored by: All-India Friends of the Soviet Union (306)--Bombay (401)--Calcutta (431)--28cm. (5011)--illls. (5012)--m (521)--Formerly: fortnightly (525)--English (531)--Numbering irregular (571)--I. All-India Friends of the Soviet Union (730)--Indo-Soviet fortnightly journal (740)--327 (812)--0445-9202 (825)--UUEIMtB943m (828)--NST (852)--UCD ULS (853)--NST lists under Indo-Soviet journal, nsv.1, Oct. 1950. We have followed it, though ULS lists under the former title. We don't know when the qualifying word "fortnightly" was added or taken out (993)

INDO-U.S. Technical Cooperation Programme (110)--Report (210)
search under

INDOLOGICAL Research Institute (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Sarada Pitha pradipa <UCM>

INDOLOGICAL studies. v.2- ; Aug. 1973-- (210)--Published by: University of Delhi. Dept. of Sanskrit (305)--Delhi (401)--Dept. of Sanskrit, University of Delhi, Delhi-110 007 <CIPE> (480)--25cm.

INDOLOGY library bulletin (210)
search under
Indian ecclesiastical studies.

INDORE School of Social Work (110)--Journal. v.1-; Apr. 1972- (210)
--Indore (401)--Rs.3.00 (490)--u (521)--English, Hindi (534)--l.
Social service - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--72-903888 (821)--6811843 (826)--UUEIM972u (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: Apr. 1972-Apr. 1973 (910)

INDORE. University (110)
search under
University of Indore <AL>

INDRAMA (210)--New Delhi (401)--Sita World Travel (402)--Sita World Travel, F-12 Connaught Place, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--28 cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Vol. numbering discontinued with the issue for Apr./June 1978 (575)--A magazine for the promotion of tourism (680)--1. India - Description and travel - Periodicals. 2. Tourist trade - India - Periodicals (720)--915.405 (812)--7121304 (826)--UUEIDN9uuq (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)

INDSEARCH (210)
search under
Industrial herald <AL>

INDSEARCH weekly (210)
search under
Industrial herald.

INDUSTRIAL and economic statistics compendium (210)
search under
All-India Manufacturers' Organization (110)--Industrial & economic statistics compendium <AL>

INDUSTRIAL and engineering annual (210)--Bombay (401)--J. C. Jain (402)--31cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--l. India - Industries - Yearbooks <OC> (720)--HC431.I1484 (811)--58-47972 (821)--0537-4928 (825)--2125190 (826)--HCEIMtB9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1961- (910)

INDUSTRIAL and trade digest. v.1-; Sept. 1965- (210)--New Delhi
BOUQUET I

(401) S. R. Thapar <OC> (402) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Reported suspended with v.9, no.3/4, Nov./Dec. 1973 (540) -- SA67-4038 (821) -- 0019-7955 (825) -- 1696164 (826) -- UUEIDN965m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: Some issues not available (910)

INDUSTRIAL and trade world. No. 1-2; Apr.-May/June 1974 (210) -- Delhi (401) -- Pressman's Publications (402) -- Ceased (470) -- Pressman's Publications, 3465 Nicholson Road, Kashmere Gate, Delhi-110 006 <OC> (480) -- Rs.30.00 (490) -- 27cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Surendra Sharma <CIPE> (611) -- 1. India -- Economic conditions - 1945- - Periodicals. 2. India -- Industries -- Periodicals. 3. India -- Commerce -- Periodicals <OC> (720) -- HC431.149 (811) -- 330.9'54'05 (812) -- 74-902186 (821) -- 0377-0052 (825) -- 1797774 (826) -- HCeIDD974m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE OC (853) -- PL480: No. 1-2; Apr.-May/June 1974 (910)


INDUSTRIAL bulletin. v.1- ; 1960- <UCD> (210) -- Published by: Employers' Federation of India (305) -- Bombay (401) -- 29cm. (5011) -- e (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Industrial relations -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Industrial relations -- Periodicals (720) -- I. Employers' Federation of India (730) -- HD8682.163 (811) -- 73-91669 (821) -- HDerIMtB960e (828) -- NUC (852) -- ALC76 NST UCD (853) -- PL480: V.16, Jan. 1, 1970- (910)
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INTERNATIONAL behavioural scientist. v.1- ; Mar. 1969- (210)--Organ of Delta Tau Kappa (307)--Meerut (401)--Sadhna Prakashan <OC> (402)--Rastogi Street, Subhas Bazar, Meerut-250 002, UP (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--q (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: Inter pol. sc. abstr.; Socio. abstr. <CIPE> (654)--Political (680)--I. Social sciences - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Delta Tau Kappa (730)--H1.164 (811)--300.5 (812)--SA75-905369 (821)--0200-613X (825)--2142392 (826)--H1eIUM969q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCK (853)


INTERNATIONAL Commission on Irrigation and Drainage (110)--Bibliography of irrigation, drainage, river training and flood control. Bibliographie relative aux irrigations, au drainage a la regularisation des cours d' eau et a la maitrise des crues. 1st- ; 1954-56- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Central Office, 48 Nyaya Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-110 021 (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--a (521)--English, French (534)--English, 1957-65 (535)--Ed.: K. K. Framji (611)--Author index at the end <CIPE> (651)--Entries are classified according to UDC system. Indexes analytical reviews, periodical literature, reports, conference proceedings, books etc. are provided <!, CIPE> (680)--I. Irrigation - Bibliography. 2. Water resources development - Bibliography <UMC>. 3. Reclamation of land - Bibliography. 4. Flood control - Bibliography (720)--ICID (740)--Z5853.H915 (811)--SA64-2286 (821)--1753466 (826)--25eIDN954a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UMC (853)--PL480: 7th-19th; 1962-74 (910)--NUC has cataloged the same title as a monograph with the LC
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card no. SA64-2286 covering the years 1954-56 published in 1958. It has also cataloged it as a serial with the same LC card no. This very work has been cataloged once again under the title with LC card no. SA68-10206 (991)

INTERNATIONAL Confederation of Free Trade Unions. Asian Regional Organisation (110)--Asian labour (210) search under Asian labour.

INTERNATIONAL Confederation of Free Trade Unions. Asian Regional Organisation (110)--ICFTU-ARO bulletin (210) search under Asian labour.

INTERNATIONAL Conference of Social Work. South East Asia Regional Office (110)--Bulletin (210) search under Social welfare in South East Asia <UCD>

INTERNATIONAL Congress of Orientalists (110)--Proceedings. 1873- (210)--Various place of publication (401)--Published for the Congress by various publishers each of which is chosen from the host country <OC> (402)--u (521)--English, French, German (534)--Contributions in English (680)--57-38068 rev.2 (821)--1623879 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSD (853)--Proceedings for the 26th Congress, 1964, supplied under the program (910)


INTERNATIONAL Co-operative Alliance. Regional Office and Education Centre for South-East Asia (110)--Annotated bibliography of literature produced by the cooperative movements in South-East Asia (210) search under its Annotated bibliography of literature on cooperative movements in South-East Asia.
INTERNATIONAL Co-operative Alliance. Regional Office and Education Centre for South-East Asia (110)—Cooperative series. N.1- ; 1965- (210)—Issued by: International Co-operative Alliance (302)—New Delhi (401)—22cm. (5011)—i-f <OC> (521)—1. Cooperation—Collections <OC> (720)—HD2951.5.I5 (811)—SA67-2543 (821)—0074-4255 (825)—1774504 (826)—HDeIDN965F (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: N.1-13; 1965- ? (910)

INTERNATIONAL Co-operative Alliance. Regional Office and Education Centre for South-East Asia (110)—Cooperative trade directory <CNLC> (210) search under Cooperative trade directory for South-East Asia.

INTERNATIONAL Co-operative Alliance. Regional Office and Education Centre for South-East Asia (110)—Documentation bulletin (from English language periodicals) <NUC> (210) search under Documentation bulletin for South-East Asia.

INTERNATIONAL Co-operative Alliance. Regional Office and Education Centre for South-East Asia (110)—Documentation bulletin (from European language periodicals) <NUC> (210) search under Documentation bulletin for South-East Asia.

INTERNATIONAL Council on Archives. South and West Asian Regional Branch (110)—Swarbica journal. v.1- ; 1978- (210)—Formerly: South and West Asian Regional Branch. International Council on Archives. Journal (250)—Published by: The Swarbica (305)—New Delhi (401)—National Archives of India, Janpath, New Delhi-110 001 (480)—Rs. 15.00 (490)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Archives—Periodicals. 2. Archives—India—Periodicals <OC> (720)—South and West Asian Regional Branch. International Council on Archives. Journal (740)—CD921.157 (811)—027.5’05 (812)—78-914457 (821)—5703559 (826)—CDeIDN978a (828)—ALC79 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: V.1, 1978- (910)

INTERNATIONAL Council on Social Welfare. Regional Office for Asia and Western Pacific (110)—Newsletter—Regional Office for Asia and Western Pacific, International Council on Social Welfare. v.1- ; 1967- (210)—Published by: The Author (305)—Bombay (401)—Smt. Sunita Bhagwat <PII75> (402)—Asia & Western Pacific Region, Council of Social Welfare, 175 D.N. Road, Bombay-400 001 <PII75> (480)—Free (490)—30cm. (5011)—q (521)—English (531)—Ed.: Smt. Sunita Bhagwat <PII75> (611)—Mainly covers the various teaching and research activities and projects of the Council <CIPE> (680)—1. Social service—Periodicals. 2. Social service—Oceanics—Periodicals. 3. Social service—Asia—Periodicals <OC> (720)—HLV.158 (811)—361’95 (812)—76-913182 (821)—3398438 (826)—HVeIMtB967q (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE OC PII75 UMC (853)—PL480: V.9(1-4) (910)
INTERNATIONAL Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (110)--Annual report (210)
search under its
ICRISAT annual report <ALC80>

INTERNATIONAL Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (110)--ICRISAT annual report (210)--Published by: International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (305)--Hyderabad (401)--1-11-256 Begumpet, Hyderabad-500 016, AP (480)--Unpriced (490)--a (521)--English (531)--Agricultural research (680)--International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics. Annual report (740)--X9-915564 (822)--UUeIAH9uuu (828)--ALC80 (852)

INTERNATIONAL Dairy Congress (110)--Proceedings--International Dairy Congress, 19th-- ; 1974-- (210)--New Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)-- English (531)--. Dairying - Congresses (720)--9377372 (826)--UUeIDN974a (828)--OC (852)--What happened to 1st-18th proceedings cannot be determined (991)

INTERNATIONAL Federation for Documentation. Committee on Classification Research (110)--FID/CCR report. 1964-- (210)--Published by: Documentation Research and Training Centre. Indian Statistical Institute (305)--Formerly published by: Danish Centre for Documentation, 1964-72 (355)--Bangalore (401)--30cm. (5011)--FID publication (511)--a (521)-- English (531)--. Classification - Books (720)--I. Documentation Research and Training Centre, Bangalore. II. Danish Centre for Documentation (730)--2696.I62 (811)--72-211231 (821)--0074-5804 (825)--1587418 (826)--Z6eIKB964a (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

INTERNATIONAL Geographical Congress (110)--Abstracts of papers. 1931- (210)--Formerly: Resumes des communications (250)--Published by: The Congress (305)--Calcutta (401)--20-28cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)-- Abstracts for 1952 issued as vol.6 of the Publications of the 17th Congress (620)--Supplements accompany some abstracts (631)--International Geographical Congress. Publications (710)--International Geographical Congress. Resumes des communications (740)--G56.I84 (811)--10370118 (826)--G5eIBC931u (828)--OC (852)

INTERNATIONAL Geographical Congress (110)--Resumes des communications (210)
search under its
Abstracts of papers.

INTERNATIONAL Indian Ocean Expedition, 1962 (110)--Newsletter, India. v.1-4(4); June 1963-Mar. 1967 (210)--Published by: Indian National Committee on Oceanic Research (305)--New Delhi (401)--q (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Mahasagar weekly. v.1, Mar./June 1968 (602)--Includes special numbers <OC> (640)--Mahasagar
INTERNATIONAL Institute
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(750)--SA68-20127 (821)--1640522 (826)--UUEIDN963q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)

INTERNATIONAL Institute for Population Studies (110)--Annual report (72-906869) (210)

search under its

Director's report--International Institute for Population Studies.

INTERNATIONAL Institute for Population Studies (110)--Director's report--International Institute for Population Studies. 16th--

1973/74-- (210)--Formerly: Annual report. 1st-15th; -1972/73

(250)--Published by: The Institute for Population Studies

(305)--Formerly published by: Demographic Training & Research Centre.

-1969/70 (355)--Bombay (401)-- 26cm. (5011)--a


Annual report (740)--HB850.5.A75B6 (811)--301.32

(812)--76-913234 (821)--5148815 (826)--HBe1MtB9uuA (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480: 12th-17th; 1969/70-1974/75 (910)


for 1959-Apr. 1970 issued by the Institute under its earlier name: Demographic Training and Research Centre <UCD> (352)--Bombay (401)--

Deonar, Bombay-400 088 (480)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Population

research - India - Periodicals. 2. Demography - Periodicals. 3.

India - Population - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Demographic Training and Research Centre (730)--1. Demographic Training and Research Centre.


Newsletter (740)-- HB850.5.I4I54 (811)--301.32'072054

(812)--74-929504 (821)--0047-0716 (825)--1797821 (826)--HBe1MtB959q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCD (853)--PL480: No.31, Jan. 1970-- (910)

INTERNATIONAL Institute for Population Studies (110)--Newsletter

(210)

search under its

IIPS newsletter.

INTERNATIONAL journal of comparative sociology. v.1- ; Mar. 1960--

(210)--Issued by: Karnataka University's Dept. of Social Anthropology and Social Welfare under the form of the dept.'s name: Dept. of Social Anthropology (302)--Published by: Karnataka University

(305)--Dharwar (401)--Leiden <NUC> (431)--E.J. Brill <NUC>

(432)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--2 numbers a year

(521)--English (531)--1. Sociology - Periodicals (720)--I. Karnataka

University, Dharwar. Dept. of Social Anthropology and Social Welfare (730)--HM1.I54 (811)--65-71238 (821)--HMe1KD960f (828)--NUC

(852)--MI (853)
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INTERNATIONAL journal of contemporary sociology. v.8- ; 1971- (210)
--Formerly: Indian sociological bulletin. v.1-7; Oct. 1963-70 <UCD>
(250)--Ghaziabad (401)--Printed & Published by J. G. Mohan
(402)--Print Craft, Rakesh Marg, Pili Kothi, G. T. Road, Ghaziabad,
UP (480)--$20.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Raj P.
Mohan <CIPE> (611)--A discussion journal of contemporary
ideas and research. Papers deal with qualitative and quantitative
research <CIPE> (680)--1. Sociology - Periodicals. 2. Social
sciences - Periodicals (720)--Indian sociological bulletin
(740)--HML.I5 (811)--SA64-3541 (821)--HMeIUG963q (828)--NUC
(852)--AL NST UCD (853)

The INTERNATIONAL journal of critical sociology. v.1- ; Sept. 1974-
(210)--IJCS (230)--Organ of the Jaipur Institute of Sociology
(307)--Jaipur (401)--Jaipur Institute of Sociology, Dept. of
Sociology, University of Rajasthan, Jaipur-302 004 <CIPE>
(480)--$12.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--charts (5016)--f (521)--English
(531)--Suspended: 1975-76 (540) --Ed.: T. K. N. Unnithan <CIPE>
(611)--Strives consciously to encourage sociological ideas and the
critical approaches that are innovative in character and critical of
established traditions <CIPE> (680)--1. Sociology - Periodicals
<OC> (720)--I. Jaipur Institute of Sociology (730)--IJCS
(740)--HML.I544 (811)--301'.05 (812)--75-902165 (821)--0377- 0141
(825)--2245598 (826)--HMeIRJ974f (828)--ALC79 (852)--CIPE OC UMC
(853)

INTERNATIONAL journal of Dravidian linguistics. v.1- ; Jan. 1972-
(210)--Other title: IJDL (230)--Published by: Dept. of Linguistics,
University of Kerala (305)--Trivandrum (401)--V. I. Subramaniam
<PiI75> (402)--Dravidian Linguistics Association, Dept. of
Linguistics, University of Kerala, Karivattam P. O., Trivandrum,
Kerala <PiI75> (480)--Rs.37.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--f g <PiI75>
(521)--English (531)--Ed.: V. I. Subramaniam (611)--Index <CIPE>
(651)--Articles on linguistics and allied subjects <CIPE> (680)--1.
Dravidian languages - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. University of
Kerala, Dept. of Linguistics <OC> (730)--IJDL (740)--PL4601.A3
(811)--494.8 (812)--72-900338 (821)--1753568 (826)--PLeIKet972f
(828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PiI75 UCK UCTN UMC (853)

1972- (210)--Meerut (401)--Bakshish Singh <PiI75> (402)--Ceased
(470)--636 Bakri Mohalla Lal Kurti, Meerut Cantt., UP <PiI75>
(480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Bakshish Singh
(611)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Law
(680)--SA66-6425 (821)--1587446 (826) --UUEIUM966f (828)--AL75
(852)--CIPE NST OC PiI75 UCD (853)

INTERNATIONAL journal of sexology. 1948-Feb. 1955 <ULS> (210)--For-
merly: Marriage hygiene. v.1-4(1); Aug. 1934-Aug. 1937 <UCTN>
(250)--nsv. No.1-4; Aug. 1947-May 1948 <OC> (290)--Bombay
(401)--Ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Birth control -
INTERN. jour. of socio.

Periodicals. 2. Sex - Periodicals (720)--Marriage hygiene (740)--2263860 (826)--UUeIMtB934u (828)--ULS (852)--OC UCTN (853)

INTERNATIONAL journal of sociology of the family. v.1- ; Mar. 1971- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Vikas Publishing House (402)--Lucknow (451)-- Lucknow Publishing House (452)--Dr. Man Singh Das, Northern Illinois University, Dekalb, IL-60115 <OC> (480)--Vikas Publishing House, 5 Ansari Road, New Delhi-110 006 <CIPE> (483)--25cm. (5011)--Microform available from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, MI (5041)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Mansingh Das <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--Journal of cross-national, cross-cultural and inter-disciplinary research. Its main objective is to advance theoretical, methodological and empirical knowledge in the fields of general sociology of marriage and family throughout the world <CIPE> (680)--1. Family - Periodicals (720)--HQ1.153 (811)--301.4205 (812)--73-647089 (821)--HqoIDN917f (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480: ? (910)

INTERNATIONAL Labour Conference. Delegation from India (110)--Report of the Indian government delegation (210)--Published by: India. Ministry of Labour and Employment(305)--New Delhi (401)--No.55 treated by LC as monograph with LC card no. 72-902732 (512)--a (521)--English (531) --SA65-1607 (821)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: No.47-58; 1963-June 1973 (910)


INTERNATIONAL Labour Office (110)--News service (210) search under its
I.L.O. news service <ALC76>

The INTERNATIONAL law reporter. v.1- ; 1970- (210)--Faridabad (401) Shri Kishan Lal Chopra <PiI75> (402)--590, Sector 7-B, Urban Estate, Faridabad, Haryana <PiI75> (480)--$8.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Kishan Lal Chopra <PiI75> (611)--Law (680)--1. International law - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Chopra, Kishan Lal, ed. (730)--JX18.153 (811)--341.05 (812)--SA72-904999 (821)--1784179 (826)--JxeIH970m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PiI75 UCPHH UCTN (853)--PL480: v.3-4(4); Jan. 1972-Apr. 1973 (910)

INTERNATIONAL leather fair (210)--Published by: Indian Leather Fair Society (305)--Madras (401)--Ceased (470)--a (521)--English (531)--75-907016 (821)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: 1969 (910)

INTERNATIONAL living. 1962- (210)--Sponsored by: Indian Association
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of the Experiment in International Living (306) -- New Delhi (401) -- Indian Association of the Experiment in International Living, D-144 Defence Colony, New Delhi-110 024 <CIPE> (480) -- Rs. 6.00 (490) -- (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Amrish Trivedi <CIPE> (611) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE NST (853) -- PL480: Feb. 1964 -- Nov. 1977; Some issues not available. Subscription discontinued (910)

INTERNATIONAL post (210) -- <New Delhi> (401) -- <R. N. S. Anil> (402) -- Reported ceased (470) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- International affairs (680) -- X5-905467 (822) -- ALC79 (852) -- PL480: V. 2-3(4); Jan. 1974 -- Oct. 1975 (910)


INTERNATIONAL review of sociology (210)

search under

International review of modern sociology.

INTERNATIONAL socialist
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INTERNATIONAL studies. v.1- ; July 1959- (210)--Issued by: The School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University (302)--Journal of the School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University (307)--Vols. for 1959-72 issued by the School under its earlier name: Indian School of International Studies (352)--Delhi (401)--Vikas Publishing House (402)--New York <UMC> (431? )--Bombay (451)--5 Daryaganj, Ansari Road, Delhi-110 006 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.80.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Suspended: 1970-72 (540)--Resumed in Jan. 1973 <CIPE> (560)--Ed.: M. S. Agwani <CIPE> (611)--Special numbers (640)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654)--Contains articles on international matters such as law, economics, diplomacy, disarmament. Also deals with political, social, economic development in Asia and other areas <CIPE> (680) --1. International law - Periodicals. 2. International relations - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Indian School of International Studies, University of Delhi. II. Jawaharlal Nehru University. School of International Studies <OC> (730)--JX18.155 (811)--327.05 (812)--SA62-305 (821)--0020-8817 (825)--1588728 (826)--JXe1DD959q (828)--ALC76 (852)-- CIPE IOL OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480: V.3, July 1961- (910)

The INTERNATIONAL theosophical year book --giving the history and organization of the Theosophical Society, a theosophical who's who, the president's policy, etc., etc. 1st- ; 1937- (210)--Adyar, Madras (401)--Theosophical Publishing House (402)--a (521)--English (531)--NUC (852)--IOL (853)

INTERNATIONAL trade and development. v.1- ; 1968- <UCD> (210)--New Delhi (401)--Commercial Publications Bureau (402)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531) --1. International economic relations - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HFL1410.16 (811)--338.91 (812)--SA68-16156 (821)--1753744 (826)--HFIDN968a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCD (853)--PL480: 1968-72; Issue for 1969 not available (910)
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INTERNATIONAL trade review. v.1- ; Aug. 1969- (210)--Includes special issues <OC> (270)--Official publication of the Indian Council of Foreign Trade <OC> (307)--Bombay (401)--United Asia Publications (402)--12 Rampart Row, Bombay-400 001 <PII75> (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--monthly: Aug. 1969-July 1972 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: G. S. Pohekar <PII75> (611)--Includes annual numbers <OC> (640)--Commerce and industry (680)--I. Indian Council of Foreign Trade (730)--74-907502 (821)--0020-8981 (825)--1779806 (826)--UWEIMB969q (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 CIPE OC PII75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.1-4(3); Aug. 1969-Jan/Mar. 1975 (910)

INTERNATIONAL women's year newsletter. no.1-10; Mar.-Dec. 1975 (210) --Published by: Women's Welfare Division, Dept. of Social Welfare, Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--Ceased (470)--m (521)--English (531)-- 76-913110 (821)--ALC76 (852)

INTERNATIONAL Yoga Co-ordination Centre, Bombay (110)
Journal (210)
search under
Yoga awareness <ALC78>

INTERNATIONAL Yoga Co-ordination Centre, Bombay (110)
Quarterly journal
search under
Yoga awareness <ALC78>

The INTERPRETER; (210)--a monthly journal. v.1-2; May 1885-Apr. 1887 (212)--2nd ser.: v.2, Feb. 1888- ; ns.1- ; Aug. 1892- (290)--Calcutta (401)--A. N. Chukerbutty (402)--22cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)-- Suspended: May 1887-Jan. 1888 (540)--Continued by: Interpreter and the young man wef. 1901 (602)--Absorbed: Bidhanbodi in 1892 (6031)--1. Religions (proposed, universal, etc.) -- Periodicals (720)--Bidhanbodi (740)--Interpreter and the young man, new series (750)--BL390 (811)-- 81075586 (826)--BLEIBC885m (828)--IOL (852)--OC (853)

INTERPRETER and the young man. new series. 1901-1904 (210)--Formerly: Interpreter; a monthly journal (250)--Calcutta (401)--Ceased (470)--24cm. (5011)--No more published (550)--Vols. for Aug. 1901-Mar. 1904 called new <i.e. 2nd> ser. V.1(1)-2(3) <OC> (573)--1. Religions (Proposed, universal, etc.) -- Periodicals (720)--BL390 (811)--8107639 (826)--UCAP (852)--OC (853) -- New series v.10(6) equals Jan. 1898 <OC> (991)

INVENTION intelligence. v.1- ; Aug. 1965- (210)--Vols. for 1965- issued by the Inventions Promotion Board (302)--New Delhi (401)--National Research Development Corporation of India, 39 Ring Road, Lajpat Nagar III, New Delhi-110 024 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Issues for July-Oct. 1968 reported as not published (540) --Ed.: Badiuddin Khan <CIPE>
INVESTMENT and finance (611)--Indexed in: Ind. sc. abstr. <CIPE> (654)-- Devoted to the promotion of inventive talent in the country by disseminating information about inventions, innovations, new products/ processes and projecting problems of industry <CIPE> (680)--I. Inventions Promotion Board (730)--SA66-2747 (821)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE UCAs (853)--PL480: ? (910)

The INVESTMENT and finance; (210)--the leading financial weekly of Northern India. v.1-5 (26); ?-Aug. 1947 (212)--Delhi (401)--Ceased ? (470)--39cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--Incorporated into: National investment and finance weekly wef. 1953 (6042)--I. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals. 2. Finance - India (720)--National investment and finance (750)--HC431.155 (811)--330.954 (812)--48-28001 (821)--HGeID9uw (828)--NUC (852)--ULS (853)

INVESTORS' encyclopedia (210)
search under
Kothari's economic and industrial guide of India.

INVESTOR'S India year-book. 1st ed.- ; 1911- (210)--Originally produced by G. H. Le Maistre (304)--Calcutta (401)--Oriental Longmans, Ltd. (402)--Ceased (470)--Siddons and Gough Pvt. Ltd., Post Box 592, Calcutta-700 001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Le Maistre, George Harvey, 1911- (611)--1. Investments - India <OC> (720)--HG5731.16 <OC> (811)--12-4191 (821)--1774506 (826)--HGeIB91a (828)--NLC (852)--AL CIPE IOL OC UCSM UCST UCSWB (853)--PL480: 1962-72 (910)

INVESTORS weekly. v.1- ; 1939- <UCD> (210)--New Delhi (401)--K. B. Malik (402)--Atma Ram House, Opp. Odeon, Connaught Place, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--25cm. (5011)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. B. Malik <CIPE> (611)--Companies and share market news for investors <CIPE> (680)--1. Stocks - India - Periodicals. 2. Stocks - Periodicals (720)--I. Malik (K. B.) & Co. (730)--HG4503.15 (811)--SA64-6551 (821)--HGeID99e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC UCD (853)--PL480: V.25, Jan. 16, 1964- (910)

IPIRI journal (210)
search under
Indian Plywood Industries Research Institute. IPIRI journal.

IPP Industrial directory, India & international, 1959/60- <NUC> (210) Calcutta (401)--Industry Printers & Publishers (402)--Reported ceased (470)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. India - Manufacture - Directories (720)--Industry Printers & Publishers. Industrial directory, India & International (740)--T12.5.1515 (811)--SA64-638 (821)--TleIBC960a (828)--ALC80 (852)--NUC (853)

IRAN League journal. v.30- ; 1960- (210)--Formerly: Iran League quarterly. v.1-29; 1930-60 <NUC> (250)--Organ of the Iran League (307)--Bombay (401)--q (521)--English (531)--Iran League quarterly
IRON & steel review

(740)-- DS251.17 (811)--DSeImtB930q (828)--IOL (852)--NUC UCGu UCM (853)

IRAN League quarterly (210)
search under
Iran League journal.

IRAN Society, Calcutta (110)--Indo-Iranica (210)
search under
Indo-iranica <PiH>

IRANIAN Association, Bombay (110)--Journal of the Iranian Association. v.1-13(11); Apr. 1912-Feb. 1925 <ULS> (210)--Published by: The Association (305)--Bombay (401)--Ceased <ULS> (470)--22cm. (5011)--plates (5012)--m (521)--English; Each no. has section in Gujarati (534)--V.8--have separately paged supplement: The Rangoon Navjot case; evidence before the commissioner in Bombay (631)--1. Zoroastrianism -- Periodical and society publication. 2. Iran -- Periodical and society publication (720)--NUC (852)--IOL NLC ULS (853)

IRC Highway Research Board (110)--Highway research bulletin (210)
search under

IRON and steel in India (210)--Calcutta (401)--Trade Chronicles (402)--a (521)--English (531)--SA68-10235 (821)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC OC UCSW (853)--PL480: 1963/64 (910)


IRON & steel review. v.1-- ; June 1957-- <OC> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Commercial Publications (402)--10 Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Calcutta-700 013 <CIPE> (480)--$4.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--maps (part fold.) (5014)--m (521)--English (531)--V.1, no.1 issued without numbering called inaugural number <OC> (575)--Tata T. M. P. number---1960, 1 vol. <OC> (640)--1. Iron industry and trade -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Steel industry
IRON & steel review

and trade - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HD9526.1617
rev. (821)--0578-7661 (825)--1753968
(826)--HDeIBC957m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCGu (853)--PL480:
V.7(8), Jan. 1964- (910)

IRON & steel review; (210)--anniversary number. 1957?- (212)--Cal-
cutta (401)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521) --English (531)--1.
Steel - Yearbooks. 2. Steel industry - India - Yearbooks <OC>
(720)--TS300.1739 (811)--78-908480 (821)--2801926 (826)--TSeIBC957a
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 11th-16th; 1968-73. Vol. 15
not available (910)

IRON, steel & hardware journal of India (210)
search under
Iron and steel journal of India <AL76>

IRRIGATION and power. v.8- ; 1951- (210)--Sponsored by: India.
Central Board of Irrigation and Power (306)--Organ of the Board
<CIPE> (307)--New Delhi (401)--Central Board of Irrigation and
Power, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE>
(480)--Rs.28.00 (490)--30cm. (5011)--q (521) --English
(531)--Continues: India. Central Board of Irrigation and Power.
Journal, v.1-7; 1943-50 <CIPE> (601)--Ed.: C. V. J. Varma <CIPE>
(611)--Indexed in: Bib. agr.; Eng. ind; Ind. sc. abstr. <CIPE>
(680)--Articles relating to irrigation, waterways, electric power
generation and allied subjects <CIPE> (680)--India. Central Board
(821)--0021-1664 (825)--1588221 (826)--UUEIDN943q (828)--ALC76
(852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: V.19(5), May 1962- (910)

IRRIGATION and power abstracts. No.313- ; Mar. 1967- (210)--Formerly
India. Central Board of Irrigation and Power. Quarterly bulletin.
No. 1-41; Jan./Mar. 1936-Sept. 1943. Then Abstracts of current
(250)--Issued by: India. Central Board of Irrigation and Power
(302)--New Delhi (401)--Central Board of Irrigation and Power,
Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--b
1943-Jan. 1969 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: C. V. J. Verma <CIPE>
(611)--Index: Title page No.356 & 357, March & April, 1974 <CIPE>
(651)--Contains abstracts of selected papers from various journals
and conference proceedings as well as of books interest to
irrigation and power engineers <CIPE> (680)--1. Engineering -
Abstracts - Periodicals. 2. Science - Abstracts - Periodicals <OC>
(720)--I. India. Central Board of Irrigation and Power
(730)--India. Central Board of Irrigation and Power. 1. Abstracts
of current technical literature. 2. Quarterly bulletin. 3.
Irrigation and power abstracts (740)--TAl.I34 (811)--620
(812)--78-646838 <OC>; 77-903414 (821)--1752777 (826)--TAEIDN936b
(828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480: No.311-363; Dec.
1966-Mar./Apr. 1975 (910)
BOUQUET I

IRRIGATION and Power Research Institute (110)--Report (210)--Amritsar
(401)--a (521)--English (531)--72-907235 (821)--UUEIPA9uua
(828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: 1964-67 (910)

IRRIGATION Research Station, Pundi, Sadia (110)--Annual report (210)
--Formerly: Report (250)--Pundi (401)--24th equals 1967 (462)--31cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)---Irrigation Research
Station. Report (740)--TC1.I69 (811)--71-910812 (821)--TCEiAsP9uua?
(828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 24th-25th; 1967-68 (910)

IRRIGATION Research Station (110)--Report (210)
search under its
Annual report <AL>

IRTDA newsletter (210)
search under
Indian Roads and Transport Development Association. IRTDA
newsletter.

ISALIE. v.1-? (210)--Bhopal (401)--Nirbhika Varma (402)--
Nirbhreek Varma, 4 Marwadi Road, Bank Street, Bhopal-462 001, MP
(480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Samakalina racana ki
traimasika patrika (680)--X8-914296 (822)--ALC78 (852)

ISCUS. v.1-10(1); Jan.1954-Mar.1963 (210)--Published by: Indo-Soviet
Cultural Society (305)--Journal of the Society <NUC> (307)--Bombay
(401)--D.C. Home <NUC> (402)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports.
(5013)--q (521)---English (531)---Succeeded by: Amity in 1963
(602)--1. Russia -- Relations (general) with India. 2. India --
Relations (general) with Russia (720)--I. Indo-Soviet Cultural
Society (730)--Indo-Soviet Cultural Society. Journal (740)--Amity
(750)--DS450.R8115 (811)--327.54047 (812)--59-37209
(821)--0535-7020 (825)--DVeIMtB954q (828)--PiH (852)--NUC (853)

ISCUS (110)
search under
Indo-Soviet Cultural Society <AL>

ISI (110)
search under
Indian Standards Institution <AL>

ISI bulletin (210)
search under
Indian Standards Institution. ISI bulletin.

ISI standards; monthly additions. no.1-75 (210)--ISI standards news,
no.1-75 (230)--Published by: Indian Standards Institution (305)--New
Delhi (401)--30cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--I. Indian
Standards Institution, Delhi (730)--1. ISI standards news. 2. Indian
Standards Institution. ISI standards news (740)--27914
ISI standards news

(811)--SA63-3943 (821)--9014469 (826)--Z7eID9um (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480: No.61- ; Jan. 1963-Oct.1972 (910)

ISI standards news (210)
search under
ISI standards; monthly additions.

ISLAM and the modern age. v.1- ; May 1970- (210)--Published by:
Islam and the Modern Age Society (305)--New Delhi (401)--Islam & the Modern Age Society, Jamia Nagar, new Delhi-110 025 <CIPE>
(480)--$10.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Vol.(4) reported as not published (540)--Ed.: S. Abid Husain <CIPE>
(611)--Annual index <CIPE> (651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <UMC> (654)--Promotes modernism and liberalism in the life and thought of religious communities in general and the Muslim community in particular <CIPE> (680)--I. Civilization, Islamic -- Periodicals.
2. Islam -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Islam and modern Age Society (730)--D199.3.178 (811)--SA70-912289 (821)--0021-1826 (825)--1774507
(826)--DleID9709q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PiH UCD UMC (853)--PL480: ? (910)

ISLAM and the Modern Age Society, New Delhi (110)--Islam and the modern age (210)
search under
Islam and the modern age <PiH>

ISLAMIC Culture Board, Hyderabad (110)--Islamic culture, an English quarterly (210)
search under
Islamic culture, the Hyderabad quarterly review <PiH>

ISLAMIC culture; (210)--the Hyderabad quarterly review. v.1- ; 1927-
(212)--Subtitle varies: an English quarterly <IOL>
(252)--Published by: Islamic Culture Board (305)--Hyderabad (401)--Dr. M. A. Muid Khan <PiI75> (402)--Islamic Culture Board,
Opp. Osmania University, P.B. No. 171, Hyderabad-500 007, AP <PiI72>
(480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--24-29cm. (5011)--plated (part col.) (5012)--q
Muhammad Asad-Wiers, Jan. 1937-Oct. 1938 <NLC>. Dr. M. A. Muid Khan <CIPE> (611)--Index: Vol.1-4, 1927-30 with V.4 <OC> (651)--Indexed
in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Islamic literature, theology,
culture, philosophy, history, contemporary and general problems
<CIPE> (680)--I. Mohammedanism -- Periodicals. 2. Civilization,
Mohammedan <OC> (720)--I. Islamic Culture Board (730)--Islamic Culture Board, Hyderabad. Islamic culture; an English quarterly
(740)--DS36.174 (811)--950 (812)--42-44281 (821)--0021-1834
(825)--1774508 (826)--DSeIAH927q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IOL NLC
OC PiI72 UCD (853)--PL480: V.36, Jan. 1962- (910)

ISLAMIC Research Circle, Aligarh (110)--Islamic thought (210)
search under
Islamic thought <PiH>
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ISLAMIC thought; (210)—a quarterly journal devoted to Islamic research <CIPE>. V.1- ; 1954–(212)—Sponsored by: Islamic Research Circle (306)—Allahabad (401)—Mohammad Nejatullah Siddiqui <PiI75> (402)—Islamic Research Circle, Islamic Library Shamsah Bldg., Allahabad, UP <PiI75> (480)—Rs.5.00 (490)—q (521)—English (531)—Suspended. Vol.12 (3-4) reported as not published (540)—Ed.: Fazlur Rahman Parida (611)—Indexed in: Middle East journal <CIPE> (654)—Religion and philosophy (680)—I. Islamic Research Circle (730)—1774509 (826)—JU2U1A1V95q (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE OC PiI PiI75 UCD (853)—PL480: V.12(1/2)-14(3); 1968-71. Vol.13(2-4) not available (910)

The ISLAMIC world. v.1- ; 1923–(210)—Lahore (401)—Ceased <UCD> (470)—plated (5012)—m, Nov. 1925– (521)—quarterly: 1925 (525)—English (531)—Ed.: Mustafa Khan (611)—1. Muhammadanism — Periodical and society publication (720)—I. Khan, Mustafa, ed. (730)—NUC (852)—PiI UCD ULS (853)

ISAMAILI. v.1- ; 1948—<PiI75> (210)—Titles in reverse order on some issues (230)—Published by: Ismailia Association for India (305)—Formerly published by: Recreation Club Institute (355)—Bombay (401)—J. J. Mavany <PiI75> (402)—Baraza Bldg., Ground Floor, Dongri St., Bombay-400 009 <PiI75> (480)—Rs.10.00 (490)—35cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—ports. (5013)—Some numbers issued combined (503)—w (521)—English, Gujarati (534)—Some issues reported as not published (540)—Ed.: J. J. Mavany <PiI75> (611)—Miscellaneous—community paper <PiI75> (680)—1. Ismailites — Periodicals (720)—I. Ismailia Association for India. II. Recreation Club Institute, Bombay (730)—The Ismaili (740)—BP195.I8175 (811)—SA85-5889 (821)—6673681 (826)—BPE1M8948W (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE NUC OC PiI PiI75 (853)—PL480: V.39(14), Jan. 5, 1962— . Some issues not available (910)

The ISMAILI (210)
search under
Ismailia <ALC76>

ITIHAS. v.1- ; Jan./Mar. 1973–(210)—Published by: Director of State Archives, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh (305)—Journal of the Andhra Pradesh Archives (307)—Hyderabad (401)—Director of State Archives, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad, AP <OC> (480)—25cm. (5011)—f (521)—English (531)—On historical and literary source material (680)—1. India — History — Periodicals <OC> (720)—I. Andhra Pradesh Archives (730)—Andhra Pradesh Archives. Journal (740)—DS401.183 (811)—76-913011 (821)—4698613 (826)—DSeIA9H73f (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE OC (853)

ITIHASA samiksha. v.1-3(1); July 1971–July 1973 (210)—Published by: Rajasthan Hindu Grantha Akadami (305)—Jayapura (401)—Ceased (470)—A-26/2 University Road, Tilak Nagar, Jaipur-302 004,
ISLJ

Rajasthan <OC> (480) -- Rs. 20.00 (490) -- 26 cm. (5011) -- £ (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Historical (680) -- 1. India -- History -- Periodicals <OC> (720) -- I. Rasthrana Hindi Grantha Akadami (730) -- DS401.186 (811) -- 72-902746 (821) -- 1784127 (826) -- DSeIRJ971f (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC UCR (853) -- PL480: ? (910)

ISLJ (210)

search under
Indian socio-legal journal.

IWE news (210)

search under
Institute of Workers Education. IWE news <AL>
Note: The following entry was inadvertently omitted from its proper location. Please place it in its proper place.

INDIA: who's who. 1st- ; 1969- (210)--New Delhi (401)--INFA Publications (402)--25cm. (5011)--1 (521)--English (531)--; 1. India--Biography <OC> (720)--CT1506.153 <OC>; DS434.15 <UMC> (811)--73-906738 (821)--0073-6244 (825)--1714937 (826)--CTeIDN9691 (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UMC UCSM (853)--PL480: 1969- (910)
J

J.I.F.
search under
Journal of Indian folkloricists

J.S.C.T.L.
search under
Journal of shipping, customs & transport laws.

J.S.S. Institute of Economic Research (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Institute of Economic Research (110)--Journal.

J & K
search under
Jammu and Kashmir <ALC76>

J & K research biannual (210)
search under
Jammu and Kashmir State research biannual.

J & K yearbook and who's who. v.1- ; 1970- (210)--Varying title:
Jammu and Kashmir yearbook and who's who <OC> (230)--Jammu
(401)--Ranbir Publications (402)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
(531)--Issue for 1971 reported as not published (540)--1. Jammu and
Kashmir - Yearbooks <OC> (720)--Jammu and Kashmir yearbook and who's
who (740)--DS485.KJ15 (811)-- 76-916059 (821)--1774511
(826)--DSelorKJ970a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853) --PL480: 1971-72
(910)

JABALPUR law journal. v.6- ; 1957- (210)--Formerly: Madhya Bharat
law journal. v.1-6; 1951-56 (250)--Gwalior (401)--Law Journal
Publications (402)--Bhagwan Lal Sharma <Pi75> (432)--Law Journal
Publications, Jayendrahanj, Gwalior-474 001, MP <CIPE>
(480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)--m
(521)--English (531) --Ed.: Harihar Nivas Dvivedi <Pi75>
(611)--Vols. for 1952-56 include separately paged journal section,
reports of the High Court of Madhya Bharat and acts of the State of
Madhya Bharat. Also include industrial reports, election cases and
ordinances. 1956 reports cases of the Bhopal and Vindhya Pradesh
courts. 1957- include journal section, reports of the High Court
of Madhya Pradesh, and acts, ordinances and rules of the State of
Madhya Pradesh (620)--I & II supplement to MPTY Digest <CIPE>
(633)--MP twelve years' digest 1.57-68 <CIPE> (640)--Law (680)--1.
Law reports, digests, etc. - India. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. -
Madhya Bharat (State) (720)--I. Madhya Bharat (State). High Court.
II. Madhya Bharat (State). Laws, statutes, etc. III. Bhopal
(State). Court of the Judicial Commissioner. IV. Vindhya Pradesh
(State). Court of the Judicial Commissioner. V. Madhya Pradesh
(State). High Court of Judicature. VI. Madhya Pradesh (State).
Laws, statutes, etc. <NUC> (730)--1. Madhya Bharat law journal. 2.
MP High Court reports (740)-- 349 (812)--62-40471 (821)--0448-1054
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JAIN journal


JAIN journal. V.1-- ; 1966- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Moti Chand Bhura <Pi175> (402)--Jain Bhawan, P-25 Kalakar Street, Calcutta-700 007 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Ganesh Lalwani <Pi175> (611)--Includes special numbers and bibliographies <OC> (640)--"A quarterly on Jainology" covering all aspects of Jainology <CIPE> (680)--1. Philosophy, Jain - Periodicals <OC> (720)--B162.5.J33 (811)--294 (812)--SA68-2097 (821)--0021-4043 (825)--1774512 (826)--BLeIHC966q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST OC Pi175 (853)--PL480: V.2, July 1967- (910)

JAINA Darsana aura Samskrati Parishada (110)--Karyavahi tatha pathita sodha-patra (210)

search under its

Riporta; karyavahi aura sodhapatra <ALC76>

JAIN Darsana aura Samskrati Parishada (110)--Riporta; karyavahi aura sodhapatra (210)--Vol. for 1966 has added title page in English (2305)--Formerly: Karyavahi tatha pathita sodhapatra. 1st, 1964 (250)--Calcutta (401)--i (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Contains Report, proceedings and research papers (620)--Jaina Darsana aura Samskrati Parishad. Karyavahi tatha pathita sodhapatra (740)--70-907481 (821)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: 1st-2nd: 1964-66 (910)

The JAINA gazette. v.1-- ; 1905- (210)--Madras (401)--Ajitashram (431)--u (521)--English (531)--ULS (852)--IOL (853)


JAIPUR Institute of Sociology (110)--Publication (210)

search under

The International journal of critical sociology.
JAIPUR law journal. v.1- ; 1961- <UCD> (210)--Other title: JLJ (2303)--Vols. for issued by University Law School (302)--Published by: University of Rajasthan (305)--Jaipur (401)--University Studies in Law, University of Rajasthan, Jaipur <CIPE> (480)--Rs.42.00 (490)---f (521)---annual: 1961-73 (525)---English (531)---Ed.: G. S. Sharma <CIPE> (611)---Studies the sociological aspects of legal conflicts and their objective resolution <CIPE> (680)--I. University of Rajasthan. University Law School (730)--JLJ (740)--340 (812)--SA66-304 (821)--0448-1747 (825)--1641811 (826)--UUEIRJ961f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST OC UCD (853)--PL 480: V.4, 1964-- (910)

JAIPUR. University of Rajasthan (110)
search under
University of Rajasthan, Jaipur <ALC76>


JAMMU and Kashmir (110)--Budget; (210)--details of establishment and scales of pay (212)--Jammu (401)--34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Kashmir - Officials and employees - Salaries, allowances, etc. - Periodicals (720)--JQ620.K34A28 (811)--79--904894 (821)--0449-4601 (825)--4911628 (826)--HJeIKaJ9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1969/70-- (910)

JAMMU and Kashmir (110)--Budget with detailed estimates of revenue & expenditure (210)
search under its
Budget.

JAMMU and Kashmir (110)--Supplementary statements of expenditure (210)
Jammu (401)--Ranbir Govt. Press (402)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Budget - Kashmir (State) (720)--HJ67.K3C15 (811)--354.54'6'007224 (812)--SA68-101176 (821)--0448-2360 (825)--1800390 (826)--HJeIKaJ9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1966/67-1974/75 (910)
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(811)--312'.0954'6 (812)--80-910498 (821)--7680951
(826)--HAlKas99u6 (828)--ALC80 (852)--NUC OC (853)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Dept. of Planning and Development (110)--Annual
plan--Planning and Development Dept. (210)--Published by: The
Department (305)--Srinagar (401)--27cm. (5011)--Published in 3 or
more numbers, 1975/76-- (502)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Jammu and
Kashmir -- Economic policy -- Periodicals (720)--HC437.J34j34
(811)--354'.54'60082 (812)--77--912318 (821)--3803860
(826)--HAlKas99u6 (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Dept. of Planning and Development (110)--1.
Annual vital statistics bulletin. 2. Vital statistics bulletin
(210)
search under its
Annual bulletin of vital statistics.

JAMMU and Kashmir. Dept. of Statistics (110)--Digest of
statistics (210)
search under
Digest of statistics.

JAMMU and Kashmir. Directorate of Statistics and Economics (110)
Digest of statistics (210)
search under
Digest of statistics.

JAMMU and Kashmir. Directorate of Economics and Statistics (110)--An
economic-cum-functional classification of the J & K State Government
budget. 1966/67-- (210)--Srinagar (401)--25cm. (5011)--a
(521)--English (531)--No more published <ALC76> (550)--1. Budget --
Kashmir (State). 2. Kashmir (State) -- Appropriations and
expenditures (720)--HJ66.K3814 (811)--79-928222 (821)--1800221
(826)--HJEKas967a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1966/67
(910)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Directorate of Economics and Statistics (110)
Handbook of statistics, Jammu and Kashmir (210)
search under
Handbook of statistics, Jammu and Kashmir <NUC>

JAMMU and Kashmir. Directorate of Economics and Statistics (110)--
Some basic statistics. July 1963-- (210)--Vols. for July
1963-1963/64 issued by the Statistics Bureau, Govt. of Jammu and
Kashmir (355)--Jammu (401)--Ranbir Govt. Press (403)--Reported
ceased (470)--i (521)--English (531)--July 1963-- I also called 1st
ed.-- <OC> (573)--July 1963 covers the period 1950/51-1961/62 <OC>

search under


JAMMU and Kashmir. Directorate of Evaluation and Statistics (110)--District statistical handbook, Jammu (210)
search under its
Statistical handbook, District Jammu.

JAMMU and Kashmir. Directorate of Evaluation and Statistics (110)--District statistical handbook, Kathua (210)
search under its
Statistical handbook, District Kathua.


JAMMU and Kashmir. Directorate of Evaluation and Statistics (110)--


JAMMU and Kashmir. Directorate of Industries and Commerce (110)
Small scale industries directory: J & K State (210)
- search under
Small scale industries directory: J & K State.

JAMMU and Kashmir

(821)--0448-2379 (825)--1800387 (826)--J5eIKaJ9uua (828)--ALC76
not available (910)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Directorate of Information (110)--Jammu & Kashmir
development series. No.1- ; 1966- (210)--<Jammu?> (401)--i (521)--
English (531)--1. Kashmir - Economic conditions - Collections
(720)--HC437.K28A3 (811)--SA66-6536 (821)--0448-2378 (825)--1800370
(826)--HCEIKaJ966i (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Directorate of Libraries, Research, Museums, and
Archaeology (110)--J & K research biannual (210)
search under
Jammu and Kashmir State research biannual <ALC77>

JAMMU and Kashmir. Education Dept. (110)--Detailed demand for grants
of Education Dept., Govt. of Jammu and Kashmir (210)--Jammu
(401)--Ranbir Govt. Press (403)--34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
(531)--1. Education - India - Jammu and Kashmir - Finance -
Statistics <OC> (720)--L578.J3E33 (811)--379'.122'09546
(812)--74-903332 (821)--0303-8653 (825)--1797794 (826)--L5eIJKJ9uua
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1974/75- (910)

Unit (110)--Districtwise educational statistics, Jammu and Kashmir
(210)--Published by: The Unit (305)--Jammu (401)--Civil Secretariat,
Jammu, J & K (480)--unpriced (490)--30cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--
Publication--Planning, Statistics and Survey Unit, Education Dept.
(511)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Education - India - Jammu and
Kashmir - Statistics - Periodicals (720)--L578.J3814
(811)--370'.954'6 (812)--79- 915020 (821)--6477455
(826)--L5eIKaJ9uui (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC OC (853) --PL480:
1973/74-75/76 (comb. issue)- (910)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Finance Dept. (110)--Budget speech (210)
search under its
Speech introducing the vote on account.

JAMMU and Kashmir. Finance Dept. (110)--Budget with
detailed estimate of revenue and expenditure (210)
search under
Jammu and Kashmir (110)--Budget.

JAMMU and Kashmir. Finance Dept. (110)--Speech introducing the vote
on account (210)--Formerly: Budget speech, 1959/60-1966/67
(250)--Jammu (401)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Budget
- Kashmir (State). 2. Kashmir (State) - Economic conditions <OC>
(720)--HJ67.K3B15 (811)--SA66-5297 (821)--0448-2395 (825)--1800362
(826)--HJeIKaJ960a (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853) --PL480:
1966/67-1975/76. Subscription discontinued (910)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Forest Dept. (110)--A digest of forest statistics.
BOUQUET J

JAMMU and Kashmir

1st ed.- ; 1966- (210)--Srinagar (401)--22cm. (501)--Its J & K
forest record (511)--i (521)--English (531)--l. Forests and forestry
- Kashmir (State) - Statistics - Collected works (720)--A digest of
forest statistics (740)-- SD88.K3A3 (811)--75-910391 (821)--4785457
(826)--$DeIkaS966i (828)--ALC76 (852)-- OC (853)--PL480: 1st-3rd ed.;
1966-74 (910)

JAMMU and Kashmir. General Dept. (110)--Civil list (210)--Jammu (401)
--a (irregular)--English (531)--71-900014 (821)--1774515 (826)--
UueIkaJ9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 5th-9th; 1967-73
(910)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Industries and Commerce Dept. (110)--Detailed
demand for grants of Industries and Commerce Dept., Govt. of Jammu
and Kashmir (210)--Jammu (401)--Ranbir Govt. Press (403)--34cm.
(5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Jammu and Kashmir. Industries
and Commerce Dept. - Appropriations and expenditures
(720)--HF240.K273J (811)-- 354'.54'60082 (812)--74-90331
(821)--0303-8629 (825)--1797793 (826)--HFeIkaJ9uuu (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1974/75-- (910)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Information and Employment Dept. (110)--Detailed
demand for grants of Information and Employment. 1975/76-- (210)--
Formerly issued by: Information, Employment and Tourism Dept.
1974/75 (352)--Jammu (401)--Ranbir Govt. Press (403)--34cm.
(5011)--Demand--Jammu and Kashmir (511)--a (521)--English (531)--l.
Information, Employment and Tourism Dept. (730) --JQ620.K33J35
(811)--354'.54'60081 (812)--76-913256 (821)--3389017
(826)--JQeIkaJ9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1975/76--
(910)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Law Dept. (110)--Detailed demand for grants of Law
Dept. (210)--Jammu (401)--Ranbir Govt. Press (403)--34cm. (5011)--a
(812)--74-903317 (821)--0376-8287 (825)--1797783 (826)--UueIkaJ9uuu
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1974/75-- (910)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Legislative Assembly (110)--Debates: official
report (210)--Jammu (401)--26cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--
Appendix: Budget session (636)--l. Kashmir (State) - Politics and
government. 2. Budget - Kashmir (State) (720)--J559.K22
(811)--328.54'6'02 (812)--SA63-1587 (821)--0377-03627
(825)--J5eIkaJ9uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 2nd
session, V.2(1)-? ; June 4, 1962-Mar. 12, 1975 (910)--NUC deals:
Appendix, Budget session as a separate publication (75-648906) (991)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Legislative Assembly (110)--Who's who--Jammu and
Kashmir Legislative Assembly (210)--Jammu (401)--Jammu and Kashmir
Legislative Assembly Secretariat (402)--19cm. (5011)--illus.
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BOUQUET J

JAMMU and Kashmir law

Govt. of Jammu and Kashmir (305)—Srinagar (401)—30cm. (501)–a (521)—English (531)—1. Public welfare—Kashmir (State) (720)—HV394.R35J34 (811)—361.62'09546 (812)—75–902167 (821)—0304–6591 (825)—2245599 (826)—NVEIkaS9uua (828)—NUC (852)—OC (853)

JAMMU and Kashmir. Statistics Bureau (110)—Digest of statistics (SA66–3980) (210)

search under
Digest of statistics <ALC76 NST>


JAMMU and Kashmir. Statistics Bureau (110)—Some basic statistics (210)

search under
Some basic statistics <ALC76>


search under
University of Kashmir (110)—University review.


JAMMU and Kashmir law reporter; (210)—new series. v.1—; Dec. 1970—(212)—Published by: High Court of Jammu and Kashmir (305)—Srinagar (401)—Rs.30.00 (490)—24cm. (501)—m (521)—English (531)—1. Law reports, digests, etc.—Kashmir (State) (720)—I. Jammu and
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JAMMU and Kashmir State

Kashmir. High Court of Judicature (730)—LAW (811)—348'.546'041 (812)—73-901452 (821)—1790437 (826)—UUEIKaS970m (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC UCJK (853)—PL480: V.1-6(8); Dec. 1970-Aug. 1975 (910)


JAMMU and Kashmir State Institute of Education (110)
Annual report (210)
search under its
Towards progress; annual report <ALC76>


JAMMU University (110)
search under
University of Jammu <ALC76>

JANA. v.1-8(9/10); 1964?—Nov. 1971 (210)—nsv.1— ; Oct. 2, 1977— <OC> (290)—Published by: Rama Manohara Lohiya Smarak Nyasa (305)—Nai Dilli (401)—22cm. (5011)—Some issues combined (503)—w (521) — monthly: v.1-8(9/10), 1964-Nov. 1971 (525)—Hindi
BOUQUET J

JANARUCI


JANA bharati (210)

search under
Janabharati.

JANA jage pragati ki ora. Marca 16/31, 1978- (210) -- Nai Dilli > (401) -- Esa. Rama Kohali (402) -- D-80 Gulmohar Park, New Delhi-110 049 (480) -- Rs.30.00 (490) -- e (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Contemporary sociopolitical scene (680) -- X9-915114 (822) -- ALC79 (852)

JANA-sahitya (210)

search under
Janasahitya.

JANA udyoga. <khandha 1> --; Julai 1972- (210) -- Published by: Instityuta Fora Sosalista Ejukesana (305) -- Nai Dilli (401) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- m (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Suspended (540) -- Public enterprise (680) -- X2-908055 (822) -- ALC79 (852) -- PL480: V.1-6 (9/11); July 1972 -Sept./Nov. 1977 (910)

JANABHARATI. <1970- > (210) -- Running title: Jana bharati (2307) -- Published by: Bangiya Hindi Parishad (305) -- Kalakatta (401) -- 22cm. (501) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- q (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Research journal on Hindi literature - 20th century - History and criticism - Periodicals (720) -- I. Bangiya Hindi Parishad (730) -- Jana bharati (740) -- PK2030.J36 (811) -- 75-904348 (821) -- 4692554 (826) -- PKhIBC970q (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC UMC (853) -- PL480: V.18 (1/4) -19/20 (1/4) (comb. issue); 1970/71-73/7 (910)


JANAPATH Hotels Limited (110) -- Report (210)

search under
India Tourism Development Corporation (110) -- Annual report.

JANARUCI. Varsha 1- ; Aprila 1973- (210) -- Nai Dilli (401) -- Vijaya
JANASAHIYA

Kumara Gupta <OC> (402)--107/11 Thompson Road, New Delhi-110 001  
(480)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Vol. 2(1), Feb. 1974 reported as not  
published (540)--General (680)--AP95.H5J337 (811)--73-906382  
(821)--2239612 (826)--APHIDN97m (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 (853)--PL480: V.1-5(6); Apr.  

JANASAHIYA. 1962-- <PiI75> (210)--Cover title: Jana-sahitya <NST>  
(2304)--Published by: Bhasha Vibhaga (Dept. of Languages), Govt. of  
Haryana (305)--Chandigarh (401)--Dr. Parmand <PiI75> (402)--Dept.  
of Languages, Govt. of Haryana, Sector 18-D, Chandigarh  
(480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m  
(521)--Hindi, Punjabi (534) --Ed.: Dr. Parmand <PiI75>  
(611)--Hindi literature (680)--Jana-sahitya (740)--954  
(812)--SA63-4289 (821)--0448-2581 (825)--PKhpIHC962m (828)--ALC76  
(852)--APIP NST PiI75 (853)--PL480: V.7, Jan. 1968-. Hindi:  
1964 (910)--Obviously there are two separate editions (991)

JANASAKTI. v.1- ; 1960- (210)--Patna (401)--Suresh Sharma <PiI75>  
(402)--Patna-800 004, Bihar <PiI75> (480)--Rs.15.00  
(490)--w (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Krishna Chandra Chowdhary <PiI75>  
(611)--Chiefly on politics and government in Bihar; a viewpoint of  
the Communist Party of India (680)--75-908010 (821)--ALC76  
(852)--PiI75 (853)--PL480: V.29(24), July 27, 1975 (910)

JANATA. v.1- ; Jan. 26, 1946- (210)--Janata annual. v.26(1-3), 1971  
(270)--Vols. for issued by Socialist Party (India) (302)--Official  
of the Socialist Party, June 27, 1948- (307)--Bombay  
(401)--G. G. Parikh <PiI75> (402)--National House, 6 Tulloch Road,  
Apollo Bunder, Bombay-400 039 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--34-44cm.  
(5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--maps (5014)--Some issues  
combined (503)--Available on microfilm from LC Photoduplication  
Service (5041)--w (521)--English (531)--Suspended: Oct. 27, 1975-May  
(560)--Ed.: G. G. Parikh <PiH>; N. G. Goray <PiI75> (611)--Republic  
Day number, annual. Numbered serially in Janata weekly  
(640)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Carries articles  
on politics, social, economic and cultural problems faced by India  
(680)--1. Socialism in India - Periodicals. 2. India - Politics  
and government - 20th century - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Socialist  
Party (India). II. Praja Socialist Party (India) (730)--DS401.J37  
(811)--329.954 (812)--52-34429 (821)--0021-4221 (825)--2225881  
(826)--DSeIMT9B946w (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PiH PiI75 UCD UMC  
(853)--PL480: V.17(1), Jan. 7, 1962-. V.29(47) not available (910)

JANATA Shikshana Samiti (110)--Bulletin (210)  
search under  
Institute of Economic Research (110)--Journal.

JANATA Sikshan Samiti; Institute of Economic Research (110)
BOUQUET J

JAWAHARLAL Nehru

Journal (210)

search under

Institute of Economic Research (110)--Journal.

JANAVANI. v.1- ; Jan. 1947-- (210)--Varanasi (401)--Godowlia, Varanasi, UP (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--Available on microfilm from Nehru Memorial Museum and Library, New Delhi. Volumes filmed out of sequence: Jan. 1949 and Sept. 1951 on reel 3; 1950 on reel 4 (5041)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Vol. numbering irregular (571)--Eds.: Acarya Narendra Deva, Ramvriksha Venipuri, Vaijanatha Singh (611)--Contains articles dealing with literary and cultural thoughts of socialist ideology (680)--UUtIUV947m (828)--HPP (852)--OC (853)

JANAYUGA. v.1- ; 1973?- (210)--Published by: Communist Party of India (305)--Nayi Dilli (401)--d (521)--Hindi (532)--Janyuga (740)--73-907023 (821)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: V.1(38), Oct. 21, 1973-- (910)


JANMABHUMI. v.1- ; 1919-- (210)--Masulpam (401)--u (521)--English (531)--10653805 (826)--OC (852)--On microfilm in the University of Missouri, Columbia (910)

JANTAR. (210)--Publication of the School of Planning and Architecture (307)--New Delhi (401)--Rs.10.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--i (521)--English (531)--Architecture (680)--1. Architecture - India - Yearbooks <OC> (720)--I. School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi <OC> (730)--NA1501.3J35 (811)--720'.954 (812)--74-900768 (821)--5791598 (826)--NAeIDN9uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1967 (910)

JANYUGA (210)

search under

Janayuga.

JAWAHARLAL Nehru Agricultural University (110)

search under

Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya <ALC76>

JAWAHARLAL Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur (110)--JNKVV research journal. v.1- ; 1967-- <OC> (210)--Other title: Research journal (2303)--Published by: JNKVV (305)--Jabalpur (401)--Krishi Nagar, P. B. No 80, Jabalpur-482 004 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--semiannual: v.1-6(2) , 1967-Sept. 1972 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: Dr. A. C. Jain <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr. (654)--Agriculture (680)--1. Agriculture - India -
Periodicals. 2. Veterinary medicine - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--1. Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya. Research journal. 2. JNKVV research journal (740)--S279.J41 (811)--630 (812)--70-910111 (821)--0021-3721 (825)--4472830 (826)--S2eIMJ967q (828)--ALC79 (852)--ALC76 CIPE NST OC Pi175 (853)--PL480: V.2, Mar. 1968- (910)

Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya (110)--Research journal (210) search under its JNKVV research journal <ALC76 NST>

Jawaharlal Nehru University (110)--Annual convocation; (210)--report of the Vice-Chancellor (212)--New Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--LG169.D37A37 (811)--378.54'56 (812)--73-905452 (821)--0302-4911 (825)--1790557 (826)--LGeIDN9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 4th, 1972 (910)

Jawaharlal Nehru University (110)--Report of the Vice-Chancellor (210) search under its Annual convocation; report of the Vice-Chancellor <ALC76>

Jawaharlal Nehru University (110)--Report on the working of the University (210)--Published by: The University (305)--New Delhi (401)--Unpriced (490)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Aug. 31 (620)--1. Jawaharlal Nehru University - Yearbooks <OC> (720)--LG169.D37A37 (811)--378.54'56 (812)--79-915140 (821)--6072943 (826)--LGeIDN9uua (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1975/76- (910)

Jawaharlal Nehru University. Centre for Historical Studies (110) 1. Journal. 2. Studies in history (210) search under Studies in history (New Delhi) <ALC80>

Jawaharlal Nehru University. School of Languages (110)--JSL; (210)--journal of the School of Languages. v.1-; 1973-- <CIPE> (212)--Sponsored by: Centre of German Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University (306)--New Delhi (401)--New Delhi-110 057 <CIPE> (480)--Wiley Eastern Private Limited, 43A South Extension 1, New Delhi-110 049 <OC> (483)--Rs.24.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Anil Bhatti <CIPE> (611)--A forum for discussing language and literature in society <CIPE> (680)--1. Philology - Periodicals <OC> (720)--P1.J35 (811)--405 (812)--73-907853 (821)--1790599 (826)--PLIdN973f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC OC (853)--PL480: July 1973- (910)

Jawaharlal Nehru University Literary Society (110) 1. Journal. 2. Prayasa (210) search under Prayasa <ALC76>
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JAYAPURA Dugdha Vitarana Yojana (110)--Varshika prasasanika prativedana (210)
search under
Rajasthan State Dairy Development Corporation (110)--Annual report--Rajasthan State Dairy Development Corporation.

IBCI (110)
search under
Bar Council of India (110)--Journal--Bar Council of India.

JEEVAN sahitya (210)
search under
Jivana sahitya.


JESUIT Educational Association of India (110)--Directory of Jesuit schools and colleges (210)
search under its
Directory--Jesuit Educational Association of India <ALC77>

JEWELS: (210)--the monthly magazine of the Helping Hands Missionary Association. v.6, no. 70-v.9, no.105: 1890-92 (212)--Formerly: Indian jewels; the monthly magazine of Helping Hands Zennana Association. v.1-6, no.l-69; 1884-89 (250)--Published by: Helping Hands Missionary Association (305)--Formerly published by: Helping Hands Zennana Association, 1884-89 (355)--m (521)--English (531)--Indian jewels; the monthly magazine of Helping Hands Zennana Association (740)--BUCOP (852)

JEWS in India: (210)--with who is who. 1963- (212)--Ernakulam (401)

JHE (210)
search under
Journal of higher education.
search under
Journal of Indian education <ALC77>

JIJNASA; (210)--a journal of the history of ideas and culture. v.1- ; Jan./Apr. 1974- (212)--Published by: Dept. of History and Indian Culture, University of Rajasthan (305)--Jaipur (401)--Jaipur-302 004, Rajasthan (480)--Rs 10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--Jan./Apr. 1974 issues combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Jain and Indian history and Indian culture (680)--1. India - Civilization - Periodicals. 2. India - History - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. University of Rajasthan. Dept. of History and Indian Culture (730)--DS423.J55 (811)--954'.005 (812)--74-903959 (821)--2256139 (826)--DSe1RJ974q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: V.1-2(1); Jan./Apr. 1974-Jan. 1975 (910)

JINAVANI. v.1- ; 1941- (210)--Sponsored by: Samyagjna Pracaraka Mandala (306)--Jaipur (401)--Bhanwar Lal Sothri <Pi175> (402)--Johri Bazar, Jaipur <Pi175> (480)--Rs 6.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Champa Lal Karnavat <Pi175> (611)--Hindu religion and philosophy (680)--1. Hinduism - Periodicals. 2. Jainism - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Samyagjna Pracaraka Mandala <OC> (730)--BL1100.J36 (811)--SA72-901133 (821)--1784089 (826)--BLhIRJ941m (828)--ALC76 (852)--<OC> Pi175 (853)--PL480: V.20(1/3), Jan./Mar. 1972 (comb. issue)- (910)

JIVAJI Visvavidyalaya (110)
search under
Jiwaji University <ALC76>

JIVANA sahiota. v.1- ; 1940- <PiH> (210)--Nai Dilli (401)--Sasta Sahitya Mandala (402)--Sasta Sahitya Mandala, New Delhi (480)--Rs 6.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Short stories, essays, and poems (680)--1. Hindi literature - Periodicals <OC> (720)--Jeevan sahiota (740)--PK2030.J58 (811)--SA72-901115 (821)--1784079 (826)--PKhIDN940m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.33, Jan. 1972- (910)

JIWAJI University, Gwalior (110)--Journal. v.1- ; 1966- (210)--Gwalior (401)--Gwalior, M.P (480)--Price varies <IPiP> (490)--q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Gwalior. Jiwaji University (740)--PiH (852)--IPiP (853)

JJCL (210)
search under
Jadavpur journal of comparative literature <ALC76>

JLIS (210)
search under
Journal of library and information science <ALC77>

JLJ (210)
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search under
Jaipur law journal

JNANABHA (210)--Published by: Vijnana Parishad, Dayanand Vedic Post Graduate College, Kanpur University (305)--Orai (401)--Orai-285 001, UP (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Issued in 2 sections (502)--a (521)--English (531)--Contains: Section A: Sciences; Section B: Humanities (620)--1. Science - Periodicals <OC>. 2. Humanities - Periodicals (720)--I. Dayanand Vedic Post Graduate College. Vijnana Parishad (730)--Q1.58 (811)--505 (812)--79-641474 (821)--6688330 (826)--Q1eI909uu (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480: V.3, Section A-- (910)

JNANADA (210)--Published by: Bharati Anusandhana Bhavana (305)--Bharati Anusandhana Bhavana, Mathura ki mukha patrika (307)--Mathura (401)--Rs.5.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--t (521)--Hindi (532)--Literary (680)--I. Hindi literature - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Bharati Anusandhana Bhavana (730)--PK2030J6 (811)--77-903970 (821)--1800030 (826)--PKhIU9quut (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.2-5(1); Oct./Dec. 1968-Aug. 1973. Some issues not available (910)

JNANAPITHA patrika. v.1- ; 1962-- <NST> (210)--1. Gian Peeth patrika. 2. Gnanpitha patrika (1970) <UCC>. 3. Gyanpeeth patrika <PIH> (230)--Published by: Bharatiya Jnanapitha (305)--Varanasi (401)--19cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Publisher's bulletin (680)--I. Bharatiya Jnanapitha (730)--1. Gian Peeth patrika. 2. Gnanpitha patrika. 3. Gyanpeeth patrika (740)--AP95.H5J58 (811)--891 (812)--SA65-5800 (821)--0447-7502 (825)--5843657 (826)--APhIUV962m (828)--AL (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480: V.2(6), Jan. 1964-- (910)--PIH does not give x-ref. from Jnanapitha patrika. They don't believe in true representation! It is ironical that an American publication renders Indian names in the most scientific way (991)

JANANODAYA. v.1- ; 1949-- (210)--Variation in title: 1. Dyanodaya. 2. Gyanodaya (230)--Published by: Bharatiya Jnanapitha (305)--<Kalakatta> (401)--Varanasi <AL> (431)--Bharatiya Jnanapitha, Durgakund Road, Varanasi, UP (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--21cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Literary (680)--1. Dyanodaya. 2. Gyanodaya (740)--AP95.H5J6 (811)--891 (812)--SA64-8496 (821)--0447-7510 (825)--APhIUV949m (828)--NUC (852)--AL IPiP NST PIH (853)--PL480: Apr. 1964-- (910)

JNKVV research journal (210)
search under
Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur (110) JNKVV research journal <ALC76>

JODESA. v.1- ; Apr./June 1978-- (210)--Published by: Defence Scientists Association (305)--Organ of Defence Scientists Association (307)-- Delhi (401)--Metcalfe House, Delhi-110 054 (480)--Rs.5.00
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JODHPUR. Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute (110)
search under
Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, Jodhpur <ALC76>


JODHPUR (State) (110)--Report on the administration of the Jodhpur State (210)
search under its Administration report.

JOHN Bull in the East. v.1- ?: 1821-33 (210)--Calcutta (401)--The Hindoostanee Press (402)--49cm. (5011)--d (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Englishman (602)--Ed.: Robert Macnaughten (611)--Englishman (750)-- NLC (852)

JOINT Convention of All India Sugar Technologists (110)--Proceedings (210)--Madras (401)--i (521)--English (531)--79-921536 (821)--ALC76 (852) --PL480: 3rd-4th; 1969-71 (910)

JOINT stock companies (210)
search under
India. Dept. of Revenue and Company Law (110)--Quarterly blue book on joint stock companies in India.

JOINT stock companies in India (210)
search under
Directory of joint stock companies in India <CIPE>
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Alphabetical list of joint stock companies registered in India
<ALC79 UCSD> (602)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--Issued as
supplement to Indian trade journal <CIPE> (633)--1. Corporations -
India <OC> (720)--I. India. Company Law Board. Research and
Statistics Division. II. India. Dept. of Company Law
Administration. III. India. Dept. of Revenue and Company Law. IV.
India. Dept. of Statistics. (730)--India. Dept. of Company
Affairs. Research and Statistics Division. Alphabetic list of
joint stock companies registered in India (750)-- HD2897.A32
(811)--SAA68-14272 (821)--HDeID915a (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 CIPE
IOL OC UCSW B (853)--PL480: 1953/54-1964/65 (910)

JOURNAL of African and Asian studies. v.1- ; autumn 1967- (210)--
Sponsored by: Dept. of African Studies, University of Delhi (306)--
Journal of the Association for the Study of African and Asian
Affairs (307)--Delhi (401)--Om Prakash Goel (402)--Dept. of African
Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi <PiI75> (480)--Rs.32.00
(490)--22cm. (5011) --f (521)--English (531)--Suspended: 1971-72
(540)--Ed.: Om Prakash Goel <PiI75> (611)--Includes bibliographies
<OC> (620)--Literary and cultural (680)--1. Africa - Periodicals.
2. Asia - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. University of Delhi. Dept. of
African Studies (730)--DT1.J54 (811)--950; 960 (812)--SA68-13098
(821)--0449-2145 (825)--1586004 (826)--DTeID967F (828)--ALC76
(852)--NST OC PiI75 (853)--PL480: V.1-4(1); autumn 1967- Mar./Apr.
1973 (910)

JOURNAL of agricultural research (210)--Sponsored by: Ranchi Univer-
sity (306)--Ranchi (401)--a (521)--English (531)--Ranchi University.
Journal of agricultural research (740)--70-903884 (821)--ALC76
(852)--PL480: V.2-? ; 1967-69 (910)

JOURNAL of ancient Indian history. v.1- ; 1967/68- (210)--Issued by:
Dept. of Ancient Indian History and Culture, University of Calcutta
<OC> (302)--Calcutta (401)--D.C. Sirkar <OC> (402)--22cm.
(5011)--Issued in 2 parts (502)--Some issues combined (503)--a
(521)--English (531)--Indexed in: India <UMC> (654)--1. India
- History - 324 B.C.-1000 A.D. - Periodicals. 2. India - History -
Early to 324 B.C. - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. University of
Calcutta. Dept. of Ancient Indian History and Culture <OC>
(730)--DS451.J68 (811)--915.4'03'205 (812)--71-918983
(821)--0075-4110 (825)--1605843 (826)--DSeHBC968a (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480: V.1-7(1/2); 1967/68-1973/74 (910)

The JOURNAL of Avadh Geographical Society, Lucknow (110)
The Avadh geographer (210)
search under
The Avadh geographer.

JOURNAL of belles-letters, science and the arts (210)
search under
Madras literary gazette <NLC>
JOURNAL of child educ. TULIP

JOURNAL of child education. v.1- ; 1968- (210)--Sponsored by: Academy of Child Education (306)--New Delhi (401)--N-14 NDSE, Part 1, New Delhi <CIPE> (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--q (521)--English (531)--ALC71 (852)--IP1P (853)

JOURNAL of Christian Colleges in India. v.1- ; 1968- (210)--Sponsored by: All India Association for Christian Higher Education (306)--Delhi (401)--q (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: New frontiers in education wef. v.1, May 1971 (602)--New frontiers in education (750)--1642820 (826)--CIPE (852)--OC UCD (853)

The JOURNAL of commerce. v.1- ; 1950- <UCD> (210)--Published by: Faculty of Commerce, Aligarh Muslim University (305)--Aligarh (401)--24 cm. (501I)--u (521)--English (531)--1. India--Economic conditions--1947-- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Aligarh Muslim University. Faculty of Commerce (730)--HC431.J64 (811)--330.9'.54'05 (812)--72-904167 (821)--1642529 (826)--HCeIUAi950u (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.18, 1970/71 (910)

JOURNAL of commerce and statistics. v.1- ; 1948- (210)--Sponsored by: Bureau of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, Bombay (306)--26cm. (501I)--m (521)--English (531)--1. India--Commerce--Periodicals. 2. India--Industries--Periodicals (720)--I. Bureau of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, Bombay (730)--HP41.J6 (811)--55-58138 (821)--NUC (852)--UCD ULS (853)

JOURNAL of constitutional and parliamentary studies. v.1- ; Jan./Mar. 1967- (210)--Published by: Institute of Constitutional and Parliamentary Studies (305)--New Delhi (401)--18-21 V.P. House, Rafi Marg, New Delhi 110 001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.35.00 (490)--25cm. (501I)--Available on microfilm from XUM <! <CIPE> (504I)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Phul Chand <CIPE> (611)--Special numbers (640)--Index (651)--Indexed in: ABC pol. sc. (CA); Bibl. of Asian Studies; GIPL; Index India; Index to Ind. legal period. <CIPE> (654)--1. Law--Periodicals--India. 2. Political science--Periodicals. 3. India--Politics and government--1947--Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Institute of Constitutional and Parliamentary Studies, New Delhi <OC> (730)--JQ201.J6 (811)--320.05 (812)--SA68-1467 (821)--0022-0043 (825)--1754517 (826)--JQeIDN967q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480: V.1-9(2); Jan./Mar. 1967-Apr./June 1975 (910)

JOURNAL of correctional work. v.1- ; 1954- <UCD> (210)--Published by: Jail Training School, Government of Uttar Pradesh (305)--Lucknow (401)--Government Jail Training School, Lucknow, UP (480)--Rs.4.00 (490)--24cm. (501I)--Vol. for 1966-67 issued combined (503)--a (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Vol. for 1969 reported as not published (540)--Ed.: R. Rastogi <CIPE> (611)--Includes special numbers <OC> (640)--Devoted to scientific and professional interest of correctional works <CIPE> (680)--I. Uttar Pradesh. Jail Training School (730)--364 (812)--56-34936 (821)--0447-9203 (825)--1623937
and questions pertaining to education for marriage and family living

JOURNAL of Gandhian studies. v.1- ; oct. 1973- (210)—Published by:
Gandhi Bhawan, University of Allahabad (305)—Allahabad
(401)—Gandhi Bhawan, University of Allahabad, Allahabad-211 002, UP
<CIPE> (480)—Rs. 20.00 (490)—24cm. (5011)—q (521)—English
(531)—1. Gandhi, Mohandas Karamchand, 1864-1948 — Societies —
Periodicals <OC> (720)—I. University of Allahabad, Gandhi Bhawan
(730)—DS481.G3J76 (811)—954.03'5'0924 (812)—74-901318
(821)—2256141 (826)—DSeIUAl973q (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE OC (853)

JOURNAL of general education (210)

search under

General education quarterly <UCD>

JOURNAL of gem industry. v.1- ; 1964—(210)—Jaipur (401)—P.L. Kala
; Vivek Kala <Pii75> (402)—Gem & Jewellery Information Centre of
India, A-95 Journal House, Janata Colony, Jaipur-302 004 <CIPE>
(480)—Rs. 25.00 (490)—24cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—b; q <Pii75>
(521)—English, Hindi (534)—Volume numbers irregular.
V.11(5)-12(4) omitted (571)—Ed.: Vivek Kala <Pii75> (611)—Deals
with technological and commercial aspects of the gem industry both
in India and abroad <CIPE> (680)—1. Jewelry trade — India —
Periodicals (720)—TS720.J75 (811)—739 <NST>; 338.4'7'7392270954
(812)—76-906527 (821)—0022-1244 (825)—TSeIRJ64b (828)—ALC76
(852)—CIPE NST NUC Pii75 UCD (853)—PL480: V.6, Jan./Feb. 1969—
V.6(2), Mar./Apr. 1969 not available (910)

JOURNAL of geography. v.1- ; Nov. 1959—(210)—Issued by: Geography
Academic Society. Dept. of Studies in Geography. Jabalpur
University (302)—Jabalpur (401)—a (521)—English (531)—910
(812)—0447-9300 (825)—UUEiMJ959a (828)—NST (852)—CNLC (853)

JOURNAL of government and political studies. v.1- ; Sept. 1976—
(210)—Published by: Dept. of Political Science, Punjabi University
(305)—Patiala (401)—Editorial Office, Dept. of Political Science,
Punjabi University, Patiala—147 002, Punjab (480)—Rs. 10.00
(490)—24cm. (5011)—f (521)—English (531)—1. India — Politics
and government — 1947— Periodicals. 2. Political science —
Periodicals <OC> (720)—I. Punjabi University. Dept. of Political
Science (730)—JQ201.J63 (811)—320'.05 (812)—78-914577
(821)—5088872 (826)—JQeIPP976f (828)—ALC79 (852)—OC
(853)—PL480: 1976— (910)

JOURNAL of Haryana studies. v.1- ; Jan. 1969—(210)—Published by:
Kurukshetra University (305) -- Kurukshetra (401) -- Dr. K. C. Yadav <P175> (402) -- Rs.7.50 (490) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- Some issues combined (503) -- f; g <PH> (521) -- English, Hindi (534) -- Ed.: Dr. K. C. Yadav (611) -- Issue for Jan. 1971 includes Journal of Haryana studies, Monograph No.2 <OC> (620) -- Indexed in: Index India (654) -- Cultural research journal (680) -- I. Haryana (State) -- Periodicals (720) -- I. Kurukshetra University (730) -- Journal of Haryana studies, Monograph No. 2 (740) -- DS485.H34J63 (811) -- 76-904427 (821) -- 0454-9201 (825) -- 1779439 (826) -- DSeIHK969f (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE OC PiH Pi175 UMC (853) -- PL480: V.1-6(1/2); Jan. 1969-74 (910)


JOURNAL of Himalayan studies and regional development. v.2- ; 1978- (210) -- Formerly: The Himalaya. v.1, 1977 (250) -- Published by: Garwhal University. Institute of Himalayan Studies and Regional Development (305) -- Srinagar (401) -- Post Box No. 12, Srinagar-246 174, Garwhal (480) -- V.2, 1978: Rs.20.00; $8.00 (490) -- 24cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Himalaya region - Periodicals. 2. Himalaya mountains - Periodicals. 3. Ecology - Himalaya region - Periodicals <OC> (720) -- I. Institute of Himalayan Studies and Regional Development (730) -- The Himalaya (740) -- DS485.H6H546 (811) -- 954'.005 (812) -- 79-915175 (821) -- 7086235 (826) -- DSeIGS977a (828) -- ALC79 (852) -- NUC OC UMC (853) -- PL480: V.1, 1977- (910)

JOURNAL of historical research. v.1- ; 1958- <UCD> (210) -- Issued by: Dept. of History and the Historical and Archaeological Society, Ranchi University, Aug. 1960- (302) -- Formerly issued by: Dept. of History and Historical and Archaeological Society, Bihar University, 1958-Jan. 1960 <UMC> (352) -- Ranchi (401) -- Rs.15.00 (490) -- 24cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- f (521) -- English (531) -- Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654) -- Scholarly contributions to the Indian history and information about research in progress <CIPE> (680) -- I. India - History - Periodicals. 2. Bihar (State) - History (720) -- I. Ranchi University. Dept. of History <OC>. II. Bihar University. Dept. of History and the Historical and Archaeological Society (730) -- DS401.J68 (811) -- 915.4'03'05 <OC> (812) -- 70-905267 (821) -- 0022-1562 (825) -- 1716990 (826) -- DSeIBr958F (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE NST NUC OC UCD UMC (853) -- PL480: V.11, Aug. 15, 1968- (910)

The JOURNAL of income and wealth. v.1- ; Oct. 1976- (210) -- Published
by: Indian Association for Research in National Income and Wealth (305) -- Publication of the Indian Association for Research in National Income and Wealth (307) -- New Delhi (401) -- C/O Central Statistical Organisation, Sardar Patel Bhavan, Parliament Street, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480) -- Rs.20.00 (490) -- 28cm. (5011) -- f (521) -- English (531) -- Research studies on national income, capital stock, savings, investment, labour force, and other allied categories. Includes papers relating to developing countries as well as developed countries <CIPE> (680) -- 1. National income - Periodicals. 2. Finance, Public - Periodicals (720) -- 1. Indian Association for Research in National Income and Wealth (730) -- HC79.15J68 (811) -- 339.2'0954 (812) -- 77-912215 (821) -- 736114 (826) -- HCEIDN976f (828) -- ALC78 (852) -- CIPE OC (853)

JOURNAL of indexing and reference work. v.1- ; 1973- <(210)--> Calcutta (401) -- Mukherjee Library (402) -- Mukherjee Library, Gopi Mohan Datta Lane, Calcutta- 700 003 (480) -- Rs.15.00 (490) -- 22cm. (5011) -- m (521) -- semiannual: 1966-Dec. 1967; quarterly <1968-72> (525) -- English (531) -- Succeeds: Indian periodicals records, 1966-72 (601) -- Ed.: Amitabha Chatterjee (611) -- Provides information about new periodicals published in India (680) -- 1. India periodicals - Bibliography - Periodicals (720) -- Indian periodicals records (740) -- H26958.14148 (811) -- 016.9154'005 (812) -- CIPE (852) -- CNLC NUC UCR (853) -- NUC lists under the preceding title (991)

JOURNAL of Indian education. v.1- ; May 1975- <OC> (210) -- Other title: JIE (2303) -- Published by: National Council of Educational Research and Training (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- Publication Dept., NCERT NIE Campus, Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi-110 016 <CIPE> (480) -- Rs.10.00 (490) -- 24cm. (5011) -- b (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Santo Datta <CIPE> (611) -- Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <UMC> (654) -- Provides a forum for teachers, teacher educators, administrators and research workers. Encourages thinking through the discussion of current educational views <CIPE> (680) -- 1. Education - India - Periodicals (720) -- I. National Council of Educational Research and Training (730) -- JIE (740) -- LAI150.765 (811) -- 370.954 (812) -- 75-649015 (821) -- 0377-0435 (825) -- 2244691 (826) -- LAEIDN975b (828) -- ALC78 (852) -- CIPE OC UMC (853)

JOURNAL of Indian folkloristics. v.1- ; Jan./June 1978- <(210)--> Other title: J.I.F. (2303) -- Official organ of the Folklore Fellows of India (307) -- Mysore (401) -- Geetha Book House for the Folklore Fellows of India (402) -- Geetha Book House, New Statue Circle, Mysore-570 001, Karnataka (480) -- Rs.30.00; $10.00 (490) -- 24cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- f (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Folklore - India - Periodicals. 2. India - Social life and customs - Periodicals. 3. Folklore - Periodicals <OC> (720) -- 1. Folklore Fellows of India (730) -- 1. J.I.F. 2. Folklore Fellows of India. Journal (740) -- GR305.768 (811) -- 39B'0954 (812) -- 79-915291 (821) -- 5808463 (826) -- GREIKM978f (828) -- ALC79 (852) -- OC (853)

JOURNAL of Indian history. v.1- ; Nov. 1921- <UCD> (210) -- Published

JOURNAL of Indian industries and labour. v.1-3; Feb. 1921-23 (210)--Published by: Dept. of Industries, Govt. of India <NUC> (305)--Calcutta; Delhi <NUC> (401)--Superintendent, Govt. Printing (403)--26cm. (5011)-- illus. (5012)--tables (pt. fold.) (5015)--u (521)--English (531)--l. India - Industries - Periodicals. 2. Labor and laboring classes - India - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Dept. of Industries (730)--HC431.J65 (811)--72-206108 (821)--HSeIBC921u (828)--NLC (852)--NUC UCD ULS (853)

JOURNAL of Indian museums. v.1- ; July 1945- (210)--Published by: Museums Association of India (305)--Bombay (401)--C/O National Museum, Janpath, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Issue for Dec. 1945 has no volume numbering but constitutes v.1(2). V.2 omitted <OC> (573)--Ed.: O. P. Agrawal <CIPE> (611)--Vol. 1-20, July 1945-1964, (Issued as Index to journals, no.6) in 1 vol. <OC> (651)--Articles and notes on Indian museums and on new archaeological discoveries <CIPE> (680)--1. Museums - India <OC> (720)--I. Museums Association of India (730)--AM1.M695 (811)--SA64-6319 (821)--1800338 (826)--AMEIImt945a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PiH ULS UMC (853)--PL480: V.14-29; 1958/60-1973 (910)

JOURNAL of Indian psychology. v.1- ; Jan. 1978- (210)--Issued by: Andhra University (302)--Visakhapatnam (401)--Andhra University Press (402)--Waltair <OC> (431)--Waltair, Visakhapatnam-530 003, AP (480)--$9.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--A journal of classical ideas and current research (680)--l. Psychology - Periodicals. 2. Psychology - India - Periodicals. 3.
BOUQUET J

Parapsychology - Periodicals. 4. Religion and psychology - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Andhra University (730)--BF1.3647 (811)--150.954 (812)--78-914095 (821)--0379-3885 (825)--4204928 (826)--BFe1A997f (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)

JOURNAL of Indian studies in social sciences (210)

 search under
Quarterly journal of Indian studies in social sciences <ALC76>

JOURNAL of Indian textile history. v.1- ; 1955- (210)--Published by: Calico Museum of Textiles (305)--Ahmedabad (401)--Calico Mills Premises, P.B. No.12, Jamalpur Gate, Ahmedabad-380 022, Gujarat <CIPE> (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)--a (irregular) (521) --English (531)--Ed.: John Irwin <CIPE> (611)--Contains research studies and extensive bibliography of Indian textiles <CIPE> (680)--1. Textile industry and fabrics - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Calico Museum of Textiles, Ahmedabad (730)--NK8800.46 (811)--677 (812)--56-35718 (821)--0449-2617 (825)--NKeIGa955a (828)--NUC (852)--AL CIPE NST UCM UCR (853)--PL480: 1961-67 (910)

JOURNAL of Indian writing in English. v.1- ; Jan. 1973- (210)--Gulbarga (401)--G. S. Balarama Gupta (402)--Dept. of English, Post Graduate Centre, Karnataka University, Gulbarga-585 102, Karnataka (480)--S5.00 (490)--22cm. (501l)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: G. S. Balarama Gupta <Pii75> (611)--Literary and cultural (680)--1. English literature - Indic authors - History and criticism. 2. English literature - Indic authors - Periodicals <OC> (720)--PR9480.464 (811)--820.9'954 (812)--73-907975 (821)--0302-1319 (825)--2239636 (826)--PReIKG97f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PII75 (853)

market review. 2. I and S bulletin. 3. Indian market review (740)--1. Indian trade bulletin. 2. India. Office of the Economic Adviser. Monthly survey of business conditions in India. 3. Foreign trade of India. 4. Indian export (750)--HC431.J68 (811)--338 <NST>; 330.954 <NUC> (812)--54-36908 (821)--0022-1880 (825)--1782657 (826)--HcEID951m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IOL NST NUC UCD ULS (853)--PL480: V.12, Jan. 1962-- (910)

JOURNAL of Kerala studies. v.1- ; July 1973-- (210) --Published by: University of Kerala (305)--Trivandrum (401)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--V.1, no.2/3, 1974 issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: T. K. Ravindran (611)--History and culture of Kerala (680)--1. Kerala -- History -- Periodicals. 2. Kerala -- Civilization -- Periodicals <OC> (720) --I. University of Kerala (730)--DS485.K43J67 (811)--954'.83'005 (812)--73-907722 (821)--0377-0443 (825)--1780980 (826)--DSeIKet973q (828)-- ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCR UCTN UMC (853)--PL480: V.1, July 1973-- (910)

JOURNAL of library and information science. v.1- ; June 1976-- (210) --Other title: JLIS (2303) --Published by: Dept. of Library Science, University of Delhi (305)--Delhi (401)--University of Delhi, Delhi-110 007 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--23cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)-- Ed.: P. B. Mangla <CIPE> (611)--Research papers, review articles on library and information science <CIPE> (680)--1. Library science -- Periodicals. 2. Information science -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. University of Delhi. Dept. of Library Science (730)--JLIS (740)--2671.J664 (811)--020'.5 (812)--76-913515 (821)--2879875 (826)--Z6eID976f (828)-- ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC (853)

JOURNAL of library science. v.6- ; 1963-- (210) --Formerly: Student librarian. v.1-5; 1957-62 (250) --Published by: Nagpur University, Dept. of Library Science (305)--Nagpur (401)--23-25cm. (5011)--m (521)-- English (531)--1. Library science -- Periodicals. 2. Libraries -- India -- Periodicals (720)--I. Nagpur University. Dept. of Library Science (730) --Student librarian (740)--2671.S78 (811)--020 (812)--SA66-276 rev. (821)--0449-2714 (825)--Z6eIMt957m (828)--AL75 (852)--NST NUC UCD (853)--PL480: No.2, Dec. 1958-- (910)


JOURNAL of literary studies (210) --Published by: Dept. of English, Utkal University (305)--Bhubaneswar (401)--$30.00 (490)--23cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--1. Literature -- History and criticism -- Periodicals (720)--I. Utkal University. Dept. of English (730)--PN2.J58 (811)--809 (812)--81-910954 (821)--8569268 (826)--PNeIOB9uuE (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)
BOUQUET J


JOURNAL of management development (210)

search under
Quarterly journal of management development <ALC76>

JOURNAL of management education. v.1- ; 1969- <UCD> (210)--Published by: Dept. of Business Management and Industrial Administration, University of Delhi (305)--Delhi (401)--28cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)-- q (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Management bulletin. v.1-5(2); 1964-68 <UCD> (601)--I. Management - Study and teaching - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. University of Delhi. Dept. of Business Management and Industrial Administration (730)--Management bulletin (750)--HD20.15.I4J68 (811)--658.005 (812)--72-92667 (821)--6640053 (826)--HDe1DD969q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1-3; Apr./Sept. 1969-July/Dec. 1971 (910)

JOURNAL of nutrition and dietetics (210)

search under
Indian journal of nutrition and dietetics.

JOURNAL of oriental research (University of Madras) (210)

search under
Annals of oriental research.

JOURNAL of oriental research, Madras. v.1- ; 1927- <OC> (210)--
Issued by: Kuppuswami Sastri Research Institute (302)--Madras (401)--Law Printing House for Kuppuswami Sastri Research Institute <PiH> (402)--Mylapore, Madras-600 004 <CIPE> (480)--$3.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined <OC> (503)--q (521)--English (531)-- Ed.: V. Raghavan <CIPE> (611)--I. Indo-Aryan philology - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I.
JOURNAL of relig. of psycho. researches. v.1- ; Jan. 1, 1957- (210)--
Published by: Madras Psychology Society, Dept. of Psychology, University of Madras (703)--Madras (401)--Dr. T. E. Shanmugam <PiI75> (402)--Madras -600 005 <CIPE> (480)--Rs. 45.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--chart (5016)--t (521)--English (531)--Ed.: T. E. Shanmugam <PiI75> (611)--Index (651)--Indexed in: Index India; Psych. abstr. <CLP> (654)--Original investigations contributing to the advancement of psychology <CIPE> (680)--I. Psychology - Periodicals (720)--I. Madras Psychology Society. II. University of Madras. Dept. of Psychology (730)--Madras. University. Dept. of Psychology. Madras Psychological Society (740)--BFI.J668 (811)--150 (812)--SA64-6298 (821)--0022-3972 (825)--1754761 (826)--BFeITM957t (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST NUC OC PiH PiI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.8, Jan. 1964- (910)

JOURNAL of rehabilitation in Asia. v.2- ; 1961- (210)--Other title: Rehabilitation in Asia <OC> (2303)--Formerly: Occupational therapy and rehabilitation in Asia. v.1, Nov. 1959-60 (250)--Bombay (401)--Smt. Kamla V. Nimkar, Managing Trustee (402)--The Amerind, 15th Road, Khar, Bombay- 400 052 (480)--Rs. 30.00 (490)--23-25cm. (5011)--Illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Smt. Kamla V. Nimkar <PiI75> (611)--Social welfare (680)--I. Rehabilitation - Periodicals <OC> (720)--1. Occupational therapy and rehabilitation in Asia. 2. Rehabilitation in Asia (740)--RM930.A1J6 (811)--615 (812)--SA64-4214 (821)--0022-4162 (825)--1800363 (826)--RMeITB959q (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC PiI75 UCD (853)--PL480: V.5, Jan. 1964- (910)

JOURNAL of religious studies. v.1- ; Sept. 1969- (210)--Sponsored by: Punjabi University. Guru Gobind Singh Dept. of Religious Studies (306)--Patiala (401)--Gurucharan Singh (402)--Punjabi University, Patiala, Punjab (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--V.3(1/2), 1974 issued combined (503)--f (521)--English (531)--Some issues not published (540)--Ed.: S. Gurbachan Singh <PiI75> (611)--Research articles on comparative religion <CIPE>
JOURNAL of research

(680)--1. Religion - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Punjabi University. Guru Govind Singh Dept. of Religious Studies (730)--BL1. J63 (811)--200.5 (812)--77-912620 (821)--0047-2735 (825)--1800031 (826)--BLeIP96q9f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC Pi175 (853)--PL480: V.1-5(1/2); Sept. 1969-74 (910)

JOURNAL of research in Indian medicine (210) search under
Journal of research in Indian medicine, yoga, and homeopathy <ALC77>

The JOURNAL of research in Indian medicine, yoga, and homeopathy. v.11- ; Mar. 1976- (210)--Other title: Bharatiya cikitsa, yoga, evam homiyopaithi ki anusandhana patrika (2303)--Formerly: Journal of research in Indian medicine. v.1-10; July 1966-Dec. 1975 (250)--Published by: Central Council for Research in Indian Medicine and Homeopathy (305)--Post-Graduate Institute of Indian Medicine <OC> (335)--New Delhi (401)--Varanasi (431)--Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi-221 005, UP (480)--Rs. 30.00; $8.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)-illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--q (521)--semiannual: July 1966-Dec. 1970 (525)--English, Hindi (534)--Cumulative index <CIPE> (651)--Indexed in: Ind. sc. abstr. (654)--1. Homeopathy - Periodicals. 2. Homeopathy - India - Periodicals. 3. Medicine, Hindu - Periodicals. 4. Yoga - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Central Council for Research in Indian Medicine and Homeopathy. II. Banaras Hindu University. Post-Graduate Institute of Indian Medicine (730)--Journal of research in Indian medicine (740)--SC80-1780 (821)--0250-4790 (825)--4326052 (826)--UWeh1DN96q6 (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: V.1, July 1966- (910)

JOURNAL of root crops. v.1- ; 1975- <OC> (210)--Published by: Indian Society for Root Crops (305)--Official organ of the Society (307)--Trivandrum (401)--C/O Central Tuber Crops Research Institute, Trivandrum-695 017, Kerala (480)--Rs.60.00; $20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)-illus. (5012)--f (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr. (654)--1. Root crops - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Society for Root Crops (730)--SB209.AJ86 (811)--X9-915289 (822)--0378-2409 (825)--3062847 (826)--SLBe1Ke975f (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)

BOUQUET J JOURNAL of social extension

JOURNAL of rural extension (210)--Published by: U.P. Society of Extension Education and Rural Development (305)--Kanpur (401)--25cm. (5011)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--f (521)--English (531)--1. Agricultural extension work - India - Periodicals. 2. Education, Rural - India - Periodicals. 3. Rural development - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. U.P. Society of Extension Education and Rural Development (730)--S544.5.14J86 (811)--Sn83-10799 (821)--3903641 (826)--S5eIUK9uuf (828)--ALC78 (852)--NST OC (853)

JOURNAL of shipping, customs & transport laws (210)--Other title: J.S.C.T.L. <ALC76> (2303)--Bombay (401)--Milan Law Publishers (402)--P. O. Box 4591, 15/2 Navajivan Society, Lamington Road, Bombay-400 008 (480)--Rs.45.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--m (Apr.-Dec.) (521)--English (531)--Ed.: A. B. Gandhi <CIPE> (611)--Cumulative index (651)--Reports cases decided by Indian and foreign courts on shipping, air, rail, road transport, customs, foreign exchange, import and export, clearing and forwarding <CIPE> (680)--1. Maritime law - India - Cases. 2. Maritime law - India - Periodicals (720)--J.S.C.T.L. (740)--Law (811)--343'54'09605 (812)--75-904464 (821)--2245629 (826)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: V.2, Apr. 1975- (910)

JOURNAL of Shri Ram College of Commerce (210)

search under

Business analyst.


JOURNAL of social and economic studies. v.1- ; Mar. 1973- (210)--Published by: Anugraha Narayan Sinha Institute of Social Studies (305)--Patna (401)--Dr. Sachchidananda <Pi75> (402)--Anugraha Narayan Sinha, Director, A.N.S. Institute of Social Studies, Patna-800 001 <OC> (480) --Rs.30.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Dr. C. H. Sachchidanand (611)--An interdisciplinary forum in the field of economics, sociology, psychology and other related social sciences on the problems of economic development and social dynamics <CIPE> (680)--1. Social sciences - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Anugraha Narayan Sinha Institute of Social Studies (730)--H1.7556 (811)--300.5 (812)--73-904631 (821)--0377-0508 (825)--1790542 (826)--HleIBiP973f
JOURNAL of social research <Meerut> (210)
search under
Indian journal of social research.

JOURNAL of social research. v.1- ; Sept. 1958- (210)--Issued by:
Council of Social and Cultural Research, Bihar and Ranchi
University, Dept. of Anthropology (302)--Sponsored by: Bihar
University. Dept. of Anthropology (306)--Organ of the Council of
Social and Cultural Research, Bihar and the Dept. of Anthropology,
Ranchi University (307)--Ranchi (401)--24cm. (501l)--illus.
(5012)--Some issues combined (503)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: L.
P. Vidyarthi <CIPE> (611)--Cumulative index: V.6-10: 1963-67, with
v.11(1) (651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India <CIPE> (654)--Publishes
theoretical papers of ethnographic interest based on the field work
done in India and abroad <CIPE> (680)--1. Anthropology --
Periodicals. 2. Social sciences -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I.
Council of Social and Cultural Research, Bihar. II. Ranchi
University. Dept. of Anthropology (730)--GN1J6 (811)--300
(812)--SA66-7458 (821)--0449-315X (825)--1956967 (826)--GNeIBir958f
(828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480: V.6(1/2),
Mar./Sept. 1963- (910)

JOURNAL of social sciences. v.1- ; 1970- ; 1958- <OC> (210)--Spon-
sored by: Institute of Social Sciences, Agra University (306)--Agra
(401) --Ceased (470)--24cm. (501l)--tables (5015)--frequency varies
<IPiP> (521)--English (531)--I. Social sciences -- Periodicals. 2.
India -- Social conditions -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Agra
University. Institute of Social Sciences (730)--1775158 (826)--NST
(852)--IPiP OC (853)

The JOURNAL of social transformation. v.1- ; June 1977- (210)--Pub-
lished by: Sanjivayya Institute of Socio-Economic Studies (305)--New
Delhi (401)--Bapu Bhavan, Sat Nagar, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110 005
(480) --Rs.8.00 (490)--29cm. (501l)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: I.
F. Franklin <CIPE> (611)--1. Caste - India -- Periodicals. 2. India
-- Social conditions -- Periodicals. 3. India -- Economic conditions --
Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Sanjivayya Institute of Socio-Economic
Studies (730)-- HN681.J7 (811)--309.1'54'05 (812)--78-646983
(821)--4817264 (826)-- HNeIDN977q (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC
(853)--PL480: V.1, June 1977- (910)

JOURNAL of social work (University of Lucknow) <UCD> (210)
search under
University of Lucknow. Social Work Alumni Association (110)
Lucknow University journal of social work <ALC76>

JOURNAL of sociological studies. v.1- ; Jan. 1982- (210)--Published
by: Dept. of Sociology, University of Jodhpur (305)--Jodhpur
(401)--$8.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--a (521)--English (531)--I.
JOURNAL of soil and water conservation in India. v.1- ; Oct. 1952-
(210)—Sponsored by: Soil Conservation Society of India <OC>
(306) --Official organ of the Soil Conservation Society of India
(307) --Hazaribagh (401)--DVC, Hazaribagh-825 301, Bihar <CIPE>
(480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--23cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues
combined (503)--q (521)--English (531) --Indexed in: Biol. abstr.;
Chem. abstr.; Ind. sc. abstr. <CIPE> (654)--1. Soil conservation
India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Soil Conservation Society of
India (730)--631.4; 333.7 <NST> (812)--SA66-1881 (821)-- 0022-457X
(825)--1604717 (826)--UUEIBIH952q (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCD
(853)--PL480: v.12-18(3/4)/19(1/4) (comb. issue); June 1964-July

JOURNAL of state politics and administration. v.1- ; Jan./June 1978-
(210)--Sambalpur (401)--A. P. Padhi (402)--C/18 Jyoti Vihar, Burla,
Sambalpur-768 017, Orissa (480)--Rs.15.00; $6.00 (490)--25cm.
(5011)--f (521)--English (531) --Ed.: Aditya prasad Padhi <OC>
(611)--I. State governments - India - Periodicals. 2. India -
Politics and government - 1947- - Periodicals (720)--I. Padhi,
Aditya Prasad, 1939- ed. (730) --JQ298.8.J68 (811)--320.954
(812)--78-914597 (821)--5119174 (826)--JQEIOS978f (828)--ALC79
(852)--OC (853)--PL480: v.1, 1978- (910)

JOURNAL of Tamil studies. v.1- ; Apr. 1969- (210)--Issued by: Inter-
national Institute of Tamil Studies (302)--Vols. for 1969-70 issued
by the International Association of Tamil Research, Trivandrum <OC>
(352)--Madras (401)--V. I. Subramaniam, University of Kerala (402) --
Thamilakam, Sterling Road, Madras-600 034 <Pii75>
(480)--International Institute of Tamil Studies, CIT Campus,
Adaiyaru, Madras-600 020 <CIPE> (483)--Rs.20.00 (490)--25cm.
(5011)--f (521)--English (531)--Issues for 1971 reported as not
published (540)--Issues for 1972 have no volume numbering but
constitute No.1-2 (571)--Issues for 1969-70 called V.1-2; 1972-
called no.1- (573)--Succeeds: Tamil culture. v.1-12; 1952-66 <OC
UCD> (601)--Ed.: S. V. Subramanian <CIPE> (611)--Aims to disseminate
the current trends in Tamil research <CIPE> (680)--1. Tamil
philology - Periodicals. 2. Tamils - Periodicals. 3. Tamil
literature - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. International Association of
Tamil Research. II. International Institute of Tamil Studies
(730)--Tamil culture (750)-- PL4758.A2J65 (811)--494; 894
(812)--75-905586 (821)--0022-4855 (825)--1773647 (826)--PLeITM969f
(828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST OC PiI75 UCTN (853)--PL480: <No.l-6; 1969-74 (910)

JOURNAL of the administrative sciences. v.7(3)- ; Dec. 1962- (210) --
Issued by: Institute of Public Administration, Patna University
(302)--Patna (401)--Institute of Public Administration, Patna
University, Patna-800 005, Bihar <CIPE> (480)--22-24cm. (5011)--Some
issues combined (503)--t, Dec. 1957- (521)--quarterly (irregular):
JOURNAL of the Annamalai University (210)
search under
Annamalai University (110)--Journal <AL IOL>

JOURNAL of the Communist Party of India (210)
search under
Party life <ALC76>

JOURNAL of the H.C.M. State Institute of Public Administration (210)
search under
Prashasnika <ALC76>

JOURNAL of the Harishchandra Mathur State Institute of Public Administration (210)
search under
Prashasnika <ALC76>


JOURNAL of the Institution of Surveyors (210)
search under
Indian surveyor.

JOURNAL of the Madhya Pradesh Itihasa parishad (210)
search under
Madhya Pradesh Itihasa Parishad (110)--Journal of the Madhya Pradesh Itihasa Parishad <ALC77>

JOURNAL of the Madras University. Section A: Humanities (210)
search under
University of Madras (110)--Journal; Section A: Humanities.

The JOURNAL of the North-East India Council for Social
BOUQUET J

Science Research (210)
search under
North-East India Council for Social Science Research (110)--
The journal of the North-East India Council for Social Science Research.

JOURNAL of the Photographic Society of Bombay (210)
search under
Photographic Society of Bombay (110)--Journal.

JOURNAL of the United Provinces Historical Society (210)
search under
Uttar Pradesh Historical Society (110)--Journal <IOL>

JOURNAL of university education. v.1-5(2); Sept. 1962-67 (210)--Spon-
sored by: Federation of Central Universities Teachers' Associations
(306)--Aligarh (401)--A. Singh for the Federation (402)--Delhi
(431)--Ceased (470)--23cm. (5011)--t (521)--1. Education, Higher-
Periodicals (720)--I. Federation of Central Universities Teachers'
Associations (730)--LB2300.J6 (811)--378 (812)--SA64-1226
(821)--0449-3303 (825)--NUC (852)--AL NST UCD (853)

The JOURNAL of Vedic studies. v.1-2; Jan. 1934-35 (210)--Lahore (401)
--Mehar Chand Lachman Das (402)--Ceased (470)--24cm. (5011)--diags
(5017)--u (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Raghu Vira (and others)
(611)--1. Indo-Aryan philology - Periodicals. 2. Vedic philology -
Periodicals. 3. Sanskrit philology - Periodicals (720)--PK101.J8
(811)--PKeIPL934u (828)--NUC (852)--IOL PiH ULS (853)

JOURNAL of vocational and educational guidance. v.1- ; Jan. 1954--
<NST> (210)--Issued by: All India Educational and Vocational
Guidance Association (302)--Bombay (401)--25cm. (5011)=m; q <OC>
(521)--English (531)--1. Personnel service in education -
Periodicals (720)--I. All India Educational and Vocational
Association (730)--LB10275.J64 (811)--371.4 (812)--SA64-4239
(821)--0449-332X (825)--1800337 (826)--LBeIMtb954m (828)--AL
(852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480: V.9(4), Aug. 1963-- (910)

JUBBULPOR.E. Henry Martyn Institute of Islamic Studies (110)
search under
Henry Martyn Institute of Islamic Studies, Jubbulpore <ALC76

--The JUNGLE. v.1- ; Mar. 1971- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Wild Life Camp
(402)--m (521)--Formerly bimonthly (525)--English (531)--Tourism and
nature study (680)--70-924718 (821)--1773648 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC
(853)--PL480: V.1-2(8); May 1971-Aug. 1974 (910)

JURIDICAL digest (210)
search under
India. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)--Juridical digest.

JUSTITIA. v.1- ; 1955- <UCD> (210)--Published by: Osmania University

- 929 -
JUTE Agri. Res.

(305) --Journal of the Students of Law College, Osmania University
(307) --Hyderabad (401) --25cm. (5011) --ports. (5013) --a
(521) --English (531) --1. Law - India - Yearbooks (720) --I. Osmania
University Law College (730) --340 (812) --SA67-3542; SA68-907195
<ALC76> (821) --0047-1954 (825) --UUEIAH955a (828) --NUC (852) --ALC76
NST UCD (853) --PL480: V.11, no.13/14, 1966/67 (910)

JUTE Agricultural Research Institute, Calcutta (110) --Annual report
(210) --Published by: Jute Agricultural Research Institute (305) --New
Delhi (401) --Calcutta (431) --26cm. (5011) --Some issues combined
(503) --a (521) --English (531) --Vol. for 1965 reported as not
published (540) --i. Jute - Periodicals (720) --SB257.J84
(811) --SA78-907195 (821) --1800124 (826) --SBelDB9uua (828) --ALC76
(852) --NUC OC UCSK UCSPHH (853) --PL480: 1964-1971/72 (910)

JUTE and gunny review. v.1-l4(7); Feb. 1949-62 <UCD> (210) --Vols. for
called also "annual number." (270) --Calcutta (401) --R. N. Dhandharia
(402) --28cm. (5011) --illus. (5012) --tables (pt. fold.) (5015) --m
(521) --English (531) --l. Jute - Periodicals (720) --HDe9156.J778
(811) --338.1 (812) --SA63-52 (821) --0447-2012 (825) --HDeIBC949m
(828) --NLC (852) --NUC UCD ULS (853)

JUTE bulletin. v.10-39; 1947-April. 1976/Mar. 1977 (210) --Issued by:
(302) --Published by: Directorate of Jute Development, Govt. of
India, Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation (305) --Formerly issued
by: I. Indian Central Jute Committee, 1939-Sept. 1964. II. Regional
(352) --Calcutta (401) --Dept. of Agriculture, Nizam Palace Campus,
Calcutta-700 002 (480) --Rs. 12.00 (490) --25-29cm. (501) --illus.
(5012) --m; q <OC> (521) --English (531) --Continues: Indian Central
Jute Committee. Bulletin. v.1-9; 1939-47 <UCD> (601) --Succeeded by:
Ghoshal (611) --Indexed in: Bibl. of agr.; Ind. sc. abstr.; Trop.
abstr. (654) --Indicates major developments in jute farming, trade,
commerce, industry, and technology (680) --I. Corchorus -
Periodicals. 2. Jute industry - India - Periodicals <OC> (720) --I.
Indian Central Jute Committee. Bulletin (740) --Jute
development journal (750) --8789851 (826) --HDeIBC939m (828) --CIPE
(852) --BUOCOP OC UCD ULS (853)

JUTE chronicle. v.1- ; 1966- (210) --Published by: Indian Jute Mills
Association (305) --Organ of the Association <CIPE> (307) --Calcutta
(401) --M. C. Mukherjee <Pil75> (402) --6 Netaji Subhas Road,
Calcutta-700 001 <CIPE> (480) --Rs.18.00 (490) --28cm. (5011) --illus.
(5012) --b (521) --English (531) --Ed.: M. C. Mukherjee <Pil75>
(611) --Index (651) --Of interest to jute goods manufacturers and
traders <CIPE> (680) --I. Jute industry - India - Periodicals <OC>
(720) --I. Indian Jute Mills Association (730) --HDe9156.J8168
(811) --677 (812) --SA67-1998 (821) --0022-7110 (825) --1800377
K

K. P. Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna (110)
search under
Kashi Prasad Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna (110)—Annual report.

K. R. Cama Oriental Institute (110)
search under
Cama (K. R.) Oriental Institute (110)—Journal <UCSK>

K.T.D.C.
search under
Kerala Tourism Development Corporation <ALC76>

KABIRA patha. v.1- ; 1968- (210)—Dilli (401)—Bhagavanadasa Kabira Panthi (402)—4088-89 Basti Mansarama, Gali Barn, Sadar Bazar, Delhi-110 006 <PI75> (480)—Rs.12.00 (490)—m (521)—English, Hindi (534)—Ed.: Bhagwan Das Kabir Panthi <PI75> (611)—On the sect of Kabir, 15th century saint poet (680)—77-912546 (821)—ALC78 (852)—PI75 (853)—PL 480: V.10, Aug. 1977— (910)

KADAMBINI. v.1- ; 1960- (210)—Nai Dilli (401)—Hindustan Times Ltd. <PH> (402)—Connaught Circus, New Delhi-110 001 <IPP> (480)—Rs.16.00 (490)—m (521)—Hindi (532)—General (680)—891 (812)—79-916692 (821)—0451-1921 (825)—1642702 (826)—UH1IDN960m (828)—ALC76 (852)—IPP NST OC PH (853)—PL480: V.11, Nov. 1970— (910)

KAHANI. v.1- ; 1954— <NST> (210)—Ilahabada (401)—Sarasvati Press <OC> (402)—Indore <PI75> (431)—5 Sardar Patel Marg, Allahabad-211 003, UP <PI75> (480)—Rs.8.00 (490)—25cm. (5011)—Some issues combined (503)—m (521)—Hindi (532)—Ed.: Sripat Rai <PI75> (611)—Short stories (680)—1. Short stories, Hindi — Periodicals <OC> (720)—PK2077.K25 (811)—891 (812)—72-924800 (821)—0451-2154 (825)—1784287 (826)—PKHlUA1954 (828)—ALC76 (852)—IPP NST OC PH PI75 (853)—PL480: V.18(2); Feb. 1971— . Some issues not available (910)


KAIVALYADHAMA (Lonavla) <PH> (210)
BOUQUET K

search under
Yoga-mimamsa <ALC76 PH>

KAJARARI. varsha 1- ; Aktu. 1971- (210)--Dilli (401)--Ceased (470)--314/25 Tri-Nagar, Dilli-110 035 <OC> (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--26cm. (5011) --illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--q (521)--Hindi (532) -- AP95.H5K29 (811)--72-900447 (821)--0377-7502 (825)--1784070 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1-4, No.13/14 (910)

KAKATYIA journal of English studies. v.1- ; Mar. 1976- (210)--Other title: KJES (2303)--Issued by: Dept. of English, Kakatiya University, Spring 1977-- (302)--Published by: The Department (305)--Vol. for 1976 issued by Post-Graduate Centre, Dept. of English (352)--Warangal (401)--Vidyaratnapur, Warangal-506 009, AP (480)--$1.00 (490)--23cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Satyanarain Singh (611)--1. Indic literature (English) - History and criticism - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Kakatiya University. Dept. of English. II. Post-Graduate Centre, Dept. of English (730)--KJES (740)--PR9480.K34 (811)--820.9 (812)--77-912155 (821)--3246825 (826)--PreifAW976a (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480: V.1, 1976- (910)


KALA darpana. v.1- ; <Jan.> 1974- (210)--Published by: Artaedaja Esosiesana afa Indiya (305)--Nai Dilli (401)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Art (680)--74-901006 (821)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: V.1(2-4); Feb.-Apr. 1974 (910)

KALA kalpam. v.1- ; 1965?- (210)--Published by: Keraleeya NrityaKala Kendram (305)--Calcutta (401)--C/O Keraleeya NrityaKala Kendram, 30A Padapukur Road, Calcutta-700 020 (480)--$1.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Some issues combined (503)--f (521)--English (531)--1. Performing arts - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Keraleeya NrityaKala Kendram (730)--PN1582.I4K34 (811)--793 (812)--74-910139 (821)--0047-3103 (825)--179783? (826)--PreI965f (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPP NST OC (853)--PL480: V.5-7(1/2); 1969-71 (910)

KALA nidhi. v.1-2(1); 1948-Jan. 1949 (210)--Published by: Bharat Kala Bhavan (305)--Official organ of the Bharat Kala Bhavan (307)--Banaras (401)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Suspected with v.2(1), Jan. 1949 <OC> (540)--Chiefly ancient art (680)--1. Art, Indic - Periodicals (720)--I. Bharat Kala Bhavan (730)--N7301.K33 (811)--76-902891 (821)--1645669 (826)--N7hiUB948q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PH (853)--PL480: V.1, 1948- (910)
KALA traimasika

KALA traimasika (210)—Published by: Rajya Lalita Kala Akadami, Uttara Pradesh (305)—Lakhanau (401)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—q (521)—Hindi (532)—Paintings, sculptures, etc. (680)—1. Art, Indic—Periodicals. 2. Art—Periodicals <OC> (720)—I. Rajya Lalita Kala Akadami, Uttara Pradesh (730)—N7301.K35 (811)—SA78-914134 (821)—6496101 (826)—N7hIUL9uq (828)—ALC78 (852)—OC (853)


KALA Vikash Kendra, Cuttack (110)—Silver jubilee journal (210) search under its Journal <ALC78>

KALAKSHETRA. v.l—1959—<IPP> (210)—Sponsored by: Besant Cultural Centre (306)—Madras (401)—K.S. Shankara Menon (403)—Besant Cultural Centre, Tiruvanmumiyur, Madras-600 041 <PI75> (480)—Rs.25.00 (490)—29cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—Some issues combined (503)—q (521)—English (531)—Some issues not published <ALC79> (540)—Issues for Apr. 1978—called v.l, no.1—<ALC79> (575)—Succeeded by: Kalakshetra quarterly w.e.f. Apr. 1978 <OC> (602)—Ed.: K. Shankara Menon <PI75> (611)—On the classical performing arts in India; Quarterly information of the Besant Cultural Centre <OC> (680)—I. Besant Cultural Centre (730)—Kalakshetra quarterly (750)—NX576.A1K34 (811)—915.4’03’05 (812)—73-917886 (821)—1773652 (826)—NXeITM959q (828)—ALC78 (852)—ALC79 CIPE IPP OC PI75 (853)—PL 480: V.11, May/July 1970—Some issues not available (910)


KALANUSANDHANA patrika. No.l—Julai 1968—(210)—Sponsored by: Sri Sangita Bharati Sodha Vibhaga (306)—Bikanera (401)—Jai Chandra Sharma <PI75> (402)—Shri Sangeet Bharati, Rani Bazar, Bikaner—334 001, Rajasthan (480)—Rs.10.00 (490)—23cm. (5011)—ports. (5013)—Some issues combined (503)—q (521)—Hindi (532)—Reported
suspended (540)—Ed.: Dr. Murari Sharma <PI75> (611)—Research articles on art, chiefly dance and music (680)—1. Music — Periodicals. 2. Dance — India — Periodicals (720)—I. Shri Sangita Bharati (730)—ML5.K17 (811)—SA68-19411 (821)—3219687 (826)—MlHIB968q (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC PI75 (853)—PL480: No.1-11; Julai 1969-71 (910)


KALPANA. v.1—1949—(210)—Hyderabad (401)—Bhagirath Sharma <PI72> (402)—4-5-16 Sultan Bazar, Hyderabad, AP <PI72> (480)—Rs.15.00 (490)—Some issues combined (503)—m (521)—Hindi (532)—Ed.: Baddrivishal Patti <PI72> (611)—Literary and cultural (680)—SA65-3250 (821)—1773654 (826)—ALC76 (852)—IPP OC PH PI72 UCR (853)—PL480: V.15(9), Sept. 1964—(910)

KALAPATRA (210)—Dilli (401)—m (521)—Hindi (532)—On the contemporary Indian literary and sociopolitical scene (Samasamayika cintana aura lekhana ka masika (680)—ALC78 (852)

KALASA (210)—Ara (401)—Devavani Sodha Mandira (402)—Bhojapura <NUC> (431)—Devavani Shodh Mandir, Misra Tola, Ara-802 301, Bihar (480)—Rs.6.00 (490)—26cm. (5011)—m (irregular) (521)—Bhojpur (532)—Aniyata kalika Bhojapuri masika sahitya; Bhojpuri and Hindi literature (680)—1. Bhojpuri literature — Periodicals. 2. Hindi literature — Periodicals (720)—I. Devavani Sodha Mandira (730)—PK1828.A2K34 (811)—78-914314 (821)—7100596 (826)—PKHIBI9uum (828)—ALC78 (852)—NUC OC (853)—PL480: ? (910)

KALYANA. v.1—1926—<PH> (210)—Gorakhapura (401)—Gita Presa (402)—Gita Press, Gita Press Road, Gorakhpur-273 001, UP <PI75> (480)—Rs.12.00 (490)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—ports. (5013)—m (521)—Hindi (532)—Ed.: Swami Ramsukhdasji <PI75> (611)—Spiritual welfare (680)—1. Hinduism — Periodicals (720)—BL1100.K27 (811)—SA65-5797 (821)—1623851 (826)—BCHUG926m (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC PH PI75 (853)—PL480: V.39, Jan. 1965—(910)

KALYANA kalpataru, or the Bliss <NLC>. v.1—1934—<PH> (210)—Gorakhpur (401)—Govind Bhavan Karyalaya <PH> (402)—Ceased (470)—Gita Press Road, Gorakhpur-273 001, UP (480)—Rs.6.00 (490)—24cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—m (521)—English, Sanskrit (534)—Suspended during 1943 <ULS> (540)—Ed.: Chimman Lal Goswami
KAMAKOTI vani


KAMAKOTI vani (the voice of Kamakoti) <OC>. v.1- ; 1970- (210)--Madras (401)--Sri Bhaktha Samaj (402)--6-A Station Road, West Mambalam, Madras-600 033 (480)--24cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended during May-June 1976 (540)--Ed.: Lakshmi Narasimha Sastri <PI75> (611)--Supplement accompanies v.7(3) (631)--Indian culture, literature, and philosophy (680)--l. Hinduism -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--BLL100.K34 (811)--70-912621 (821)--0022-8052 (825)--1783501 (826)--BLeITM970m (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.2, Jan. 1970- (910)

KAMALAYANA. varsha 1- ; Agas./Sitam. 1972- (210)--Nai Dilli (401)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Social welfare (680)--72-907456 (821)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: Aug./Sept. 1972 (910)

KAMYUNISTA. varsha 1- ; Aktu. 1975- (210)--Published by: Bharatiya Kamunista Parti (305)--Bharatiya Kamunista Parti ka masika patrika (307)--Nayi Dilli (401)--21cm. (5011)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Activities of the Communist Party of India (680)--l. Communism -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Communist Party of India -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Bharatiya Kamunista Parti (730)--HX391.K35 (811)--77-912476 (821)--6510012 (826)--HXhIDN975m (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.3, Oct. 1977- (910)

KANANA. v.1- ; 1970- (210)--Ranchi (401)--B. N. Sinha <PI75> (402)--DFO Ranchi West Division, Ranchi-834 002, Bihar (480)--Rs.4.00 (490)--q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: S. Muhammed <CIPE> (611)--Forestry (680)--74-920089 (821)--1640805 (826)--UUEhI1R970q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.2(1-4), Jan.-Sept./Oct. 1971 (910)

KANAPURA Visvavidyalaya (110)
search under
Kanpur University <ALC76>

KANARA Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Mangalore (110)--Journal. v. 1- ; 1971- (210)--Mangalore (401)--P.O. Box 116, Bunder, Mangalore-575 001, Karnataka (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--m (521)--English, Kannada (534)--Ed.: K. P. Hegde (611)--Contains matters of importance to trade, commerce, and industry with particular reference to government notifications (680)--0300-4074 (825)--1427006 (826)--CIPE (852)--CNLCOC (853)

KANKA. v.1- ; 1971- (210)--Ratalama (401)--Nirmal Sharma <PI75> (402)--Ratlamb Trai Prakashan, Dayanand Marg, Dhanmandi, Ratlam-457 001, MP <PI75> (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--Some issues combined (503)--b (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Kailash Jayaswal and others <PI75> (611)--Short stories, essays, and poems (680)--l.
BOUQUET K

Hindi literature - Periodicals (720) -- X2-901334 (822) -- 4976263 (826) -- PKHIMR971b (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC PI75 (853) -- PL480: No.2, Jan./Feb. 1972 -- (910)

KANNADA studies. v.1- ; Jan. 1965- <OC> (210) -- Published by: Institute of Kannada Studies, University of Mysore (305) -- Mysore (401) -- Ceased (470) -- 22cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- Eng. (531) -- I. Kannada philology - Periodicals <OC> (720) -- I. University of Mysore. Institute of Kannada Studies (730) -- PL4641.A28 (811) -- 891.1; 494'.814'05 <OC> (812) -- 73-908009 (821) -- 0453-2139 (825) -- 1641832 (826) -- ALC76 (852) -- ALC80 NST OC (853) -- PL480: V.3(1) (910)


KANPUR University (110) -- Patrika (210)
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Kanapura Visvavidyalaya patrika <ALC76>


KARANTA; (210) -- Hindi saptahika (212) -- Other title: Hindi karanta (2303) -- Published by: Karanta Pablikesamsa (305) -- Bambai (401) -- w (521) -- Hindi (532) -- News and current affairs (680) -- Hindi karanta (740) -- APB.C78 (811) -- APHI MtB9uuw (828) -- ALC78 (852)

KARNATAK Historical Research Society (110) -- Journal (210)
search under
The Karnatak historical review <ALC80>

The KARNATAK historical review. v.1- ; Mar. 1931- (210) -- Title varies slightly (250) -- Published by: Karnatak Historical Research Society, Dharwar (305) -- Journal of the Society <ALC80> (307) -- Dharwar (401) -- Jubilee Circle, Dharwar-580 001, Karnataka <CIPE> (480) -- Rs.25.00 (490) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- g; f <ALC80> (521) -- English (531) -- Suspended 1934-35 (540) -- Ed.: R. S.
KARNATAK law

Panchamuki (611)--Contains articles on history, socio-economics, linguistics and Vedic literature (680)--l. Carnatic - History - Periodicals (720)--I. Karnataka Historical Research Society (730)--DS485.C24K3 (811)--58-54581 (821)--DSIKD931g (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC80 IOL NUC UCD ULS (853)

KARNATAK law journal. v.1- ; May 1957- (210)--Bangalore (401)--K. P. Rao <PI75> (402)--4th Cross Road, Shankharapuram, Bangalore-560 004, Karnataka (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. P. Rao (611)--Law (680)--SA62-227 (821)--0022-9091 (825)--1639108 (826)--UeIKB957m (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPP OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.6-17(3); Jan. 1962-Mar. 1974 (910)

KARNATAK University, Dharwar (110)--Journal (210)
search under its Journal; humanities.

KARNATAK University, Dharwar (110)--Journal; humanities. v.4- ; 1960- (210)--Formerly: Journal. v.1-3(2); Nov. 1956-June 1959 (250)--Dharwar (401)--S. S. Wodeyar (402)--Karnataka University, Dharwar-580 003 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--25cm. (501)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--a (521)--English, French, German, Kannada, Sanskrit (534)--Issued alternately in science and humanities numbers (575)--Split from its journal in 1960 (6011)--Ed.: M. K. Naik <PI75> (611)--Special numbers <CIPE> (640)--Indexed in: Chem. abstr.; GPII; Index India <CIPE> (654)--College magazine (680)--Karnataka University. Journal (740)--AS472.K33A32 (811)--SA64-2982; SA68-6823 <OC> (821)--0075-515X (825)--1713748 (826)--ASIKD956a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP OC PH PI75 UMC (853)--PL480: V.6(2), 1962- (910)

KARNATAK University, Dharwar (110)--Journal of Karnataka University; (210)--social sciences. v.1- ; 1965- (212)--Dharwar (401)--Karnataka University, Dharwar-580 003, Karnataka (480)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Social sciences - Periodicals. 2. India - Social conditions, 1947- - Periodicals. 3. India - Economic conditions, 1947- - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HN681.K3 (811)--309.154 (812)--SA68-11245 (821)--0075-5176 (825)--1644881 (826)--HNeIKD965a (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPP NST OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480: V.1-10; 1965-74 (910)

KARNATAK University bulletin. v.1- ; 1952- <NST>; 1966 <CIPE>; 1968 <UCD> (210)--Dharwar (401)--S. S. Wodeyar (402)--Karnataka University, Dharwar-580 003, Karnataka (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. S. Wodeyar (611)--College magazine (680)--378 (812)--0047-326X (825)--PI75 (852)--CIPE CNLC IPP NST (853)

KARNATAK University, Dharwar. College of Education (110)--Journal of the College of Education. v.1- ; 1963- (210)--Published by: The College (305)--Dharwar (401)--C. S. Bennur <PI75> (402)--Karnatak University, College of Education, Dharwar-580 002, Karnataka <PI75>
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(480)—Rs.10.00 (490)—25 cm. (501l)—Some issues combined (503)—f
(521)—Suspended: 1973-76 (540)—Ed.: C. S. Bennur (611)—College
magazine (680)—l. Education—India—Societies etc.
(720)—L61.R35 (811)—370 (812)—SA68-18611 (821)—0453-3364
(825)—L66eK963f (828)—ALC78 (852)—CIPE CNLC IPP NST P175 UCD
(853)—PL480: V.6, Aug. 1968— (910)

KARNATAKA University, Dharwar. Dept. of History and Archaeology
(110)—Annual report (210)
search under
Karnataka. Dept. of Archaeology (110)—Annual report.


KARNATAKA. 1st ed.—; 1977— (210)—Published by: Myer's Economic
Research, Marketing Information and Documentation Centre
(305)—Bangalore (401)—Rs.25.00 (490)—25 cm. (501l)—illus.
(5012)—a (521)—English (531)—On socio-economic and cultural
development in Karnataka (680)—l. Karnataka (State)—Economic
conditions—Periodicals (720)—I. Myer's Economic Research,
Marketing Information and Documentation Centre (730)—HC437.K27K3
(811)—330.95'54'8705 (812)—77-912588 (821)—4625627
(826)—HCeIKB977a (828)—ALC78 (852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1977— (910)

KARNATAKA acts and ordinances (210)
search under
Karnataka. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)—Karnataka acts and
ordinances.

KARNATAKA (110)—Annual financial statement, budget. 1974/75— (210)
—Bangalore (401)—31 cm. (501l)—a (521)—English (531)—Continues:
Mysore. Finance Dept. Budget estimates; summary of the financial
position (601)—l. Finance, Public—Karnataka (State)—Periodicals
(720)—Mysore. Finance Dept. Budget estimates; summary of the
financial position (750)—74-901295 (821)—5016591 (826)—ALC76
(852)—OC (853)—PL480: 1974/75— (910)

KARNATAKA (110)—Budget estimates; (210)—summary of the financial
position (212)—Bangalore (401)—a (521)—English, Kannada (534)—
Continues: Mysore. Finance Dept. Budget estimates; summary of the
financial position w.e.f. 1974/75 (601)—Mysore. Finance Dept.
Budget estimates; summary of the financial position (47-17621 rev.)
(750)—74-903970 (821)—ALC76 (852)—MI (853)—PL480: 1962/63—
(910)

KARNATAKA (110)—Budget memorandum (210)
search under its
Explanatory memorandum on the budget.

KARNATAKA (110)—Detailed estimates of expenditure. 1974/75— (210)
—Bangalore (401)—30 cm. (501l)—Issued in vols. (502)—u (521)—
English, Kannada (534)—l. Karnataka (State)— Appropriations and
expenditures Periodicals<OC>(720)--74-901208 (821)--5016603 (826)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1974/75--(910)


KARNATAKA (110)--Detailed estimates of revenue and other receipts. 1974/75--(210)--Formerly issued by the State under its earlier name: Mysore (352)--Bangalore (401)--1975--(461)--a (521)--English, Kannada (534)--1. Revenue - India - Karnataka (State) - Periodicals<OC>(720)--Mysore. Detailed estimates of revenue and receipts (740)--74-901205 (821)--5016616 (826)--UUekIKKB975a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1968/69--(910)

KARNATAKA (110)--Economic classification of the Karnataka Govt. budget (79-915266) (210) search under its Economic-cum-functional classification of the Karnataka Govt. budget.
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KARNATAKA. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)--District statistical handbook, Mandya. 1973/74-- (210)--Published by: Govt. of Karnataka, Bureau of Economics and Statistics (305)--Bangalore (401)--1974-- (461)--1973/74: Rs.6.80 (490)--31cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Mandya (District) -- Statistics - Collected works <OC> (720)--HA1728.M34K37 (811)--315.4'87 (812)--79-915143 (821)--5711416 (826)--HAeIKB974u (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1973/74-- (910)

KARNATAKA. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)--District statistical handbook, Shimoga. 1973/74-- (210)--Published by: Bureau of Economics and Statistics, Govt. of Karnataka (305)--Bangalore (401)--1974-- (461)--Rs.7.00 (490)--31cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Shimoga (District) -- Statistics - Collected works <OC> (720)--HA1728.S48K37 (811)--315.4'87 (812)--79-915037 (821)--5711470 (826)--HAeIKB974a (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1973/74-- (910)

KARNATAKA. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)--Report
on causes of deaths medically certified in hospitals of
Karnataka State (210)

search under its
Report on the international classification of diseases,
injuries and causes of deaths medically certified in hospitals
of Karnataka State.
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crop estimation surveys in Karnataka (210)--Published by: Bureau of
Economics and Statistics, Govt. of Karnataka (305)--Bangalore
(401)--Bangalore-560 001, Karnataka (480)--Unpriced (490)--21cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Continues: Mysore.
surveys in Mysore State (601)--1. Agriculture - India - Karnataka
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Karnataka (State) - Statistics - Periodicals. 3. Agricultural
estimating and reporting - India - Karnataka (State) - Statistics -
Report on the crop estimation surveys in Mysore State (750)
--S280.K3B87 (811)--338.1 '0954'87 (812)--79-915034 (821)--722950
(826) --S2eIKB9uua (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1972/73-
(910)

KARNATAKA. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)--Report on the
international classification of diseases, injuries, and causes of
deaths medically certified in hospitals of Karnataka State. 1973/74-
(210)-- Published by: Bureau of Economics and Statistics, Govt. of
Karnataka (305)--Bangalore (401)--Bangalore-560 001, Karnataka
(480)--Unpriced (490)--34cm. (5011)--Some volumes issued combined
(503)--a (521)--English (531)--"Supersedes": Its Report on causes of
death medically certified in hospitals of Karnataka (601)--1.
Mortality - India - Karnataka (State) - Periodicals. 2. Deaths -
Causes - Statistics - Periodicals. 3. Karnataka (State) -
Statistics, Medical - Periodicals. 4. Karnataka (State) -
Statistics, Vital - Periodicals (720)--Karnataka. Bureau of
Economics and Statistics. Report on causes of deaths medically
certified in hospitals of Karnataka (740)--RA407.5.I4R46
(811)--312'.2 '095487 (812) --79-915620 (821)--RAlKB974a
(828)--ALC80 (852)--NUC? (853)
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search under
Statistical abstract of Karnataka.

KARNATAKA. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)
Statistical outline of Karnataka (210)
search under
KARNATAKA. Bur. of Econ.
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KARNATAKA. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)--Statistics of co-operative movement in Karnataka (210)--Published by: Govt. of Karnataka, Bureau of Economics and Statistics (305)--Bangalore (401)--Bangalore-560 001, Karnataka (480)--Vol. for 1973 treated by LC as a monograph--ephemera (512)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends June 30 (620)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: 1973--. Vols. for 1974-75 not available (910)
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Annual report <ALC79>

KARNATAKA. Dept. of Emp. TULIP


KARNATAKA. Dept. of Employment and Training (110)
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search under its
Annual report <ALC78>

KARNATAKA. Dept. of Food and Civil Supplies (110)--Annual report of the Dept. of Food and Civil Supplies. 1973/74--(210)--Published by: The Department (305)--Formerly issued by the State under its earlier name: Mysore. ? - 1972/73 (352)--Bangalore (401)--20cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Food supply - India - Karnataka (State) (720)--I. Mysore. Dept. of Food and Civil Supplies (730)--HD9016.I42M853 (811)--354'54'870082 (812)--75-900676 (821)--0304-7555 (825)--2245578 (826)--HDeI9K9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1970/71-1973/74 (910)
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KARNATAKA. Dept. of Information and Publicity (110)--Annual report--Govt. of Karnataka, Dept. of Information and Publicity, Dept. of Films and Karnataka Film Industries Development Corporation, Ltd. 1976/77- (210)--Formerly: Annual report of the Dept. of Information and Publicity and Film Unit (250)--<Bangalore?> (401)--Govt. of Karnataka (402)-- 1976/77: Rs.1.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Vols. for ? - 1977/78 include the Annual report of the Dept. of Film and the Annual report of Karnataka Film Industries Development Corporation <NUC> (620)--1. Government publicity - India - Karnataka (State) - Yearbooks (720)--I. Karnataka. Dept. of Film Unit. II. Karnataka Film Industries Development Corporation (730)--Karnataka. Dept. of Information and Publicity. Annual report of the Dept. of Information and Publicity and Film Unit (750)--JQ299.K374K37 (811)--354'.54'870081 (812)--80-648635 (821)--JQeIKB977a (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: 1976/77- (910)

KARNATAKA. Dept. of Information and Publicity (110)--Annual report of the Dept. of Information and Publicity and Film Unit (210)--Bangalore (401)--Govt. Press (403)--1975/76: Rs.1.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--a (521) --English (531)--Continues in part: Mysore. Dept. of Information and Tourism. Review of the activities of the Dept. of Information and Tourism and Mysore. Film Unit Dept., Annual report (601)--Succeeded by: Its Annual report--Govt. of Karnataka, Dept. of Information and Publicity, Dept. of Films and Karnataka Film Industries Development Corporation Ltd. (602)--1. Government publicity - India - Karnataka (State) - Periodicals (720)--I. Karnataka. Dept. of Film Unit (730)--Mysore. Film Unit Dept. Annual report (740)--I. Mysore. Dept. of Information and Tourism. Review of the activities of the Dept. of Information and Tourism. 2. Karnataka. Dept. of Information and Publicity. Annual report--Govt. of Karnataka, Dept. of Information and Publicity, Dept. of Films and Karnataka Film Industries Development Corporation Ltd. (750)--JQ299.K374K37 (811)--354'.54'870081 (812)--76-913387 (821)--3530690 (826)--JQeIKB977a (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1969/70-70/71 (comb. issue)-1975/76 (910)

KARNATAKA. Dept. of Labour (110)--Brief report on the working of the Labour Dept. in Karnataka (210) search under its Report <ALC76>

KARNATAKA. Dept. of Law


KARNATAKA. Dept. of Law and Parliamentary Affairs (110)--Report--Dept. of Law and Parliamentary Affairs (210)--Published by: The Department (305)--Bangalore (401)--21cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Justice, Administration of - Karnataka (State). 2. Judicial statistics - Karnataka (State) (720)--LAW (811)--347'.5487'01 (812)--76-913037 (821)--2714671 (826)--OC (852)

KARNATAKA. Dept. of Parliamentary Affairs (110)
Karnataka acts and ordinances (210)
search under
Karnataka. Laws, statutes, etc. (110)--Karnataka acts and ordinances <ALC76>

KARNATAKA. Dept. of Personnel and Administrative Reforms (110)
Annual report (210)
search under
Karnataka. Dept. of Cabinet Affairs (110)--Annual report <ALC78>

KARNATAKA. Dept. of Prisons (110)--Administration report of the Prisons Dept. (76-913378) (210)
search under its
Annual report--Prisons Dept, Govt. of Karnataka.

KARNATAKA. Dept. of Prisons (110)--A brief note on the working of the Prisons Dept. (210)
search under its
Annual report--Prisons Dept., Govt. of Karnataka <ALC78>

KARNATAKA. Dept. of Public Libraries (110)--Annual report of the
Dept. of Public Libraries, 1972/73--(210)--Bangalore (401)--21cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--Some reports issued combined (503)--a
(521)--English (531)--Continues: Mysore. Dept. of Public Libraries.
31 <OC> (620)--1. Public libraries -- India -- Karnataka (State) --
Collected works (720)--Mysore. Dept. of Public Libraries.
Administration report--Dept. of Public Libraries (740)--2846.M9412
(811)--354'.54'8700852 (812)--74-903313 (821)--0304-7563
(825)--2240222 (826)--Z8eIKB969a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NWC OC UCKS
(853)--PL480: 1967/69-1972/73 (910)

KARNATAKA. Dept. of Tourism (110)--Annual report--Dept. of Tourism
and Tourism Development Corporation Ltd., 1974/75--(210)--Cover
title: Report--Dept. of Tourism (2304)--Published by: The
Department (305)--Vol. for 1974/75 issued by the Dept. of Tourism
(352)--Bangalore (401)--21cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
(531)--Continues in Part: Mysore. Dept. of Information and
Tourism. Review of the activities of the Dept. of Information and
Tourism (601)--Absorbed: Karnataka State Tourism Development
Corporation. Annual report--Karnataka State Tourism Development
Periodicals <OC> (720)--Mysore. Dept. of Information and Tourism.
Review of the activities of the Dept. of Information and Tourism
(740)--Karnataka State Tourism Development Corporation Ltd. Annual
report (750)--G155.I4K36 (811)--354'.54'87008243 (812)--75-908968
(821)--2514168 (826)--GleIKB9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 NWC OC
(853)--PL480: 1974/75--(910)

KARNATAKA. Development, Housing, Panchayat Raj and Cooperation Dept.
(110)--Annual report of the Development, Housing, Panchayat Raj and
Cooperation Dept., 1973/74--(210)--Published by: The Department
(305)--Formerly issued by: Mysore. Development, Housing, Panchayat
Raj and Cooperation Dept. (352)--Bangalore (401)--21cm. (5011)--a
(521)--English (531)--1. Karnataka (State) -- Economic conditions
(720)--1. Mysore. Development, Housing, Panchayat Raj and
Cooperation Dept. (730)--HC437.M8A335 (811)--330.9'54'87
(812)--74-903968 (821)--2240251 (826)--HCeIKB974a (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC (853)--PL480: 1973/74 (910)

KARNATAKA. Directorate of Employment and Training (110)--
1. Annual employment review--Govt. of Karnataka.
2. Employment review, Karnataka State.
3. Occupational pattern in Karnataka State; Private sector.
4. Occupational pattern in Karnataka State; Public sector (210)

search under
1. Employment review, Karnataka State.
2. Occupational pattern in Karnataka State; private sector.
3. Occupational pattern in Karnataka State; public sector.

KARNATAKA. Directorate of Employment and Training (110)--Shortage occupations, Karnataka State. Dec. 1973-July/Sept. 1974-
(210)--Formerly: Shortage occupations, Mysore State. ? -June 1973
(250)--Published by: The Department (305)--Bangalore (401)--31cm.
(501l)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Job vacancies - Karnataka (State)
(720)--Mysore. Directorate of Employment and Training. Shortage
occupations: Mysore State (740)--HD5820.M8A33 (81l)--331.l'2
(812)--74-903832 (821)--2246651 (826)--HDeIKB9uua (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC (853)--PL480: June 1968-Jan./Mar. 1975 (910)

KARNATAKA. Directorate of Youth Services (110)--Report--Directorates of Youth Services, National Cadet Corps, and Govt. Flying Training
School (210)--Published by: The Directorate (305)--21cm. (501l)--a
(521)--English (531)--"Superseded by": Karnataka. Dept. of
Education and Youth Services. Annual report--Dept. of Education and
Youth Services (602)--1. Youth - India - Karnataka (State) -
Periodicals. 2. Social work with youth - India - Karnataka (State) -
Periodicals (720)--I. Karnataka. Directorate of National Cadet
Corps. II. Government Flying Training School (730)--Karnataka.
Dept. of Education and Youth Services. Annual report
(750)--HQ799.I52K34 (811)--362.7'0954'87 (812)--76-913123
(821)--2556743 (826)--HDeIKB9uua (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC OC
(853)--PL480: 1974/75 (910)

KARNATAKA. Education and Youth Services Dept. (110)--Performance
budget of Education and Youth Services Dept. (210)--Published by:
The Department (305)--Formerly issued by: Mysore. Finance Dept.
(352)--Bangalore (401)--31cm. (501l)--a (521)--English (531)--1.
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KERALA. Tourist Dept. (110)--Administration report (210)--Ernakulam (401)--Printed at the Govt. Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Tourist trade - Kerala (State) - Yearbooks (720)--Gr55.L4K43 (811)--915.4 (812)--SA68-746 (821)--0453-7416 (825)--1800382 (826)--GlEIKE99ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:1962/63-1972/73 (910)

KERALA. Town Planning and Architecture Dept. (110) search under
Kerala. Town Planning Dept. <ALC76>


KERALA. University (110)
search under
University of Kerala.

KERALA University. Oriental Manuscripts Library (110)
search under
University of Kerala. Oriental Research Institute and
Manuscripts Library (110)--Journal <ALC76 UCD>

KERALA University law review. v.1, No. 1-2; May 1968-Mar. 1971 (210)
--Published by: Dept. of Law, Kerala University (305)--Ernakulam
(401)--Reported ceased (470)--24cm. (5011)--q (irregular)
(521)--English (531)--1. Law -- Periodicals -- India <OC> (720)--I.
University of Kerala. Dept. of Law (730)--76-922342 (821)--1755129
(826)--KleiKeE968q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1(1-2);
May 1968-Mar. 1971 (910)

KERALA. Vigilance Commission (110)
search under
Kerala. Vigilance Dept.

KERALA. Vigilance Dept. (110)--Administration report--Vigilance Dept.
1971/72- (210)--Vol. for 1966/67 issued by the Division under its
variant name: Vigilance Commission (352)--Ernakulam (401)--S.G.P. at
the Govt. Press (403)--21cm. (5011)--a (521)--English
(531)--Continues: Kerala. Vigilance Division. Administration
report--Vigilance Division, 1966-1971 (601)--1. Corruption (in
politics) -- Kerala (State) (720)--I. Kerala. Vigilance Commission
(730)--JQ620.K4725C64 (811)--4648464 (826) --JQeIKeE967a (828)--OC
(852)

KHADI gramodyog <E>. v.1- ; Oct. 1954- (210)--Issued by: India.
Khadi and Village Industries Commission (302)--Organ of the
Commission <CIPE> (307)--Formerly issued by: All India Khadi and
Village Industries Board. Oct. 1954- (352)--Bombay (401)--J. N.
Verma <PI75> (402)--Khadi and Village Industries Commission,
Gramodaya, Irla Road, Ville Parle West, Bombay-400 056 <PI75>
(480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--
English (531)--Ed.: J. N. Verma <PI75>; Y. C. Sharma <CIPE>
(611)--Includes supplement (631)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India
<CIPE> (654)--Journal of rural economy <OC> (680)--1. Cottage
industries -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Small business -- India --
Periodicals. 3. Home labor -- India -- Periodicals. 4. Agricultural
industries -- India -- Periodicals (720)--I. India. Khadi and
Village Industries Commission. II. India. All India Khadi and
Village industries Board (730)--HD2346.I5K45 (811)--338.9 (812)--
SA64-2298 (821)--0023-1029 (825)--1586266 (826)--HDeIMtB954m
(828)--AL (852)--CIPE IPP NST OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.11, Oct. 1964--
(910)

KHADI world (210)
search under
Sarvodaya.

KHETI. v.1- ; 1948- <PI75> (210)--Published by: Bharatiya Krishi Anusandhana Parishad (Indian Council of Agricultural Research) (305)--Nai Dilli (401)--Indian Council of Agricultural Research, Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi-110 001 (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--25-28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Absorbs: Pashupalan <IPP> (6031)--Ed.: R. D. Sharma <PI75> (611)--Agriculture (680)--1. Agriculture -- Periodicals. 2. Agriculture -- India (720)--I. Indian Council of Agricultural Research. II. Bharatiya Krishi Anusandhana Parishad (730)--Pashupalan (740)--SA65-6963 (821)--SC1D948m (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPP NUC P175 (853)--PL480: July 1962-Apr. 1965; Apr. 1973- (910)

KIORIRIMALA Koleja (110)--Kavitaem (210)

search under
Kavitaem <ALC76>

KISAN world. v.1- ; Jan. 1974- (210)--Madras (401)--K. R. Alagaram--swamy <PI75>; Sakthi Sugars, Ltd. <OC> (402)--6 Poies Garden, Madras-600 086 <PI75> (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Absorbed: Sugar news in <May> 1974 (6031)--Ed.: A. E. Solomon Appadurai <PI75> (611)--Problems and prospects of the Indian farmers (680)--1. Agriculture -- India -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--Sugar news (750)--SA3.K62 (811)--74-900573 (821)--2253198 (826)--S3eITM974m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PI75 UCTN (853)--PL480: ? (910)

KISANI samachara. v.1- ; 1957- <PI75> (210)--Published by: Director of Agriculture, Madhya Pradesh. Agriculture Dept. (Sancalaka, Krishi Vibhaga, Madhya Pradesh) (305)--Bhopala (401)--Office of the Joint Director of Agriculture, Bhopal, MP <PI75> (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--maps (5014)--Some issues combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: D. D. Gupta <PI75> (611)--Agriculture and animal husbandry (680)--1. Agriculture -- Periodicals. 2. Agriculture -- India -- Madhya Pradesh (State) (720)--I. Madhya Pradesh. Agriculture Dept. (730)--SA65-5802 (821)--SCIMB957m (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPP NUC P175 (853)--PL480: V.14, June 1962- (910)

KJES (210)

search under
Kakatiya journal of English studies.

KOLHAPUR. Shri Chhatrapati Shivaji University (110)

search under
Shivaji University <ALC76>

KOMA. v.1- ; Sept. 1967- (210)--Kanapura (401)--128/63 D Kidwai Nagar, Kanpur, UP <PI75> (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Suspended: Jan./Mar. 1975-Sept. 1978. V.2, No. 7 reported
BOUQUET K

KRISHNAMURTI

as not published (540)--Ed.: Randhir Prasad Srivastava <PI75>
(611)--Literary and cultural (680)--78-901987 (821)--1773663
(826)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 OC PI75 (853)--PL480: V.1(2), Dec. 1967--
. Some issues not available (910)

KONKAN Krishi Vidyapeeth (110)--Publication (210)
search under
Journal of Maharashtra agricultural universities <ALC79>

KOSA. v.l- ; Jan. 1970-- (210)--Patana (401)--L.F. 6 Srikrishanpuri,
Boring Road, Patna-800 013, Bihar (480)--Rs.9.00 (490)--26cm.
(5011)-- illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--m
(521)--Hindi (532) --Suspended during Jan./July 1974. Some issues
reported as not published (540)--Poems, essays, articles, etc.
(680)--AP95.H5K67 (811)--72-904881 (821)--1784177 (826)--APhIBip970m
1975 (910)

KOSALA; (210)--Journal of the Indian Research Society of Avadh. v.l-
Jan. 1978-- (212)--Published by: Indian Research Society of Avadh
(305) --Faizabad (401)--1222 Delhi Darawaza, Faizabad-224 001, UP
(480)--$7.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--€ (521)--English,
Hindi (534)-- 81-910383 (821)--8620766 (826)--OC (852)

KOTHARI'S economic and industrial guide of India. 29th ed.- ;
1971/72-- (210)--Formerly: 1. Southern India investors. 1936-40
<NLC>. 2. Investors' encyclopedia. 1941-60. 3. Kothari's economic
(401)--Kothari (402)--Kothari Buildings, 20 Nungambakkam, High Road,
Madras-600 034 (480)--$25.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--maps (part fold.) (5014)--Vol. for 1961 issued in 2v.
(502)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: C. B. Ghanshyamdas <CIPE>
(611)--Supplement accompanies 8th ed., 1943 <OC> (631)--Commerce and
industry (680)--l. Investments - India - Yearbooks. 2. India -
Industries - Yearbooks <OC> (720)--l. Southern India investors.
2. Investors' encyclopedia. 3. Kothari's economic guide and investors
handbook of India (740)--HG573.1157 (811)--338.0954 (812)--72-904460
<OC> (821)--1784174 (826)--HGeITM936a (828) --ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC
OC PI75 UCSD UCSM UMC (853)--PL480: ? -30th; 1961-1973/74 (910)

KOTHARI'S economic and investors handbook of India (SA63-226)
search under
Kothari's economic and industrial guide of India.

KRISHNAMURTI Foundation (110)--Bulletin--Krishnamurti Foundation.
1972?-- (210)--Published by: Krishnamurti Foundation (305)--<Madras
(401)--Bangalore <OC>, Poona (431)--S. Patwardhan <OC> (432)--22cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--t (521)--quarterly: 1972-77 (525)--English
(531)--Philosophy (680)--l. Krishnamurti, Jiddu, 1895-- Societies -
Periodicals (720)--I. Patwardhan, Sunanda (730)--B5134.K754A14
(811)-- 181'.4 (812)--73-901395 (821)--0047-3693 (825)--3523264

- 987 -
KRIYA yoga

(826)--B5eITM972t (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 OC UMC (853)--PL480:
No.1, 1972- (910)

KRIYA yoga (210)--Published by: Bihar School of Yoga (305)--Monghyr
(401)--Monghyr-81l 201, Bihar (480)--Rs.150.00; $40.00 (490)--23cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--I. Bihar School of
Yoga (730)--78-914516 (821)--7797322 (826)--ALC79 (852)--OC
(853)--PL480: ? (910)

KUENSEL (210)--Published by: Dept. of Information, Ministry of Dev-
elopment at the Royal Govt. of Bhutan Press (305)--Official bulletin of
the Royal Govt. of Bhutan (307)--Thimpu (401)--25cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--Some numbers issued combined (503)--w
(521)--English, Tibetan (534)--Supplement accompanies v.10(24)
(631)--News and current affairs about Bhutan (680)--1. Bhutan --
Periodicals (720)--I. Bhutan. Ministry of Development. Dept. of
Information (730)--J9.BA43 (811)--SC80-593 (821)--4374547
(826)--J9etIBhT9uuw (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.10(13),
Mar.30, 1975- (910)

KUNDALINI. v.3- ; 1979- (210)--Formerly: Spiritual India and Kunda-
lini. v.1-2; Oct. 1977-79 (250)--Published by: <Kundalini Research
and Publication Trust> (305)--<New Delhi> (401)--B-98 Sarvodaya
Enclave, New Delhi-110 017 (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--24cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Magazine of
international spiritual and scientific progress (680)--1. Kundalini --
Periodicals <OC> (720)--Spiritual India and Kundalini
(750)--BLe1DN977q (828)--ALC80 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: ? (910)

KUPPUSWAMI Sastri Research Institute, Madras (110)
Journal of oriental research (210)
search under
Journal of oriental research <PH>

KURUKSHETRA (E). v.1- ; 1952- <UCD> (210)--Issued by: Ministry of
Community Development, Panchayat Raj and Cooperation, Govt. of India
1956-Aug. 1958. 3. Ministry of Community Development and
Cooperation, Sept. 1958-Feb. 1966. 4. Ministry of Food,
Agriculture, Community Development and Cooperation, Mar. 1966-68
(307)--New Delhi (401)--Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi <CIPE>
(480)--Publications Division, Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting, Patiala House, New Delhi-110 001 <CIPE> (483)--Rs.8.00
(490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--e (521)--monthly (irregular):
v.1-18(8); Aug. 1952-May 1970 (525)--English. Issued also in Hindi
ed. (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Absorbs:
Panchayati raj in June 1970 (6031)--Ed.: P. Srinivasan <CIPE>
(611)--Indexed in: GIP; Index India <CIPE> (654)--A journal of
community development and rural improvement (680)--1. India - Social
policy - Periodicals <OC> (720)--1. India. Community Projects
Administration. II. India. Ministry of Community Development. III. India. Ministry of Community Development and Cooperation. IV. India. Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Community Development and Cooperation (730)--Panchayati raj (750)--HN681. K8 (811)--56-18113 (821)--0023-5660 (825)--1773665 (826)--HNeIDN952e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPP NUC QC UCD (853)--PL480: V.10(9), June 1962-- (910)

KURUKSHETRA (H). v.1- ; 1955- <UCD> (210)--Published by: Nidesaka, Prakasana Vibhaga, Sucana aura Prasarana Mantralya (305)--Sponsored by: India. Ministry of Community Development, Panchayati Raj and Cooperation (306)--Nai Dilli (401)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Development of village government and rural improvement (680)--1. India - Social policy - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Ministry of Community Development. II. India. Ministry of Community Development and Cooperation (730)--HN681. K8 (811)--SA64-226 (821)--HNeIDN955m (828)--ALC76 (852)--UCD (853)--PL480: V.7(8), June 1962-- . Some issues not available (910)

KURUKSHETRA (annual) (210)--Issued by: Ministry of Community Development, Panchayati Raj and Cooperation, Govt. of India (302)--New Delhi (401)--a (521)--English (531)--Anniversary number; Numbered serially in Kurukshetra (E) (640)--ALC76 (852)--NST (853)--PL480: V.11, 1962-- (910)

KURUKSHETRA law journal. v.1- ; 1971- (210)--Published by: Faculty of Law, B. N. Chakravarty University (305)--Vol. for 1971 issued by the Faculty of Law under the earlier name of the University: Kurukshetra University (352)--Kurukshetra (401)--26cm. (501l)--a (irregular) (521)-- English (531)--Suspended: 1972-75 (540)--I. Chakravarty (B. N.) University. Faculty of Law. II. Kurukshetra University. Faculty of Law (730)--77-912037 (821)--3338612 (826)--UUEIHK971a (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480: V.1, 1971-- (910)

KURUKSHETRA University (110)--Annual report--Kurukshetra University. 1976/77-- (210)--Published by: The University (305)--Vol. for 1975/76 issued by the University under its variant name: Chakravarty (B. N.) University (352)--Kurukshetra (401)--35cm. (501l)--a (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Report year ends Aug. 31 (620)--I. Kurukshetra University - Yearbooks (720)--I. Chakravarty (B.N.) University (730)--Chakravarty (B. N.) University. Annual report (77-912457) (740)--LG169.K8A3 (811)--378.54'52 (812)--74-903160 (821)--6852114 (826)--LGeIHK977a (828)--NUC (852)--ALC80 OC (853)

KURUKSHETRA University (110)--Journal of Haryana studies (210)
search under
Journal of Haryana studies <PH>

KURUKSHETRA University (110)--Research journal; (210)--arts and humanities. v.1- ; 1967- (212)--Published by: Kurukshetra University (305) --Kurukshetra (401)--Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--Some issues